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ABSTR/-\CT
The thesis is introduced by a discussion of the technological importance
of developing superconducting materials having 10\.',1 losses at power frequencies.
The following two chapters are devoted to a presentation of the reversible
magnetic properties of superconductors using the Ginzburg-Landau equations5
and a discussion of the irreversible behaviour of real materials in terms
of flux pinning and the critical state concept. Following this background
dt scuss ion, previous work on a.c. losses is revi ewed. Particlllar.p.mpha~is
is given to the losses below Hcl and it is shown that, while losses above
Hcl can be interpreted using the critical state model, bel ow Hcl they are
only partially understood.
Modifications to an electronic wattmeter which enable accurate measure-
ments to be made at 10-4 WHz-1 m-2 are discussed. An improved vibrating
samp 1e magnetometer ;s descri bed» together vii til the theory and des ign of
an a.c , permeability apparatus used to obtsin cr it ical current values.
The preparation of a range of niobium samples is described. The techniques
employed include annealing, spark-machtntnq, mechentcal , chemtcal and electr-o-
polishing, neutron irradiation and ion-implantAtion. The magnetization curv!s,
surface profiles and other data for the treated specimens are presented.
Heasurements of the low frequency losses in these samples at 4.2 K are
described. It is sh(l\'lnthat in rough samples hysteretic losses arise below
H ·1 from the penetration of surface asperities and that the results are tnc .
good agteement with an expression5 similar to Guchhold's (1963)~ which is
derived, namely:
\.,horp r'J i~ the peak f iel d w tha 'O\'C'I~- cri t tcal"._ - 1m ._ ....__ , "CL" ,_ • ,(,;. - field, H 1 or H , D thec. c
tcntre line average height of the surface profile and K a 'hysteresis factor'.
The losses in cold-worked and annealed niobium samples and lead, tin and
indium specimens with values for 0 between 0.33 and 20 pm are found to fit
l ~..:,
\ I I l
(within a factor of tvro ) the expression
Different results are observed in smooth saml)les and explanations for these
are suag~sted. The losses in samples previously penetrated by a large a.c.
fie"ld are found to be increased by a factor of up to thtrty. ThI s increase
is related to trapped flux and Possible loss mechanisms arc discussed.
The losses above Hel are shown to be reduced in damaged samples. Neutron
irr~diation induces heavy bulk damage but has little effect on the surface.
Mechanical treatment produces large surface currents and is most effective
-? 1 ~in reducing the loss, the dissipation at 50 Hz being below 0.1 W m ~ at
fields up to 85 kA(RMS)m-1 (1500 Oe - Peak) in a mechanically polished,
annealed polycrystalline sample. Implantation of niobium ions to a depth
of 10 nm does not alter the losses.
Measurements of the crit ica 1 currents and f1ux prof-i1es in two annealed
samples are presented and it is shown that a critical state exists within
them. The losses above Hcl in both irreversible and annealed samples fit
the Ullmaier (1966) expression L = 1- J.ioUtn - llH/2)3/Jc, but it is
found that equating llH/2 with Hel gives critical currents an order of
magnitude sma1ler than those obtained in other measurements. It is shown
that M-1/2 is not constant and that the shielding curr'ents are negligible
except neal' Hc1•
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1. INTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen a phenomenal expansion in the use of super-
conductors. The first high-field solenoids were constructed in 1961 by
Frazer et a1 (1961) and Kunzler (1962). Since then superconductors have
been used in the construction of a 2.4 t,1WD.C. motor by the International
Research and Development COq two large bubble-chamber magnets at Brookhaven
and Argonne, the fonner of 2.44 m and the latter of 4.83 OJ internal diameter.
an 0.7 m quadrupo1e5 focussing magnet for the Cern 28 GeV proton synchroton
and in microwave cavities for a linear accelerator at Stanford. Beside these
large scale projects, superconducting magnets of a variety of designs have
become c~~on place research tools in many laboratories. A superconducting
picovol1Jnetet'is available. and quentum interference devices (Josephson
junctions) have found many uses. Superconducting wire is produced by firms
in Britain. Japan. Gennany and North America. Superconducting magnets are
available from numerous commercial enterprises<
Feasibility and design studies have been undertaken for many other
applications. For example, Powe ll and Danby (1966) have examined the
possibilities of using superconducting magnets in the suspension of high-
speed trains. Gan>Jin and ~latisoo (1967) studied the transmission of powers
of the order of 10Q GW over distances of 1000 km using a D.C. superconducting
cable, workers at the Rutherford laboratory are actively engaged in developing
a.superconducting synchrotron .(Smith, 1968).
Apart from the IRDC motor all the large-scale applications of super-
conductors haVe been in nuclear research; in none of them are superconductors
used to carry power-frequency alternating currents. Since almost all electric
power is generated. transmitted and utilized as alternating current the
~idespread use of superconductors i~ ~vai7day industri~l applications now
a'r/aitsthe development of materials suitable for usc with alternating currents.
The advance in the use of superconductors deta~led above depended on the
development of such high-field superconducting materials as Nb3Sn and NbZr
For the former- only the high-field superconductors are available.
by Ktmi.ler et al (1961) ~nd Be~1'iincourt et al (196i). These mctteY"ials can
carry currents of up to 10,000'MA m-2 at fields of 2 Tesla, and 100 MA m-2 at
up to 20 Tes la, Their ability to carry such large currents vlith apparently
zero power dtsstpatton ar-ises because flux penetrates the mater+al and is
pinned at metal1uraical defects. However, when an alternating field is
applied this behaviour leads to diss ipat.ton, The motion of flux into and
out of the superconductor as the field changes is hysteretic, and produces
losses.
}\ithough the losses are small compared to normal joule heating in good
conductors at room tempcratute8 they are significant for tWCl reasons. First
the rate at whi ch heat can be transferred from a metal surface to 1; qui d
heliumvlithout producing a lar'ge temperature gradient is about 100 Hm-2•
Consequently there is a limit to the loss level at which a superconductor
can be operated without producing thermal runaway. Second it requires a
order
power input ofA400 watts at room temperature to produce 1 watt of refrig0ration
at 4.2 K. any loss in a superconductor must therefore be at 'least a factor of
400 smaller than in a conventional conductor to obtain a real reduction in
power losses.
Most devices utilizing superconductors fall into two categories, those
which exploit the high-field characteristics of superconductors e.g. magnets
and those whf ch utilize their high current-carrying capacities e.g. cabl es ,
and the prob1ems of 50 Hz a.c, losses already mentioned are severe. For
high current applications the elemental superconductors provide a
second, possibility. Som:; of the5e prever.t flux penetiiltic!'lup to moderately
high fields. In this field region& the so called Meissner state. they can
carry high alternating current densities at the surface with very little
loss. Lead and niobium are two materials \'/hichhave been considered
(Rogors and Edwards. 1967). Niobiu~ is the basis fer mo~t of the high-
f'ie ld al loys , but, in pure form it remains in the Neissner state to fields
of 110 kA IT]-l (1400 De) at 4.2 K. and has a critical temperature of 9.2 i<.
.J.
No other material excludes flux tu as high a field at 4.2 Ko
One of the high~current applications for which niobium could be used
is an (i"C. pm'1er transatsston cab le, .1'), number of design and feasibility
studies have been undertaken of such a device eeg. Rogers and Edwards (1967).
Cairns et el ('1969)0 Its potential advantages are enormous; it could carry
high currents over. long distances, and m'ight solve the problems of increasing
voltage and size which hamper conventional ceble design.. Cairns et a1 (1969)
. and Rogers (1969) have shown that an a,c, cable to carry powers of the order'
of lGW might be econonrically and technically feasible. The conductor (Taylor,
1969) would he a thin layer of niobium operated at a surface current density
below 100 ~J\m~l. This would be attached to a layer of high ..field super-
conductor on a copper base which could carry any overload currents that
produced fieids suffic'ient to dr+ve the niobium normal.
One of the problems in designing an a.co cable or other device is a
lack of reliable infonllation about the mechanisms which pioduce the small
losses that occur in the Meissner State. For example. the relationships
betv/Cen loss and metallurgical parameters are uncertatn, the desirable
degree of surface smoothness is not known. It is not clear if the performance
of niobium can be improved. Any increase in its current carrying capacity
\'/ouldcertatnly enhance the feasibility of the concept.
Thi s thes is descri bes an experfmente 1 programme whi ch has been undertaken
to clarify some of these points. Aces losses ;n niobium both in and above
the Meissner state have been measured with the objectives of identifying
the loss mechanisms, defining the important material parameters and
investigating ways of reducing losses particuiariy fn fields abuve the
t~eissner state.
The next two chapters_ describe the basic reversible and irreversible
magnetic propert:ies of superconductors. The fourth chapter outlines the
current understanding of aeCe losses and the specific objects of our
experiments. The experimental apparatus and the results obta~ned are then
discussed. S.1. units are used throughout except that. for convenience,
a magnet'ic fi'eldll H~ is quoted in both Am-1 and Oe.
* Recent pulsed-field measurements by Foner et al have shown the upper
critical field of NbA1Ge to be 41T at 4.2K.
see Foner, S., McNiff, E.J. (Jr), Matthi~ B.T., Geballe, T.H., Willens R.H.
and Corenzwit, E., 1970, Phys. Lett., 31a, 349-50
2. THE REVERSIBLE BrJUWIOUR 8F SUPERGmmUCTuRS__ ,..,"'_ _ _,_......,.__ __._;,e~ _. ~ _
A superconductor is a material wht ch below "its crf t+cal temperature,
TcD has an immeC'surably small resistance to the flow of electrica1 current.
In a magnetic fle Id a superconductor "Jill IAcgain its normal propert ies v/hen
the field exceeds a critical value. This critical field is temperature
dependent increasing f~om zero at Tc to its maximum value at absolute z~ro.
The phenomenon of superconductivHywas first observed in 1911 at the
Univet'sity of Leiden when kamerl inqh Onnes (1913) attempted to measure the
res tstance of mercury in liquid hel iuu, He found that below 4K he could
measure no resistance. S'lnce that time a further 23 elements have been shown
to be super~onductors with critical temperatures ranging from 11.2K for
technit1um to O.OlK for tungsten (Robarts 1963), and with critical fields
up to 0.26 Tes Ia for niobium. t~uch higher critical fields and temperatures
al"e oxhtb itad by alloys. Roberts (1963) has listed hundreds of snperconduct inq
al loy systems and compounds. The highest cr+t tcal temperature so far recorded
(Foner et al, 1968) is 20.7K for a composite of niobium. aluminium and
germanium; niobium-tin with a critical temperature of 18.5K has the 'righest
uppel' critical field of over 20 Tesla at OK.*'
Superconductors have other 'important properties best des zero res; stivity.
A weak magnetic f le Id is ccmpl ete ly excluded from their interf ors ; they are
completely diamagnetic with magnetic momentD M. equal to -H. For suitably
prepared samples this t1ffect is reversible. Hhen flux does penetrate a
supercon~uctor it is quantized. Other properties are also affected. At the
critical te~perature a second order phase transition into the superccnductlnc
state takes place in zero magnetic field. This transition involves no latent
heat. There is a discontinuity in the specific heat which r ises to a high
value at Tc then falls be low its norma l s tate value as the temserature is
10\'lered towar-ds zero. There are also small chanqes in bulk rigidity
modulus and thermal expansion coeff ictent et the trsnstr.ion temper ature ,
A microscopic interpretation of these and other propert tes cf super...
conductm-s has been developed by sardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (1957) ~
With some modifications, their theoty which is now known as the BCS theory,
has been shown to be in agreement with the data from Cl wide range of themal.
cl ectromagnetic. nuclear, acoustic and mechani cal measurements 0 The theory
shows that the properties of a superconductor are produced by a condensed
state involving pairs of electrons with opposite spin and equal and opposite
momentum. This state extends over the whole of a macroscopic sample. and
can be described by a superconducting order parametere lji, which is a function
of position and time onlyo Such a condensed state will be produced by any
attractive force between electrons, but in the BCS theory this is supposed
to arise from phonon coupling over a characteristic distance called the
coherence length, ~(T).
An alternative and simpler approach to the understanding of the
electromagnetic propert.tes of superconductors in par-ticular is the Ginzburg ..
Landau (1950) theory. In the remainder of this chapter the reversible
properties of superconductors are described, the Ginzburg-Landau equations
are introduced and the magnetic properties they predict al'e presented. ~1any
Sources have been referred to while writing this chapter but the author has
dr'awn in partf cu'lar from the books by Lynton (1969). DeGennes (1966) and
Rose-Innes and Rhoderick (1969). and the review article on Type II super-
conductors by Goodman (1966).
2.2. Early Theories of SuperCoDductivity
If an infinitely .10no r.y1inde~ of one of the superconduct tnq element~
is placed in ·a untf'orn, axial, magnetic field \..,hichincreases from zero. the
magnetization •.Ms :of the sample follows the path shown in Fig. 2.1. The
superconductor exhibits perfect diamagnetism: that is M equals -H. up to a
cr·itical field! Hc. At He the superconductor reverts to the normal state ,
where resistance r~appears and M is almost zero. General1Ya the transition
is not reversible. There is some hysteresis due. for example to mu1tiply-
bulk materol11. On f te ld reversal t these become superconductinq before the
bu1k,al1d flux is trapped \'1ithill them,
HOHeve'''D r4eissnet' and Ochsenfe ld (1933) showed that for pure, defect ..
fi~ee samples of good crystal'linity the phase change is revers tb le, This
enabled Gorter and Casimir (1933) to develop a thermodynamic treatment of
superconductivity. The Gibb's fr'ee energy t Gs(H) e of ij superconductor in
a magnetic fie1d~ H~ is given by
202.1. Gs{H) Gs(o) = IV dV
o
where Gs(o) is the free-energy in zero fle ld,
Volume changes &re negligible so r dV equals Vg and for an infinite sample
J
M equals -H. At the transition Gs{Hc} :: Gn(Hc)a where Gn(H) is the free
H
lJo f - ~1(H)dH
Cl
enGrgy of the normal phase in a magnetic field. For most materials Gn\H)
will be almost equal to Gn(o). Hence it can be shown that
::
Thus the condensation energy. lJ H 2/2(Jm-3), of the superconducting state iso c H
equal to the area under the reversible magnetization curvee f T MdH and is of, 0
the order of 10-8 eV per atom. Its smallness was the principal reason for
the long delay (1911-1957) in deriving a satisfactory theory of the super-
conducting state.
Successive differentiations of Equation 2.2.2. with respect to
temperature yield expressicns for the entropy and specific heat of
ClSuper-conductor in terms' of' the var'iatfon o-F the critical field '\lit.h
temperatul'''e.Gorter and cestnir also predicted how the thermal properties
\'/ould vary with temperature by using a two-fluid model of a superconductor.
This model supposes that the superconductor contains two types of conducting
electrons, a number' ns which are superconduct+nq, and n - ns which are normal.
As the temperature changes from Te to zero, ns changes from zero to n.
Thus , the ~IErissner...Ochsenfeld experiments led the way to a thermo-
dynamic descript; on of super-conductivity. They Cl1so led F. and H. London
(1935) to develop an electromagnetic thetry of superconductorso Becker
et al (1933) had developed an electromagnetic treatment based Ori the
assumption that a superconductor contained perfectly conducting electrons.
The current density i in a material subject to a field [. and containing
n perfectly conducting electrons of charge e and mass m can be shown to be
E = •J
•Using the Naxwel1 equation curl f :: ..,8this leads to
2.2.4. •..B .m curl J7-
Equation 2.2.4. shows that a perfect conductor would generate shielding
currents near the surface opposing any change in an applied magnetic field
and keeping the internal flux constant. Hence if the nonnal-superconducting
transition occurred in a magnetic field» the flux present in the conductor
\>/ouldbe trapped. The r1eissner experiments showed that in a superconductor
this does not happen.
F. and H. London (1935) suggested that the superconducting electrons
of the Gorter-Casimir two-f lutd model should obey Equation 2.2.3. \'lhich
becomes
2.2.5. E In •Jn e2s
and that the Meissner effect would occur if Equation 2.2.4. was replaced by
-
the more restrictive c~ndition
2.2.6. -B = m curl J
n e2s
\l/herens is the number of superconducting electrons.
Equations 2.2.5. and 6 describe the electromagnetic behaviour of a super-
conductor, and are known as London's equatlons , Equation 2.2.6. may be
combined with the Maxwell equation curl ~ 2 ~~ to obtain the expression
2.2.7. where
The solution to Equation 2.2.7. for a one-dimensional case shO\I/S that an
external field penetrates a super-conductor. but decays exponentially from
the surface over a characteristic distance AL which is approximately
10 nm. AL is called the l.ondon penetration depth.
The exparlments of Schoenberg (1940) and others conf inned the London
prediction that an external field should penetrate a small distance irto a
superconductorc They also showed that the temperature variation of the
penetration depth agreed with the temperature variation of ns-i predicted
by the two-fiuid model. However tll~ actual v~lue of the penetrat'ion depth
was found to be larger than ALo Pippard (1953) used measurements of the
anomalous skin effect in superconducting tin samples to obtain the actual
penetration depth.~. He found that A was greater than AL' that it increased
as the applied field increased and that it was anisotropic 'insingle crystal s,
Even mor-a significant was his discovery that the penetration depth in zero
field, )'0& increased as the mean free path, 1, of the tin was decreased by
the addt t+on of indium.
To explain his results Pippard (1950 and 1953) suggested that there
was a characteristic length associated with superconductors which was the
minimum distance over which changes in the parameters describing the super-
conducting state could change under the influence of.perturbations. This
characteristic length was of the order of 1 lJmfor pure materials, and
decreased with the electron mean free path in impure specimens. Such a
characteristic length, the coherence length ~(T). does appear in the
microscopic BCS theory.
Ptppard dr€\'1 aila.nal09Y "lith the theory of the anomalous skin effect
to suggest that the relutionsh~p between the super currents and the external
field was non",:local. Using a non-local expression for the conductivity in
a region of characteristic dimension ~t similar to expressions deve loped
9.
for the anomalous skin effect, he predicted that the actual penptrat10n
depth should be given by the expressions
2.2.9. A = (London Limit)
2.2.10 2/3\ ~ » A (Pippard Limit)
where~o is the coherence length for pure materials, and A~ is the
corresponding penetration depth in the limit of infinite electron meal'
free path. These expressions are found to be in agreement with exper1ment~
2.3. The Ginzburg-Landau Equations
While Pippard was developing the concept of the coherence length.
Ginzburg and Landau (1950) suggested a phenomenological theory of super..
conductors which leads to a similar idea. Their aim was to improve o~ the
London theory which did not permit a calculation of the normal-super-
conducting surface energy, nor correctly describe the destruction of
supe."conductivity by a magnetic field and current.
According to the Landau~Lifsh'itz (1958) theory of second order phase
t}'ansitions , the free energy di fference of the phases can be expressed as
an even power ser+es of an 'order parameter' of the more ordered phase.
Ginzburg and Landau assumed that for a superconductor near Te only the first
two terms of the expansion needed to be considered, and hence in zero-field
one could write:
= + +
Where 1!Jis .the superconductfnq order parameter, a and B are two variable
parameters, and G is the'Gibbs free energy per unit volume. If Gs is
required to be a minimum in zero field then aGs/a(I1!J12) = 0 and
= (Equation 202.2.)
10.
this giVES
2.3.2. lJo
H 2
c
2
2a= ---za
In a magnetic field there will be a contribution to the free energy
of lJoH2/2 from the field. and a kinetic energy contribution where variations
in ~ take place which Ginzburg and Landau supposed to be
Where curl A = ~. and the current carriers are assumed to be e1ectron
pairs of charge 2e. They then added these terms, and by minimizing the
resulting expression for the energy with respect to both A and ~* obtained
the two Ginzburg Landau equations :
2.3.3. 2 1,+., 2a~ + I3llPl ~+ -2m (-1nV - 2e~) tjJ = 0
2.3.4. J ~ - ~(~*VlP - tjJV~*) -- 1m
and also the Ginzburg-Landau boundary condition
2.3.5. (-itv - 2eA) ~ = 0-n
Where n denotes the component normal to the boundary.
These equations describe the time-independent. electromagnetic behaviour of
a Superconductor and Gorkov (1959) showed that, sufficiently near to Tc' they
can be dertved from the microscopic BCS theory. In practice they appear to
apply reasonably well at all temperatures.
The equations can be written so as to contain both ~ and A QS pafamete~s.
For a semi-infinite slab occupying 0 < x < ~ where there ara no fields or
currents, equation2.3.3. may be written:
2.3.6. 112 d2* 3- -rm dx2 + aljl + aljl
If 1/I(x) is non-uniform Vie may substitute
:: 0
ii.
into 2~3.6.and obtain the equation
2
d .~ _ f + f3 = 0
dx
Wilich shows that chnnges in f and hence. will take place over distances of
order l;.
In vlea.k magnetic fields 11/112 ::t 1.
0
12 and 2.3.4. may be wrtt.ten
4e2 2---Iwl Am 0J &:
Taking the curl of both sides we obtain :
2.3.7. ..B = 2 m '"l5 curl J
-4e 11/1 It:.o
Provided that 1.012 is interpreted as the number of superconducting electrons
ns~ this is identical to the London equation 2.2.6. for particles of charge
2e. Although Ginzburg and Landau derived Equation 2.3.7. in the same w~y
as this and defined a penetration depth Ao by
they did not explicity define the parameter~. They did however define
another parameter. x. now usually denoted by K and known as the Ginzburg-
Landau parameter. by the equation
2.3.8. =
They pointed out that experimentally the ret io "/K (\,ihichusing Equation
2.3.1. can be shown to be equal to ~ as defined by ~2 = t2/2ma) was of the
order of lOAo •.and that this was the thickness of the nonnal-sllperconducting
surface region. The significance of this conclusion, and the parameter K will
be discussed;n the next section.
2.4. Ttpe II Superconductors and the f~ixed State- -
The importance of the Ginzburg-Landau equations was not fully recognized
until ten years after they were first published. Until this time the behaviour
12.
of superconduct lnp alloys in allowing flux to penetrate at 3. field lower
than that at wh+ch superconduct iv+ty disappeared, had been associated with
the magnetic irreversibility of such mater+al s, Both effects were supposed
to arise from inhomogeneities and defects in the samples. The discovery
that Nb3Sn remained superconducting up to a field of 8 Teslas which was
almost one hundred times greater than that at which complete diamagnetism
ceased. presented a major problem. Goodman (1961). however. pointed out
that a superconductor could reduce its free energy by allowing flux to
penetrate. because in that case the magnetization. M. which appears in
equation 2.2.1. would be less than 1. London (1950) had reached a similar
conclusione He showed that a superconductor which did exclude flux up to
Hc mU3t have a positive surface energy so that the creation of extra
normal-superconducting surfaces would, in fact, increase the free energy.
This can be seen by considering Fig. 2.3. which shows the variation of the
Super electron order parameter, ~t and the magnetic field, H, at the
surface of a superconductor. The field penetrates a distance At and the
free energy per unit surface area is therefore reduced by A~oH2/2. The
order parameter changes over a coherence length. ~, and the loss of super-
conducting volume increases the free energy per unit surface area by
. 2 '~1JoHc/2. Therefore. the surface energy per unit area ans is approximately
i1Jo(~Hc2 - AH2). Pippard (1953) showed that for pure materials ~ > As
and ans is therefore positive at all fields. However in alloys the mean
free path and the coherence length are small, while the penetration depth
.is large. Goodman suggested that, in this case, ~ might become smaller
..
than At ~"r would then ~e negative at a sufficiently high field •....
Homogeneous "alloy specimen$ might therefore exhibit a new type of magnetic
behaviour. characteristic of negative sur'face energy superconductors, in
which superconductivity remained to fields well above the thermodynamic
etitical field He defined by Equation 2.2.2.
Goodman's theory drew attention to a paper' wri tten four years
earlier by Abrikosov (1957). In it Abrikosov pointed out that the
Ginzburg-Landau equations lead to the conclusion that there are two types
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of superconductors;, the fi rst type have a G1nzburg-lal1da1i parameter K
less than 1/.(1: ~ the second have K greater than 1/12'. t-,joreover~ l1in2.hurg
and Landau (1950) showed that for 1<: > lin their equations lead to a
negative surface energy. and linstabilit'ies of the normal phase' in fields
greater than Hc. Abrikosov (1957) calculated that an applied field should
penetrate a superconductor of the second type at a field Hcl given by
2.4.1. = - 1 (In K + 0.08) He (Ie » 1)12K
where Hc is the thermodynamic critical field defined by 2.2.2.
Up to this field the surface energy 'is positive, the mater-tal exhibits
perfect diamagnetism (H =-M) B and is said to be in the t,1eissner state.
Above H 1 the surface energy is negative. and the superconductorc .
conta'ins normal regions. Abrikosov called this the mixed state. He used
the Ginzburg-Landau equations to predict its properties, and showed that
the flux penetra~es in the mixed state in the fonn of infinitely thin
filaments of normal materialo These are surrounded by a region of
characteristic radius ~ where the order parameter increases from zero to
a maximum equilibrium value. Flux penetrates the superconductor around
the filament in a region of characteri~tic radius~. The interior of
the superconductor is shielded from the flux in the filaments by super-
electron currents flowing around them. Near the core the electron
velocity falls off tnverse ly with distance from the filament in the
same way as the fluid velocity around the vortices in superfluid
helium.. The fi1aments are therefore sometimes known -as vortex
1ines . ,E~ch vortex line carries a single quantum of flux ~o where
~o = h/2e
and the f;lamcntsare consequently also known as flux lines or fluxoids.
Abrikosov calculated that the vortex lines would form a two-dtmens ional
periodic~ square lattice in the superconductor. Later calculations (Matricon
1964, Kleiner et al 1964) showed that under most conditions a triangular
lattice is more stable than a square one.
The ex; stence of !negati ve surface enel~gyI superconductors 'jsnow
adequately confirmed. They are known as type II superconductors" French
et al (1967) amongst others have demonstrated the existence of materials
with K greater than 1/12-. first penetrated by flux at a field Hcl given
by Equation 2.401., for which the magnetization curves are completely
reversible. A typical reversible curve is shown in Fig. 2.2. Essmann and
Triuble (1967) have observed the vortex structure in the mixed state, and
confirmed that it is triangular. It will be seen in Chapter 3 that inter-
actions between this vortex structure and the crystalline lattice provf de
the basis for an understanding of the irreversible magnetic properties of
Superconductors.
2.5. lhe~er Critical Fields
Abrikosovis predictions of the properties of type II superconductors
on the baSis of the Ginzburg-Landau theory confirmed its great importanc~.
Its usefulness was further demonstrated when St. James and DeGennes (1963)
used the Ginzburg-Landau equations to predict the existence of a phenom~non
now known as the surface sheath •
The upper critical field. Hc2' of a type II superconductor may be
determined by solving the Ginzburg-Landau equations in high fields. Near
the critical field ljJ wi ll be small and tenns in 111'12 can be ignored.
Equations 2.3e3. and 2.3.4. then become
2.5. 1• 1/2m( .,.itv
2.5.2. J = 0
Equation 2.5.1.. is identic~l to the Schrodinger equation of a particle of
charge 2e and mass m in a unif'or» magnetic field ~ = curl A. Landau and
Lifshitz (1958) show that. in an infinite mediumi this equation predicts
that the particles will move in circular orbits of frequency we = 2eB/rn
with· .. 2 +. vel0clty v. The energy of a particle has the form !mv + (n oj. 1/2)nwc'
and the lowest ~nergy state corresponding to v = n = 0 gives :
'*Ben--ITl
Other energy states give lower values for B consequently 2.5.3. gives the
upper critical field ice.
Hc2
Using Equations 2.3.2. and 2~3.8. thts may be rewrt tten as
2.5.4.
St. James and OeGennes showed that the above solution also satisfied the
boundary condition (Equation 2.3.5.) in tilecase of a semi-infinite slab
with the field normal to the surface. Howeverp when the field \liasparallel
to the surface the boundary condition was not satisfied for a region of
order F. beioVl the surface. The correct solution in this case led to a
higher surface critical field He3 given by
2.5.5. =
The prediction that a region of thickness ~ at the surface of a sample
would rematn superconducting up to f'i elds greater than Hc2 applied parallel
to the surface was rapf dly confinned by a number of workers e.g. Bon MaY'dion
et al (1964). Since H 3 will be greater than H for K > 0.417, some Type Ic c
superconductors also exhibit surface superconductivity. The phenomenon is
usua lly known as the DeGennes surface sheath.
2.6. 24mmary of Magnetic Propert~es
The ,magnetic properties of superconductors described by the G'jnzbuI"g"
La I .ne au theory may be sumner+zed as fnl lovs•
.E2!:.. all sup~rconductors :-..................... - ..
There is a thermodynamic critical field Hc defined by
poHc2/2 = v fHT MdH
o 0
\'1hereHT is the'maximum field at which superconductivity exists.
II., .
Superconductors may be divided into two types depending on thef r Ginzburg-
Landau parameter K~
f~~Type I s~erconductors :
K < 1/12, the surface energy is pos tt+ve, A < ~ and flux is excluded
from an ideal sample up to H •c
When K > 00417 the surface remains superconducting in fields parallel
to the surfa.ce up to Hc3 given by
::
for Type II superconduet~r~
K > 1/1:rp the surface energy becomes negative and flux penetrates
below Hc at a field Hcl given by
_1_ (In K + 0008) He12K= (K » 1)
Flux penetrates in the form of quantized flux lines and the bulk
material remains superconducting up to a field Hc2 given by
=
,,.,
10.
3. IRREVERSIBLE PROPERTIES
3.1. ~1agnetizat·io."Curves and Critical Currents
The magnetization curve of a real superconductor wi110 in general.
be trrevers ible, The degree of irl"eVel"sibility will be greater in less
homogeneous materials. This is i'llustrated by Figure 3.1. which shows
the magnet'izat'ioncurves of two niobium samples: one well-annealed and
pol tshed , and the other'cold worked and rough. Some flux remains trapped
eVen in the annealed samole once the field exceeds H 1. The reverse. c
magnetization curve shows that the exit of flux from the sample is impeded.
The magnetization curve of the cold-worked sample is almost completely
irreversible. with little flux leaving the sample when the field is reduced
to zero. Flux penetration is also impeded in this sample. Large scale
penetration is delayed to over 240 kA m-l (3000 De) even though Hcl is
about 110 kA m~l (1400 De).
The flux distribution \'lithinan irreversible sample is difficult to
examine dlrect ly, but considt';"ableunderstanding has been gained by observa-
tion of the distribution at surface5 perpendicular" to the applied fields.
Various techniques have been developed to do this , In the powder pat tern
method the surface is either covered with ferromagnetic particles which are
attracted to the normal, fl~x-carrying regions or superconducting particles
which are repelled from the normal areas. Essmann and Trauble (1967) have
developed a sophisticated version of t~is technique. They decorate the exit
points of flux lines with ferromagnetic particles about 10 nm in diameter,
produced by evaporating iron over the surface at helium temperatures. The
particle distribution may then be examined by either electron or optical
microscopy using a carbon replica technique. Other methods utilize the
change produced by a magnetic field in some physical parameter of a material.
FOl" example, DcSorbo and Healey (1964) observed the rotation of the plane of
polarization of incident light produced in a sheet of paramagnetic cerium
PhoSPhate layed on the surface of a specimen •. Examination of the reflected
MA~NETIZATION CURVESOF' NIOBIUM
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light via a crossed analyser revealed dark superconduct inq and -light
normal areas.
Such investigations have shown that initially flux penetrates only
the edges of an irreversible specimenp the depth of penetration increasing
with field, while th~ centre of the sample remains in the Meissner state.
When the field ;s reduced to zeto flux remains trapped in the centre of the
sample but the edges are relatively flux free.
Oneof the first attempts to explain the irreversible behaviour of
superconductors was made by r'~endelssohn (1935). His sponge model is based
on the flux trapping property of multiply~connected superconductors. It
was shown in section 2.2 that a perfect conductor will trap flux within it.
Similarly, if a ring of type 1 material becomes superconducting in a magnetic
field flux is trapped within it by persistent currents in the inner surface
of the ring. Mendelssohn suggested that hysteresis and flux trapping in
superconductors were produced by thin multiply-connected filaments that
remained superconducting at higher fields and temperatures than the bulk
material. These filaments 'tlere supposed to fonn a 'sponge' within the
superconductor identified wi~h its defect structure. Bean (1962) based his
early critical state model on this picture, and attempted to explain the
behaViour of h,igh-fie'ld, al loy superconductors on its predictions. He
supposed that when flux penetrated the material at Hc currents up to a
maximum value J were induced in successive filamentary circuits. As thec .
critical current was reached in each circuit it was penetrated. but remained
superconducting, while flux mo~ed further into the sample:
As was sho\'tnin Chapter 2, the recognition of the existence of type
II superconducting behaviour provided the correct explanation for many of
the magnetic propert ies of a11ay superconductors. However. as ~~ende1ssohn
(1964) has pointed out, it is incorrect to regard the sponge and flux line
mOd~ls as competing theoriesc The division into type I and II superconductors
defi nes two d'lfferent modes of revers; b1e magneti c behavi our. The sponge
mOdel is a comp lf cat ton arising from an imperfect crystalline structure
"'I
'" I •
\'/hichm~y produce trrevers tb le behaviour in either type.
The realization that f lux penetrated a type II superconductor in the
form of flux lines led a number of authors (see section 3.2.) to suggest
that these small flux units might interact more readily with specimen in-
homogeneities than the large. normal regions of the intermediate state.
Magnetic irreversibility and hysteresis could then be explained by the
'trapping' of individual flux lines at crystalline defects. A consequence
of this picture is that type II superconductors should be more sensitive to
structural changes, and show greater irreve."sibility, than type I materials.
livingston (1964) confirmed that Pb-Cd alloys showed such an increased
hysteresis when they changed from type I to type II materials at higher
cadmium concentrations. The trapping of individual flux lines is now
usually known as flux pinning to distinguish it from the trapping produced by
multiply-connected circuits.
The concept of flux pinning has been introduced by discussion of the
magnetic behaviour of superconductors. The high current carrying capacity
of the hard, type II superconductors in the mixed state is an equally
important consequence of the same phenomenon. Rose-Innes and Rhoderick (1969)
show that when a transport current flows through an array of straight flux
lines each lit~e experiences a Lorentz force, FL per unit length, perpendicular
to the current, which is given by
= J~o sin Q
where J is the current density, 00 th~ flux quantum and Q is the angle
between the vortex lines and the current. Evetts and Campbell (1966) proved
th 'at for a general array in t.nree dimensions the force may be written
4. = - 00 A curl J:! @.)
Where! is the local flux density and H (B) the external field in equilibrium
¥ - .__
\,,';th _g in a reversibie material. Since the flux lines are stationary the
Lorentz force must be balanced by a pinning force, Fp. Cape and Silvera (1968).
amongst others, have found that when flux l+nes are freed from the pinning
forces their motion produces a voltage across the sample. Bardeen and
Stephen (19~5) have shown that the flux-flow resistance producing this
voltage arises from viscous draq, Hence. a superconductor in the mixed
state can carry significant 10ssless currents only if pinning prevents
the motion of flux lines.
Two other irrevers ;b1e phenomena at';se from the pinnt ng of f1ux t
namely flux creep and flux jumping. Flux creep consists of a slow variation
in time of the flux distribution in the mixed state in the absence of a
transport current. It was first observed by Kim et al (1962). who noticed
a logarithmic decay in persistent currents and a strong temperature dep~ndence
of the critical current. Anderson (1962) explained their results by supposing
that flux lines could be freed from the ir phming sites by thermal activation.
However a Hade (1969) has presented results \"hich indicate that thenna 1
activation may not be the cause of flux creep. Flux jumping is the dis-
continuous motion of flux in a superconductor. in changing magnetic fields
flux lines become depinned from their pinning sites and these micro flux
jumps produce local heating. Under certain circumstances this heating may
produce a sufficient change in local superconducting p~operties to nucleate
a 1arge f1ux jump. Th;s ;n turn may produce a norma 1 reg;on ;n the super-
conductor which, if an alternative current path is not available, may destroy
the conductor. The experiment a1 work on flux jumpi n9 has been reviewed by
Thomas (1969). and the condi t tons under whtch 1arge flux jumps may occur are
discussed by Wilson et al (1969).
Considerable efforts have been made over the last e~ght years to
understand the ,it'reversibleproperties of superconductors. Although this
has occurred part1¥ because of theoretical interest in the interactions
between fl ux 1;nes and crysta 11ine defects, the major effort has resulted
from the need to prcduce conunercial materials with predictable superconductinq
properties. It has been important to improve the flux pinning and hence the
critical current while, at the same time. reducing the possibility of flux
jumps destroying superconducting devices. The work on irreversible behaviour
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has been reviewed by Thomes (1969). Th~ effects of cryste nine structure on
the el ectro-naqnetf c properties of superconductors has been discussed b~1
Livingston and Schadler (1964) and van Gurp and van Ooijen (1966).
The a.c. losses exhibited by superconductors at low frequencies are
a result of their irreversible magnetic behaviour. Consequently, a knowledge
of flux pinning and its effects on the magnetic properties is required to
understand the loss mechanisms. The interactions between flux lines and
specimen inhomogeneities are briefly reviewed in sections 3.2. and 3.3.
Section 304. contains a description of some of the models for the h~reversible
behavioui" and hysteresis which have been developed by various authors. The
\'1ay in which these models may be used to calculate a,c, losses is described
both in section 3.4. and section 4.4.
The study of flux pinning mechanisms has proved difficult. Exper i-
mental ty, the isolation of diff'erentdefects presents problems, theoretically"
exact calculations are complex. The first estimate of the magiiitude of the
pinnin9 energy was made by Anderson (1962). He showed the:;:the maximum
free energy barrier, AGmax = (~oH/j2)d3
\'1her-e d3 +s the volume of pinned flux. And suggested that the pinning
exerted by a single dislocation of radius r might be proportion~l to r2jd2•
Friedel et al (1963) and SiJcox and Rollins (1963) considered the pinning
force exerted on a flux line by a void in the superconductor, suggesting
that such vo~ds might appear in incompletely sintered Nb3Sn. They showed
that the tnteract+on force is (Hci~olnd/A)!M where d is th'e distance between
flux lines and M is the number of flux lines pinned at one void. For most
effective pinning ~ should be of the same order as the radius of the void
and M equal to 1, when the pinning force for niobium is of order 10-10 N.
It seemS unlikely that voids are responsible for pinning in the majority
of materials, but Livingston (1964) has pointed out that normal, second-~hasQ
preciPitates are rather similar to voids. .Ie measured the magnetization curves
of a ternary Pb-In-'Sn alloy and showed that. for a constant volume fraction of
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precipitate, the hysteresis decreased as the particle size increased. He
interpreted his results in terms of the void model of Friedel et al. Ce-npbell
et al (1968) investigated the effects of normal Bi precipitates in Pb-Bi ailoys.
and also observed that irreversibility decreased as the particle size increased.
However, they found that the pinning force Has directly proportional to the area
of phase boundarYt and used a 'surfacebarrier' model (Bean and Livingston 1964)
to develop an expression for the pinning force namely
where M(rev.) is the Abrikosov magnetization of the reversible matrix
at a given induction, B. They showed that this expression accounted for the
dependence of the magnetization and critical current on field in the~r specimens,
and gave qualitative agreement (within an order of magnitude) with their results.
Irreversibility and hysteresis are aIso observed (Livingston 1964,
Narlikar and Dew-Hughes 1964) in single phase alloys and elements. Pinning in
these materials may be attributed to the effects of point defects (vacancies
and interstitial impurities). dislocations and grain bound~ries. A number of
calculations of the pinning force have been made for the ccmparatively simple
case of the interaction between a single dislocation and a flux line. Webb
(1963) calculated the force between a flux line and the stress field produced
by a perpendicular screw dislocation. He showed that the force was repulsive,
and was maximunl for a forest of dislocations at a density of 1014 m-2• In
this case the force per unit length is of order 10~6 N m-l• Kramer and
Bauer (1967) p~rformed a similar calculation for an edge dislocation parallel
to the flux line and showed that. in this case, the force was attractive.
These calculations did not take 'into account the effect of neighbouring flux
lines on the interaction energy between a defect and a flux line. labusch (1968)
and Miyahara et a1 (1968) showed that when this effect is included the inter-
action force is considerabiy reduced. ~1easurements have been made by Nembach
(1966) of the pinning forces in a torsion-deformed, niobium single crystal
containing a homogeneous array of screw dislocations perpendicular to the
flux lines. He found'that for a dislocation density of about 1014 m··2thp.
force on a unit length of flux line was 10-7 Nm-1• Freyhardt (1969)
repeated these measurements using an improved technique~ and showed that
the correct pinning force was of order 10-12 N& i.e~ for a dislocation
density of 1014 m"2 about 10-5 N m-le This value is ten times larger than
the force calculated by Webb (1963).
While there is some evidence that isolated point defects and d;s~
locations can pin f'lux, many exper-iments indicate that extended defects play
a more significant role. DeSorbo (1963) found that the magnetization curves
of niobium containing oxygen and carbon were fairly reversible up to the
solubility limit of these impurities. He concluded that the subsequent
irreversibility was produced by second phase precipitates. Kernahan and
Sekula (1967) found that neutron irradiation only' produced large irreversibility
at dosages sufficient to create dislocation loops within the sample~ Narlikar
and Dew-Hughes (1964 and 1966) measured the zero-field. trapped flux in their
deformed niobium and niobium alloy samples and found that it increased most
markedly at deformations large enough to produce dislocation tangles and
cells. They suggested (Narlikar and Dew-Hughes 1964) that the pinning was
due to local variations in K at the cell walls. However, they have also
suggested (Narlikar and Dew-~ghes 1966) that the pinning is produced in the
cell walls by the same surface barrier proposed by Campbell et a1 (1968) for
precipitate pinning. Whichev~r explanation is correct, it seems clear that
a non-uniform distribution of dislocations is a strong source of pinning.
The surface-barrier model of Bean'and Livingston (1964) used by
Campbell et a1 (1968) to calculate the pinning force exerted by a phase-
boundary was origina.lly formulated as a surface pinning mechanism. The ro le
of surfaces in pinning. which has been the subject of some controversy. Hin
be discussed in the next section.
3.3. Surface Pinning
Bean and Livingston developed their surface barrier model to explain
the hysteresis observed near Hcl in otherwise reversible samples. When a
flux lin~ approaches a surface the shielding currents are distorted so that
the current normal to the surface remains at zero. The effects of this
dts tort ton may be allowed for by adding an equal image flux line of opposite
sign outside the surface. The force between the flux line and the surface
then consists of an attraction between the flux line and 'its 'imagea and a
repulsion between the field of the flux 'line and the external field i11thin
the penetration depth. A similar situation exists for a flux line entering
the superconductor from outside. Bean and Livingston showed that the net
effect of these two terms is a repulsive force near the surface at fields
above Hcl' For a material v-lith a Ie of 10 this berr+er to penetration extsts
up to a field Hs equal to twice Hcl• There is a barrier to the exit of flux
at all fields.
Campbell et a1 (1968) extended the calculation to an arr-ey of flux
lines near a surface. They shoved that this surface pinning could account
for all the hysteresis they observed in a reversible, single phase Pb-Bi
alloy. Lowel l (1969) also performed this type of calculation. He measured
the voltage across a semicylindrical sample in which a. field was applied
perpendicular to the axis5 an~ either an electric or thermal current flowed
paral lel to the axis. He found that the critical current ('i .e, that at \'lhich
a voltage first ,appeared) had Cl strong maximumwhere the field was parallel
to the plane surface of the semtcy'l tnder , and explained his results in terms
of the Bean-Livingston barriar.
The discovery (Sandiford and Schwef tzer 1964) that currents in the
DeGnnnes surface sheath could produce hysteretic magnetization loops above
Hc2~ led Fink (1~65) and Park (1965) to propose that mixed state hysteresis
could be produced by similar currents flowing below Hc2• Both authors showed
that suitable solutions to the Ginzburg-Landau equations existed below Hc2•
and they, and earlier Abrikosov (196~,). calculated the maximum current the
sheath could carry. [3arnes and Fink (1966) reported that mixed-state hysteres is
was reduced by plating the surface with a normal metal and suggested that this
Vias best explained <in terms of DeGenncs currents.
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Hart and $J;JiH~tz (1967) found that the maximum Iesslcss (t ,o, critical)
current that thin films could suppor'tTn the mixed state increased if the
samp 1e surfaces were roughened. They rej ected both the Bean-Livingston bal'ri er
and the DeGennes surface current as explanations of their results because these
both predict a decreased critical current (or hysteresis) for a rough surface.
They proposed instead a 'flux-spot' pinning model. In this. they call the
surface exit point of a flux line a flux spot~ and assume that, because of the
currents circulating around itp there will be a dipole moment ~ associated with
it directed ncrme lly to the local surface. A term -E.•.!i then appears in the
free energy of the flux l tne , Far" a surface everywhere parallel to an applied
field J!•.!:! is zero. For a rough surface ~ •.!i will vary along the sample acccrd+nq
to the relative orientation of the local field and surface. Flux lines will be
pinned where their free energy is minimum, Le. where I.!~,.lil is mextmum. Hence
rough surfaces wi 11 provide greater pinning. Hart and S\~artz assume that
the critical current for their films is reached when flux lines begin to move
through the sample. This will not occur until the pinning force has been
exceeded. The critical current below Hc2 will, therefore, be higher in rough
films. Increased critical currents have also been observed in roughened
cyltnor+cat samples by Jones and Rose-Innes (1966). BothHart and Swartz
(1966) and Lowell (1969) have pointed out that, although the Fink and Park
calculations give the maxieum current which can flow before the sheath reverts
to the normal state, the mixed state, surface critical current is probably
reached (i.e. a voltage appears) when flux lines begin to cross the surface.
"We can therefore distinguish four sources of currents which may flow
in addition to the Abrikosov m~gnetization current and wil'l support hysteresis.
These are :
(i) The Bean-Livingston surface barrier
(; i) 'fhe DeGehnes surface sheath
(iii) Flux spot pinning
(iv) Defect pinning
It is interesting to note that Campbell et al (1968) suggested that the
f1 rst two of these may be cii fferent ways of deser-t bi ng the same phenomenon $
Although defect pinning (iv) is not a specifically surface phenomenon. it
has been included because the high defect densities which can be produced
near the surface of otherwise reversible materials can give rise to large
pseudo surface currents (Kwasnitza and H·jnkler 1969).
In summary" experimental evidence exists that flux pinning may be
produced by a variety of crystalline inhomogeneities. While it is generally
difficuit to isolate the roles played by different types of defectss it is
clear that inhomogeneities such as second-phase precipitates, extended defects
and surfaces are most effective in pinning. Because of the complexity of
this type of defect, expressions for the pinning force have been derived only
in isolated cases. Fortunately, sat+sfactory models of the effects of pinning
on the magnetic properties of superconductors have been developed without
deta i1ed knowledge of the pi nning mechani sms. So.7:eof these models will be
described in the next section.
3.4. Model s
The work of DeSorbo and Healey (section 3. 1.) and others has shown
that the flux, distribution in an irreversible superconductor is inhomogeneous
i.e. that flux gl~adients exist within the superconductor. To satisfy the
Maxwell equation
curl H = J
current must flow wherever there is a gradient. In terms of the slab of
superconductor shown in Figure 3.2.1 •• the variation in the field Hz as it
penetrates the superconductor in the x direction requires that a current flows
in the y direction whose density Jy ;s given by
=
If flux penetrates in the fOrn! of flux lines the flux gradient must correspond
to ~ variation in the flux line densitYt N. There will be a Lorentz force
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acting en each f lux line of magnitude FL per unit length given by
F,-L Y'o A curl !!
i.e. :::
If this Lorentz force is less than the pinning force per unit length. Fp'
no flux can penetrate. If FL is greater than Fp flux lines will move until
an equilibrium flux dts tr+button where FL :::Fp is reached. Therefore the
only possible static conditions are
(1) F <L = dH/dx :::0
~Jhere Jc the critical current dens ity, is gi ven by Jcj1}0 = = Fp'
This is the basis of the critical state concept. When the critical current~
Je• is flowing in a region of a material itis said to be in the critical
state.
Bean (1962) was the first to use the critical current to char-acterize
the +rrevers ible properties of the high-field. alloy superconductor's on tile
basis of the Mendelssohn sponge. Anderson (1962) showed how the pinning of
flux bundle~ could lead to a critical state. and the critical-state concept
was clarified by Kim et al (1963). Bean (1964) used the concept to determine
the magnetization and a.c. loss of an irreversible superconductor. His
calculation was based on the sponge model. but is equally applicable to fl~x-
.,
line pinning. The derivation given below is essentially Bean's.
Suppose that the only per1l1;ss'iblevalues for the current density in
an irreversible 'superconductor are zero. + Jc or - Jc' Let us also use the
London (1963) approximati on, and suppose that the criti ca 1 current dens ity
IJcl is independent of the local internal-field, Hi' Then, if surface currents
and the lower critical field, Hcp are ignoredll the current and field dts tr+bu-
t10ns in a slab of the material when a magnetic field, H~ is applied will be
those shown in Figure 3.2.2. The flux penetration will generate shielding
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currents and field gradients, and a critical state will be produced. The
field 'In the centre of the sample \,,;11 rematn zero because of the sh'if:l(!ing
currents~ and the field will penetrate to a depth x given by
fH curl 1.:!'j dx
o
=
i.e. since we have assumed that constant:: Jc ::dH/dx
3.4.1. H = Jx
At some field Hp the critical state will extend to th~ centre of the sla~~
which will then be fully penetrated. This is illustrated in Fig. 3~2.3.
H_ is qiven by
jJ • -
3.4.2. :: JD
If the field ;s reversed then the critical state is reversed and currents
flow in the opposite directions the resulting current and field distributions
are shown in Figure 3.2.4.
The average magnetic induction, -13, of the superconductor may be defined
as ~o I>i d1I: dv = 1!
Using this expression in the situation illustrated in Figure 3.2.2., ~ is
given by
- I1xB :: lJo ~ 0
Using Equations 3.4.1. and 3.4.2.~ this may be written as
3.t1.3a. H < HP
while for H > Hp
3.4.3b. ~ ~ u_(H - Hp/2J'U' J
Once the critical state has been set up in a region of the superconduttor no
changes in field can remove it. Equation 3.4.3. therefore defines the 'virginl
magnetization. The induction at any subsequent field may be calculated on the
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samp, r.!\~~nciples. Bean (1964) shows that the hysteresis loop fol1owed by Cl
superconductor between peak app 1; eel fi e1ds of ±Hm is given by
± (H2 _ H 2)/4H Im p Hm ~ HP
where the plus sign refers to fields going from -Hm to Hm and the negative
sign to fields going from Hm to -Hm• The loss per cycle in tracing this
magnetization loop can be calculated from
HV = llo f H dB
eye"! e
and Bean shows that for both slabs and cylinders the loss per cyc1e per unit
surface area is given by
3.4.4. L 2 .. 3/",:;:;; ):J. n ,:Jvo m c
The assumption that Jc ;s independent of Hi corresponds to assuming that the
pinning force, Fp' is independent of field, and that the number of pinning
centres acting on a single line remains constant. At a given field the
number of flux lines per unit area, N. is given by
B = NY'o
If the external field is 2 Tesla then, since 0
0
= 2 x 10-15 Heber. N is
equal to 1015 lines m-2., If each line only occupies one pinning centre a very
high defect density is required to provide sufficient sites. This assumption
also lead~ to Equation 3.4.3b
~ = ~o~H - Hp/2)
which shows thai the superconductor will have a finite magnetization -Hp/2 at
all fields. Clearly. the london approximation is not valid at all fields. and
Kim et al (19€3) prcposcd that the expari~ental critical current data was
bett~rf;tted by the expression
" Jc ::. al (B + B0 )
which is known as the Kim approximation.
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Silcox and Rol1ins (Y963) derived the tnduct.tcn 8(x) at any point
with 'itt an 'j rrevers 'jb1e superconductor by us ing an expression for the
pinning force which el lowed fo~ the change of flux line density with
field. They assumed that for a mater'ial containing n voids per unit
volume the pinning force exer-ted by each void rematned constant. but that
the number of pinning sites associated with a unit length of one flux line,
f e was given by :
The total pinning exerted on one flux line is thus a function of the local
induction. They equated their pinning force to the F..-iedelet al (1964)
expression for the Lorentz driving force, and obtained the equation
3.4.5.
where 8(0) is the induction at the surface of the superconductor in equi-
librium with the external field and B is a pinning constant related to n.
If Equation 3.4.5. is differentiated with respect to x, vie obtain the
express ion
2B dB = constant- dx
i.e. :: constant
which is similar to the Kim approximation.
An equivalent expression to Equation 3.4.5. fat..the Bean-London model
may be derived from Equation 3.4.1. i.e.
3.4.6. B(x) = 8(0) ._ Jcx
Yasukochi et al· (1964) assumed a different relationship between the flux
line and defect densities for th~ case of D cold-drawn wire in a perpendicular
field. namely:
=
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where n1 is the number of pinning filaments per unit cross section of
wire produced by the cold vlorking. They shovJed that the corresponding
expression for B(x) is
3.4.7. B3/2 (x) = 133/2 (0)
where a is another pinning constant. Clearly equations 3.4.56' 3.4.6. and
3.4.7. are different 'one parameter' expressions for B(x}, in which the
experimentally determined constants ,Jc• a and et determine the pinning
strength and the different powers of B correspond to different relations
between the pinning centres and flux lines.
These critical state models suffer from two difficulties. The first
is that the effects of surface currents and Hel are not specifically included)
although they can be allowed for by suitable selection of B(o). The second
difficulty is that dynamic effects whkh aloe tmportent when considering
a ,c , losses in 101'1'pinning materials are not tncluded, The latter problem
has been overcome by Irie and Yamafuji (1967) who proposed two equations
for the motion of flux in superconductors
.Et + Ip + Iv = 0
and v (V N) = aN/atA -L~ -
where.EL is the Lorentz force $ Ip the pinnt n9 force D Iv the viscous drag
(Bardeen and Stephen 1965)'.Y.L the flux "linevelocity
and! the number density of flux lines defined by! ~~ 00•
The- first of these equations defines a dynamic crf tical state. and the
second "Is the cont lnutty equation of tileflux If nes , In the static case,
vL = 0 ~nd choosing axes as before the equations become
3.4.8.
dN/dt Q 0
where A = ±l depending on the changes of the applied f ieId, and et and y
ar~ constants determined experimentally from a static magnetization bop_
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Equation 3.4.8. is a '~C'J1C'~parameter!pinn~ng generalization of equations
3.4.5.8 3.4.6. and 3.4.7. Irie and Yamafuji point out that values for y
of 1. i and 0 correspond to the Bean-London. Yasukochi et a1 and Rollins
and Silcox expressions respectively. Dunn and Hlawiczka (1968) have
derived a generalized critical state model which includes the effects of
surface currents and He'l0 Thls will be discussed further in section 4.4.
These critical state models and others (e.g. Campbell et a1 1968)
have been shown to giv~ good agreement with the magnetization curves and
critical current versus field relationships of a wide range of irreversible
type II superconductors. It would be mote satisfactory to be able to calculate
the pinning constants directly than to obtain them from magnetization curves.
Nevertheless the basic concepts of flux pinning and the critical state have
proved extremely useful in investigating it'revet'sibilityand a ,c, losses in
superconductors.
"Ir
.)1) •
4. A.C. LOSSES-
4.1. Introduction
The importance of the a.c. behaviour of superconductors for their
technical applications has led to a constderab le effort over the past few
Region I Hm <: Hel (or He for Type I materials)
Region II HCl < 11m <: Ftp
Region III Hp <: Hm < HC2
Region IV HC2 <: Hm (or Hc < Hm for Type II materials)
years in measuring and understanding their a.c, properties. This work
has been reviewed by Goodman (1969) and Wipf (1968) who list~ over a
hundred references pertinent to the subject, 44 of which deal explicitly
with a.Ce losses.
In discussing the response of superconductors to transient fields
it is useful to di~tingu'ish between four r~gions of the peak applied
alternating field. Hm' Hipf (1968) defines these as :
where Hp is the field at which the samp l e is completely penetrated.
This chapter contains a discussion of losses in each of these regions.
To avoid duplication of ~~ipf'S review we have concentrated on the measurement
and theory of 'losses for Hm < He1• Region II is dealt wi th less thorouphly,
one section is devoted to tracing the growth in theoretical understanding of
I and II, Regions III and IV are only covered briefly. The chapter is
the lcsses +n that rectme $1"1('0. DU'" resul ts I·,o,·....e obtained mainly in DO'I"I,· ...."' e-f~\ooo .;;:, I''''~'' ~ •.. 0 J_"" t. ,"'.., \'iv' \,4 d\... II \A. I'" I\\o..~ v .. ...,r
concluded with a description of the specific objects of our research.
The early measurements of losses showed that. at least where Hm <: Hp'
the losses were hysteretic in nature depending only on the peak applied field~
and arose mainly at the surface. It is useful therefore to measure losses in
terms of the en(~rgy loss per cycle which is independent of frequency, and to
express them as loss per unit surface area, which is independent of thB sizp.
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and geometry of the saiTip1e. The unit of loss used throu£jlioutthis thesis
'is watts per hertz per square metre (HHz-1 m-2) equivalent to joules per
cycle per square metre. The term 'dissipation' is used to refer to the
energy l oss per second 9 in watts per square metre (\~m-2) •
4.2. Measurements in the Meissner State
In the region below Hel in a Type II superconductor or He in a Type I
material no flux penetrates an ideal sample beyond the penetration depth.
Losses due to magnetic hysteresis are therefore zero. Some losses may arise
from the motion of normal electrons produced by the fields required ".:0
accelerate superconducting electrons within the penetration depth. At low
frequencies the dissipation from this source will be negligible. However,
a number of workers have reported losses in this regime in both Type I and
II materials. Among the first of them were BllChho1d and ~101enda (1962) who
observed losses in both lead and niobium using an adiabatic calorimeter.
The dissipation at a fixed field varied linearly with frequency between 0
and 500 Hz. They concluded that the losses were of hysteretic origin. They
found that the loss per cycle, L, depended strongly on the peak applied
field. Hm, and could be expressed as
4.2,.1. L == CH nm
where C and n were constants for a given material, n varying between 2.5
and 7.0. In a low-loss lead sample the loss depended on the field in which
the sample was cooled, the presence of the earth's field being sufficient
to increase it by a factor of three •. Buchhold and Molenda also noted that
the loss appeared to depend on the surface properties of the sample.
Buchhold (1963) reported new measurements using an electrical
technique (see Chapter 5) which enabled him to observe the flux penetration
waveform ::II"lrl to neasure hvs teres fs Icons of +ho f lux III VS W These showedlV '1' .... ' ""I '" """,...... 1 ~........ i ".;" ,.._ \- ......... ""t" lo..O "....... ''II, 'fI ". j I ...... -- .... tV'" '-.1In
that flux penetrated even in toe Meissner state. The waveform was asymmetric
for samples cooled in a magnetic field, and the loss depended on the maqnetl c
history cif the specimens. In this paper Buchhold also presented a model for
the a.c. loss mechanism which will be discussed in section 4.3.
Bogner and Heinzel (1963) measured the voltage across the en(s of
bifilar wound coils of niobium and ntobrum-z trcontum (No-33% Zr) w+th
alternating currents flowing in them. They confirmed Buchhold and
f401enda's findings that the dissipation varied linearly with frequency
and that the loss depended strongly on the app1ied magnetic fielde They
reported that L was proportional to tim4.4. and that losses were 10\'Jer
in niobium than niobium-zirconium wire.
Further measurements were made on bif'ilar coils by Rhodes et al
(1964). In their experiments the loss was determined by noting the
helium boiled off by the coil in a fixed time while a current "las flowing.
Once again losses were observed in fields below He1 in niobium and be"low
He 1n lead. which depended strongly on the applied field. Values of n
in Equation 4.2.1. were found to be between 6.S and 12.5. Of particular
importance was their finding that the loss in an annealed niobium wire at
a given self ...field \'las much higher than in as..drawn wires. The value of
n also appeared to depend on the degree of cold-work.
Rocher and Septfonds (1967) measured the dissin~tion in niobium
cy1;nders at peak fie1ds between 0 and 40 kAnt 1 (500 De) for f'rsquenct es
between 500 and 10,000 hertz using an adiabatic ca1ot'irneter. They observed
non-linear variations of di ss ipation with frequency, particularly above
5kHz. These non..linear effects appear to have been morH pronounced in
outgassed. e1ectropolished samples. The losses obeyed equation 4.2~1.
with values of n between 2.5 and 3.5. loss at a given field was higher
before a sample was eleetropolished i.e. smootheJp and increased when it
was outgassed in ~ltra-high vacuum or cooled in a non-zero. transverse
field. The high resistance rat to , outgassed samples which trapped little
flux in d~c. measurements were insensitive to the cooling field. The
authors :;uggested that the h'isher losses in outqassed samples were related
to the decrease in critical current produced by this treatment , and arose
because a field could penetrate further into their surface protrusions.
Easson and Hlawtczka (196'7a~ 19671> and 1968) reported that the
1055 be low He1 in niobium samp Ies Vias below the sensitivity of their
measuring apparatus provided the surface w~s sufficiently smooth.
Linford and Rhodes (1968) showed that the nature of the loss above HCl
depended on the bulk metallurgical properties. Loss increased rapidly
at HCl in a single crystal , but s lowly in a polycrystal1ine sample. The
loss below HCl was lower in the polycrystalline sample. However; Brank in
and Rhodes (1969) reported losses in a niobium single crystal with an
extremely good surface finish as low as those measured by Easson and
Hlavriczka ('1968) 'in mechan-ically polished samples. A mechanically polished
single crystal with a bright surface but some surface irregulat'ities produced
by the polishing exhibited fairly high losses below HC1' although the losses
above Hel (100 kAm-1• 1300 Oe) remained low up to 145 kAm=l (1800 De).
Both Rocher and Septf'onds (1967) and Linfurd and Rhodes (1968)
concluded that losses in niobium below He1• i.e. in the Meissner state were
. -
higher in samples with low defect densities. Brankin and Rhodes (1969)
suggested that, provided the samples had similar surface finishes, the
defect density might not be vel'y important. Further doubt has been
thrown on the conclusions of the earlier workers by the work of Beall
and r~eyerhoff (1969). They measured losses in niobium below Hel both
electrically. thermally, and from d.c. magnetization curves. The results
agreed well and showed the losses to be hysteretic. The loss in an ultra-
high vacuumRannealed sample was lower than in a heavily cold-worked sampie.
Be~ll and Meyerhoff suggested that this was due ~o the increased reversibility
of the annealed sample. All their results fitted equation 4.2.1., the value
of n being between 2,and 4 •
.
Buchhold and Rhodenizer (1969) have reported that the loss in a
cold-worked niobium sample depended on the rate of cooling from room
.. -
temperature. The loss belo~ Hel was an ord~r of 100 greater in a sample
cooled overnight to liquid nitrogen temperatures. This effect was
associated with visible surface defonnation produced on slow-coo led,
"highly-polished samples.
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Fe\!!detailed investigations have been undertaken 011 the losses
in tYIJC I matel"'j Cl 1s • ThE: maj ori ty of the \'fork has been done by Seebo 1cl and
nhodes {1969} who measured losses below He in le~d and lead-indium solid
so 1uti ons , They found that for surfaces roughened by spark-macht ni ng the
loss depended on the degree of roughness. and Vias below the sensitivity of
their equipment for smooth, chemically polished surfaceso The loss per
cycle \'1BS independent of frequency between 50 and 600 Hz both for pure lead
and the solid solutions. For a given surface the loss was independent of
the normal state resistiv'ity of the sample \lJhichwas two orders of magnitude
higher in a lead 0.4wt % indium alloy than in pure lead.
Before proceeding to discuss the theories which have been developed
for the 1asses in the r~eissner state it is useful to sunmar ize the
experimental results \'Ie have described above. There are five conclusions
that can be drawno namely :
(i) The loss p~r cycle is independent of frequency below 500 Hz. It
depends only on the peak value of the applied field and is supposed
to be hysteretic&
(ii) Losses depend strongly on the peak applied field and may be expressed
as
L = CH nm
where n has values between 2 and 12 and C is constant for a given sample~
"
(iii) The loss can be reduced by smoothing the surface of a sample. and
it' cxtrcnc ly 1(\\,' ,°0 ssmples '.J,Oth U{'f""J smooth (......-F", ..,,$WJ \,; "". \.,olin.,. tv' I .;JV41 .~~ '"' \,,1o,;'J .:J,hv It wu. Io.'w\.: •
(iv) The losses depend on the metallurgy of both the bulk material and
surface layer of the sample. There is some evidence that high
defect densities in cold~worked samples produce low losses but
the pos tt ion 'is not yet clear.
(v) The loss in a given sample increases when it is cooled in a transverse
field. Cooling in the earth's field can increase the 'losses by tenfold.
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This effect is gt~eater' in samples which trap more f rux, and is
mcst pronounced for very low-loss samples.
4.3. Theories of Loss in the Meissner State
A detailed analysis of the Meissner state losses is extremely
difficult. Not only do they vary non-linearly with magnetic field, but
they also depend on a number of ill-defined materia.l properties. The
first attempt to explain the experimental data Vias made by Buchhold (1963).
Buchholrl and Molenda (1962) drew an analogy between ferromagnetic materials
and superconductors and suggested two sources of loss; eddy currents which
would produce dtss tpatf on increasing vtith the square of the frequency, and
magnetic hysteresis which would give a dissipation proportional to frequency.
Buchhold states that eddy currents will flow in resistive normal regions
produced when flux penetrates a superconductor. He shows that the loss
arising from these currents in a sample of conductivity C1 penetrated to
a depth d by a fi e1d of peak Vu lue Bm and frequency f woul d be
Taking Bm = 0.1 Tesla.
this gives
C1 .= 109 mhos m-l and d ::
4.3.1. L ::
L = 10-10 rIHz-1 m-2 at a frequency of 50 Hz.
This loss ;5 considerably below the sensitivity of any of the
measurements discussed in section 4.2. At a frequency of 5 kHz the loss
is 10-8 WHz-1 m..2 which is of the order of those reported by Rocher and
Septfonds (1967). If eddy currents were the source of these losses the
higher, non-Hnear dissipation they measured in samples with higher
resistance ratios (and therefore higher helium temperature conductivities)
would be explained. This point will be discussed again later in this
section. The majority of loss measurements have been made at lower
frequencies and higher loss levels. 8uchhold dismisses the possibility
of eddy currents contributing to the losses in the$e cases.
A second source of loss is magnetic hysteresis. Buchho1d considers
this in two parts. First. iledevelops a microscopic model by as~umi:1g
that regions at the surface such as voids. normal inclusions and asperities
can form multiply connected circuits which trap flux. Each circuit is
penetrated once a field large enough to induce a critical current in it
is reached. The circuit then becomes resistive, and losses occur in this
resistance which adjusts its value in fields of different magnitude and
frequency so that the circuit cur-rent remains at the critical value, When
the field reverses the ~ircuit becomes superconducting again trapping flux
within it until the critical current is induced in the opposite direction.
Buchhold shows how this variable resistance circuit will produce a hysteresis
loop and loss per cycle independent of frequ~ncy. The model may be
criticised on the grounds that loss occurs only in fields greater than that
at which the critical current is exceeded. In practice, the loss would
probably occur only at the point where flux penetrated when the critical
current was first exceeded.
In the second part of his consideration of hysteretic losses
Buchho1d derives an expression for the lossese This calculation is
independent of the microscopic model, and only assumes that flux penetrates
the superconductor and is tra'~ped giving rise to a hysteretic magnetization
loop. The derivation given beloH leads to the same resu1tp and gives more
insight into the mechanisms~invo1ved.
A superconductor which is penetrated at a field Hcand traps flux
compietely wili have a magnetization curve as shown in Fig. 4.1. The
energy dissipated per-unit volume in going once around the loop from Hc
to -Hcwil1.be equal to tbe area enclosed by the loop. It can be seen
. f rom Fig. 4.1. that this area is -eight times the area under the reversible
. 2magnetization curve. and is equal to 4~oHc. A constant Kmay be defined
such that the energy dissipated by a sample of volume V which does not
trap flux completely when taken through the same field cycie is given
by 4}.1oH/KV. A typical curve is shown in Fig. 4.2. Suppose a cylindrical
-~.nl
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sample of radius r and length 1 is penetrated to a depth d by an altarnating
f ie lc of peak value Hm~ the energy dissip\.\ted in one cycle i'l111 be
41JoHm2K 2trrld. The dissipation per unit surface area at a frequency f
will therefore be
4.3.2e
This equation is identical to Buchholdls when converted to c.g.s. units.
Buchhold cal led K the hysteresls f'actor-, and d the effective penetration
depth defined by
~m =
where 0m is the peak total flux in the sample.
The loss in rrlobtum under typical condition near Hel may be calculated
as follows. Suppose that Hm = Il/4wlx 106 Am-1 (1000 De). d = 10-6m,
and K = 0.5, then at 50 Hz
W = 4.4tr x 10-7Ul/4~ x 106]2 .50 • 10-6 .0.5
~ 1 vJm-2
ther~fore
This value is of the same order of magnitude as measured losses
(See Chapter 9 and Wipf (1969) p.540). Buehhold's expression, therefore,
predicts hysteretic losses of the right order. Since it seems likely that
d will depend on the smoothness of a surface, and that d and K will depend
on m~terial properti~s. the modal also accounts qualitatively for .
points (iii) and ("Iv) tn the summary of experimental data in section 4.2.
However, the theory is still ;nadequate ;n some respects. The fi rst
is the predicted field dependence: While Beall and Meyerhoff (1969)
. found losses depending on the square of the fieldJ the majority of workers
observed a much stronger dependence. Buchhold (1963) explains this by
arguing tnat the field dependence is greater than Hm2 because d is a
function of Hm. If the penetrat.ton occurs at surface asperities the
ft 5.,
penetratf on is l ikely to tncreese v/;th field, Furtnermore , if there is
a distribution of imperfectionsp each will have a characteristic field
of penetration and» hence~ the value of d·will be a function of Hm,
Buchhold and Rhodinizer (1969) suppose that the Pippard penetration
depthD A, at a given temperature can be expressed as
and show that the expression
A ::
gives agreement with their experimental results for niobium. It is not
clear if there are any theoretical grounds for assuming that A varies
Vii th H in the way they as sume ,
A second inc.dequacy of Buchhold's theory is that d and K are
defined in terms of measured hysteresis loops. whereas , a satisfactory
model should enable d and K to be predicted from measurable material
parameters. Seebold (1969 pp.123-130) has attempted with some success
to re late t.he losses to material properties. He develops an expression
for the losses in a similar way to that which was used to obtain 4.3.2.
However, he assumes that his samples trap flux completely (i.e. that K
equals one) and defines an 'effective penetration depth', 0» as
arguing that the field within a penetrated region will be Hc' The
resuiting expression ,for the loss is then
4.3.3.
Seebold obtains values of cS by divi_ding measured losses by 4lloH/, and,
assuming cS to be given by the expression C(Hm/Hc)n due to a distribution
of penetration fields. plots cS against (HmlHc). The results for one
sample at different temperatures (i.e. varying Hc) plotted thus lie on
the same curve. Values of cS for samples of lead, indium and tin with
similar surface treatments are also in remarkable agreement when plotted
/Ie.
·TV.
against H_/H_e Hence~ for a given surface. 8 appears to be a universal
• III l.
function of Hm/Hc and, at least in type I mater+e ls, the loss is related
to only two mater+al par-ameters 0 and Hc'.
The major differences between this model and Buchhold+s ts that in
the former He is taken to be the penetration field while in Buchhold's
model Hm is used, However'l)the effectlve penetration depth \'Ii11be a
universal function of Hm/Hc in both models. Seebold's results show that
L
n
cS = 4 H 2"-
110 C
Hhare. for a given surface. the values of C and n are the same for all
materials. This expression may be ~ewritten as
therefore
If we define an 'effective penetration depth' from Buchhold's
equation (4.3.2.) namely
L
dK =
then 4.3.4. shows that if o,is a universal func~ion of (Hm/He) then dK
will be one also. Either model will, .thererore , explain the experimental
resultso although the field dependenc~ of the 'effective penetration depth'
will be different in the two cases. In practice it is probably impossible
to distinguish between the models.
Unfortunately, although this approach shoVJs the importance of He and
an 'effective penetration depth' in determining the losses bJO problems
remain unsolved. The first is to relate & or dK to m~asurable properties
of a given surface, the second is to determine the values of C and n in
the expression
':7.
dl<
u
"InC(··Ti-;. ne .
n
In fact experiments show that n is not constant and it is better to
v,'rite F (11m/He). Furthermore. it is not ·irnmediatelyclear if He is the
correct normaHzat ion f'j e 1d to use in the case of type II superconductors,
nor if K can also be assumed to be constant for such mater; a1s,
An analysis of the losses "in terms of flux trapped at surface
imperfections is rcasonab!e fOI" samples vlith rough surfaces. i,e , wi th
asperities greater than 0.1 j..Imor in samples known to have chemically
"inhomogeneous surfaces or voids below the surf'ace , It -;s clearly net
applicable where losses are observed in samples with smooth. homogeneous
surfaces which depend on the field in which they are cooled - peint (v)
in the summary of section 4.2.'
A general qualitative description of the losses in such cases has
been given by Rocher and Septfonds (1967). They distinguish two types of
loss. One is t~steretic due to pinning of flux linesp and the other is
associated with motion of the flux lines. The latter produces dissipation
whieh is non-I inee r with f requency • They r'eject eddy currents as a source
of non-Hnear dtss tpation because comparison of equations 1+03.1 v and 2 show
that they are smaller than hysteretlc losses except for'very l'ough samples
where the penetration depth is greater than 0.1 nm, 01" at frequencies
higher than 1010 Hz. Instead they propose that resonant modes of the flux
ltne system (oeGennes and M~tricon. 1964) or viscous damping of the flux
line,motion (Bai:xeras and Fournet 1966. Bardeen and Stephen 1965) are
responsible. Both of these mechanisms produce loss propor tfonal to the
square of the frequency. Their observation of larger dissipation. non-
linear with frequency, in outgass~d samples bears out the conclusion that
moving flux lines are responsible for these losses.
Rocher' and Septfonds poi nt OIJt that both hystereti c and vi secus
losses may ar+se ei ther from flux which penetrates the sample at surface
imperfections. or f rorn flux trapped vritbln the sample - for tnstence , on
cooling in the earth's field. One would expect a somewhat different field
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dependence of the losses to ar-ise from these two sources. For penetrat tnq
flux the losses should increase more rapidly with the external field as
the penetration increases. Rocher and Septfonds observed no such differences
in the variation of loss with applied field. Since one cannot assume a
constant penetration depth and still explain the observed field dependence,
this is somewhat difficult to understand. One possible solution is to
assume a variety of strengths of pinning centre so that already trapped
flux-lines contribute to the losses at different fields. Alternatively
Buchhold (1963) suggested that points where flux is already trapped might
provide easy sites for further flux penetration.
Rocher and Septfonds do not suggest how loss might arise from
trapped flux. Hipf (1968) pointed out, however, that each trapped flux-
line w;l1 have an entry and exit point at the surface. These 'flux-spots;
will be subject to an alternating Lorentz force in an alternating applied
field. Wipf suggests that the spots and the flux-lines immediately below
the surface will oscillate under the influence of this force. Oissipatioll
will be produced both on pinning and depinning of the flux-spots, and
whilst they are moving.
In summary we can say that qualitative explanations are available
for all five points in out' summary of the experimental data, and most of
the experimental results are understood. Losses arise from motion at the
sample surface of flux which is either trapped in the sample or penetrates
~t surface imperfections. At low frequencies khe dissipation is hysteretic
adsing from flux pinning in type II superconductors or from 'lonnal state
transtst icns in type I materials. At higher f'requencf es 'viscous' losses
due to movement of the flux lines also produce significant dissipation.
The amount of flux which penetrates or is trapped, and hence the loss,
depends on the detailed metallurgy of the sample and the applied magnetic
field.
A quantitative model of dissipation due to flux penetrating the
surface at imperfections has been given. This is in reasonable agreement
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with some of the exper-tment ally observed features. The relation of the
losses to material parameters in this wodel and the field dependence it
pred icts are sti11 uncer-ta in.
4.4. Los_s_~._~bo.v.e_Het - Regi on I I
The a.c. losses in superconductors above Hcl have probably been
studied more closely than in any other field region and a satisfactory
theoretical description of the loss has been developed. There are a
number of reasons fer this. Except at very low fields the commercially
important superconductors operate in this regime and it is here that
reduction in the a.c. losses must be achieved. Theoretically the losses
are easier to understand because they arise in the bulk of the super-
conductor', and are dependent on more easily defined material properties.
Wipf (1968) has given a comprehensive review of the experimental work
in Region II, and it is intended to concentrate in this section on the
theoretical ideas mentioning only selected. confirmatory experiments.
Wipf points out that four equivalent methods aloe available for
calculating the loss. namely:
(i). Calculation of the area under the magnetization curve,
(ii) Calculation of the energy put into the sample and the energy taken
out using the Poynting Vector,
(iii) Calculation of the joule heating,
(iV) Calculation of the product of the pinning' forces and the distance
they move.
The first paper_containing a calculation of the a ,c, losses in
superconductors was published by London (1963). He used the first method
to obtain the loss. He calculated B using the Bean (1962) critical state
.model assuming a constant critical current density. Jc' in the same way we
have done in section 3.4. The result he obtained was therefore similar to
that derived by Bean (1964) namely:
3.4.4. =1~1Hz
I')-c..m
London showed that this expression was in agreement with experiments, by
Kamper (1962) in that the frequency dependence was linear and the
results were of the same order of magnitude.
The macroscopic critical current densitYIl Jct was assumed to be
constant in the Bean-London calculations. Losses may also be calculated
using the Kim et al (1963) approximation to the critical current-field
relation namely:
and the Bean critical state model. Hancox (1966) used both the Kim and
London approximations to calculate the loss for superconductors of a n~~ber
of different geometries. Taylor (1968) analysed his data taken on Nb-25%Zr
wires in terms of a Bean-Kim model and concluded that the agreement was
genera1ly good over a wide range of fields. The Bean model therefore
gives a reasonable description of the high field losses in the hard type II
superconductors. The mfcrcscoptc origin of the loss is not clear, although
Bean (1964) suggested that they were produced by the local electric fields
which exist during a change of magnetization. The product of these fields
and the local Cl!rrent density gives rise to local joule heating.
Irie and Yamafuji (1967) calculated the a,c. loss using their general
equation for the motion of flux described in section 3.4. They calculated
the static hysteresjs loss from these equations by neglecting the viscous
force, and integrating the product of the pinning force density, Fp' and
the flux line velocity VL over time and distance. For a slab of thickness
2d they find that the 1055 per untt volume Lp is given by
4.4.1.
where H/ - '(= (2 y)ad/2 nd Ha and y may be found from the static
magnetization loop. Irie and Yamafuj1 show that equation 4.4.1. gives
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better agreement than the Bean~Kim medal to the resul ts of Yasukochi
et a1 (1964) on Nb-25%Zr. It Q.1 so agrees wi th the measurements of Pech
et al (1965) on the same material. The microscopic picture of the losses
in this case is that dissipation occurs when a flux line is pinned or
depinned at a pinning sitee
While equations 3.4.4. and 4.4.1. agree with the experimental data
at high fields the models for the behaviour of superconductors from Nhich
they are derived ignore the effects of Hcl and surface currents on the flux
penetratio~. These are of great importance in niobium and at low fields in
hard type II materials. Since it is found experimentally that the losses
depend only on the peak applied field, Ul1maier (1966) suggested that the
effects could be allowed for by using an effective app-lied field. If tlH
is the field change from which the bulk sample is shielded by surf~ce
currents when the applied field is reversed, a sample in a field alternating
between !-1m and -Hm will be subject to an effective peak applied field
(Hm - 6H/2). The Bean-London equation (3.4.4~)'therefore becomes
L . = ~ f (Hm ., tlH/2)3 VlHz"" m-2
c
4.4.2.
6H willj in generali be a function of the applied field. It is equal to
twice the maximum current the surface can carry at a particular field.
A similar equation has been derived by Dunn and Hlawiczka (1968).
from their generalized, critical-state model. This incorporates four
material-dependent parametersc Hclt tlH*. k and n. k and n are defined by
=
lIH* 'is flat tdentlcal to the Ml defined by Ullmaier. In this case it is
equal to half the field change w~ich occurs with no change in internal
flu~and is equivalent to the critical surface current, jc. These four
parameters define a magnetization loop from which Dunn and Hlawiczka
calculate the loss on the assumption that n = 0, and therefore
:: C (the London approximation)
The loss is then given by
To compare equations 4.4.2. and 3 with measured losses it is
necessary to know the values of Jet Hc1' and L\Hor 6H*. Hipf (1968)
used a value of 4 x 109 Am-2 for Jcp and Ullmaier ~nd Gauste~Ws (1966)
values of 6H for Nb-25%Zr in equation 4.4.2 •• and showed that the
majority of the published data on niobium al Ioys agrees vlith th is
equation. Linford (1968) found that equation 4.4.2. described the
behavlour of annealed polycrys telltne niobium above Hc1• He put 6H/2
equal to Hcl equal t~ 103.5 kAm-1 (1300 Oe). For Nb-Zr. NbTi and rolled
niobium strip he found that equation 4.4.3., gave bet.ter agreement.
Easson and i-l'lawiczka(1968) reported good agreement between the+r results
and equation 4.4.3'$ although in that case bH* was taken to be zero.
Little exper-imental work has been undertaken on very reversible
type II superconductors, for example. well annealed niobium or suitable
Nb-Ta and Nbr~o alloys. For these materials the viscous forces, FVt
neglected in all the calculations mentioned so far, will become significant
and higher losses, increasing with non-linear fl"equency dependence. may
be expected. Irie (1970) has presented calculations of the losses in
weak-pinning superconductors and has shown that at low frequencies the
loss is increased by a term linear in frequency. At high frequencies the
.,
hysteretic loss can be neglected, and the losses are inversely propcr+ional
to the square root of the frequency.
-
4.5. 12~ses ,above_Hcl - Regions III and IV
In this region the whole volume of the superconductor has been
penetrated. Wipf (1968) points out that because of this the loss per
unit volume rather than the loss per unit surface area is the correct
unit for compar t sons between sampl es , Few measurements have been
reported in this regime because the losses are so high that the
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temperature of the superconductors may rise significantly product ng
thermal runaway. The temperature rise vtill be proportional to the total
heat dissipated divided by the rate of removal of heat. Since the
former will be proportional to the volume of materialo and the latter
to the surface area. the temperature rise wi ll be proportional to the
volume to surface-area I~at'io. Hence thermal runaway will be less likely
to occur for thin sheets or wires.
Region III is of interest because of the potential U3es of coils
wound from type II superconductors able to operate in these high a.co
fields. London (1963) showed that for conductors of normal size the
losses at 50 lizare so high that operation would be impractical. He
pointed out that the losses could be reduced by using smaller conductors
of order 1 }.1mor even 10-2 \.1min thickness. Recently coils able to operate
in high. low frequency (0 .,.1Hz) magnetic fields have been the subject of
a considerable amount of theoretical and practical work because of their
intended application in high-energy particle accelerators. Composite
conductors have been developed which consist of large numbers (61-1045)
of thin (10nl \.1m)superconducting filaments of niobium-titanium embedded
in a matrix of copper or cupro-n;ckel or a combination of these.
The theory and behaviour of such composites has been discussed
by Smith et al (1970). The initial goal in developing them was to obtain
intrinsically stable conductors in which the microscopic flux jumps, which
occur in changing fields, would not avalanche"and quench the superconducting
state. However , the small sized superconducting filaments used to obtain
stabHity also have low losses. If the composites are twisted the, losses
induced in the normal matrix by the a.c. currents are also considerably
reduced. Consequently these materials may be used to produce magnetic
fields of the order of 5 Tesla at frequencies of up to 1Hz.
In Region IV the superconductor is nonnal except for a surface
sheath·during part of the cycle and the losses are so high that it is of
no practical interest. Very little experimental or theoretical work has
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been published except that Seebold (1969) has reported some measurements
on lead and its alloys vlith Hm > Hc' In these measurements either eddy
current or hysteretic losses were of greater importance depending on the
resistivity of the sample. We have made no measurements in this regime
and will not discuss it further.
4.6. Aims of Research
Our experiments were aimed at extending the available data on
losses, and verifying some aspects of the theories described earlier in
this chapter. Niobium was chosen as the material for our investigations
because it was readily available, and because considerable expertise in
its treatment was at our d1s~osal. Moreover. its hiqh value for H •" • ~ Cl
makes it a comnerc+al ly interesting materia'! as was shown earlier.
It is clear from the exper-imental evidence sunmer+zed in section
4.2. that the metallurgical state of the sample: and in particular, the
geometry and physical condition (i.e. chemical composition, defect
density) of its surface have a major effect on the dissipation when a
superconductor is subjected to an alternating field be low Hel• Many of
the ,reported investigations were carried out without sufficient attention
being paid to control of these parameters. For instance, many of the
accounts (Easson and Hlawiczka 19G7a,Linford 1968) of Iower losses in
sampl es whose surface roughness had been reduced ignor'ed the fact that
the methods of reducing the'roughness (chemical. or mechanical polishing)
had probably altered either the chemical or physical nature of the.
surface ... C!'12mica1 polishing, for example, may increase the dissolved
-hydrogen content of a surface» mechanical polishing may introduce high
defect densities. In other experiments where the effect of heat-treatments
on the losses was investigated e.g. Beall and ~1eyerhoff (1969), no attempts
were reported to measure the surface geomatr',Y befot'e and after treatment
to ensure that thennal etching or surface diffusion had not altered the
profile. Rocher and Septfonds (1967) annealed their electropolished samples
in ultra-high vacuum and then re-e lectropo lished them! They did not discuss
the pO$s'jb'ii'ity that the second e'lectropot ish hac! al tcred the chcnrical
compcs ittvn of the surface. nOI" the poss ibi lt ty that the e1ectropolish had
produced quite different surface profiles in the cold-worked and annealed
materials.
In our experiments we aimed to measure the eff€:cts on the 'losses in
the f'4e;ssner state of the surface geometrY9 the dissolved gas content, and
the degree of cold-working independently of each other. The model for a.c.
losses in the Meissner state developed by Buchhold (1963) and modified by
Seebold (1969) seemed to provide a satisfactory method of ana lysinq the
losses. l~e hoped. therefore. to check these theories by measut'irlg the
var+atlcn of losses with frequency, with surface roughness and with the
primary superconducting properties He and K.
In the ctscusston of the loss measurements below H 1 (section 4.2.)c
it was pOinted out that the fields in which the samples were cooled affected
the loss. HmI/ever. these effects were only no~ed on very 10\'1 loss samples.
and, where the cooling field was less than or equal to the earth's field,
the losses in such samples were always l ower than 10-4 watts hertz-1 metre~2.
Since, in most cases, this was the lower limit of sensitivity of the technique
used for our meesurement , no attempt was made initially to study the effects
of a cooling field on the loss or to cool the samples in other than the
earth's field"
Catterall (1968) has pointed out that any method of increasing the
. field at which losses in niobium become high-is of interest because it might
enhance the econorrlc viability of a st.!perconctuct·ing power cable. Equations
4.4.2. and 4.4.3c developed -by Ul1maier (196C) and Dunn and Hlaw1czka (1968)
indicate a ',>./ayof achieving such an improvement. They predict that there
will be no loss where the app lied field Hm is less than Hcl -I- .6H'. Hence
if bH* can be increased significantly the field at which bulk flux penetration
occurs snd losses become la\"'ge wi l l be raised above Hcl• Linford (i968)
showed, that mechanical po1ishing delayed the onset of the high-loss regiltlc
in Cl niobium single crystal to a field of about 160 kAm-1 (20000e). He
were interested in pursuing this work, and in attempting to incfQase 6H*
In sunmary, it was planned to make the following loss measurements
by such methods as cold~~ork1n9D nc~trcn-irradiQtion and ion-implantation~
We wished to investigate the effects of these treBtments on the lasso!
above Hc1c anctD where possible, to relate any changes to the magnetization
curves and critical currents of the treated samples&
The theo: iss fOt" losses in f ie lds qreater than Hcl (see section 4.4.)
appear to work 'ell for hard type II superconductors. Wewished to see
how well these theor-ies described the behaviour of our niobium samples
particularly after 'they had been annealed, To do this it was necessary
to obtain values for 6H*. Jc and Hc1s and measurement of these parameters
were undertaken. The method adopted to measure 6H* and Jc (described in
Chapter 5) also enabled us to check the validity of using a critical state
model to describe the behaviour of our samples.
~1 ow Hcl
As a function of
(i) frequency
(11) of surface roughness on materials of similar properties
(iii) dissolved gas content on material with similar surfaces
(iv) cold work on materials with similar surfaces
On samples which had been
(i) cold worked
(i +) neutron 'I rr'ad iated
(iii) ion-imp·ianted_
and as a function of :
(; )
. (i i )
annealing treatment
surface roughness
In all cases we wished to correlate the losses with other appropriate
measurements of surface profiles. magnetization curves, critical currents
(bulk and surface), dissolved gas content and crystalline structures ,
... ..,
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5. LOSS ~'1EASURH1ENT
The exper-imenta l programme described in section 4.6. requited the
measurement of three superconducting properties: a$c. loss. magnetization
and er it teal current. Techniques and apparatus for making all three types
of measurement were already avail ab 1e at ~~arw;ck, These have been descri bed
by Linford (1968), Goodfellow (1969) and Seebold (1969). In deciding which
of the available techniques for making each type of measurement was most
suitable for our' purposes, a major consideration was the geometrical f'onn
and size of the samples.
Short. cylindrical samples were chosen because they could be prepared
from as-received rods and as-grown, single crystals with a minimum of
machining. The field distribution about cylindrical samples in axial fields
is symmetric and. apart from the ends» calculable. For this reason, short
samples were used as opposed to wires because the latter must usually be
wound into a bifilar coil in which the field and current distribution are
uncertain. Short samples also have the advantage that they are easier to
pr~pare than wires. No wire draNing facilities were available and producing
wires with a homogeneous, unifonn surface or bulk treatment is difficult.
A further disadvantage of wires is that cold work is often introduced into
high~purity» annealed samples \'thenthey are mounted in experimental apparatus.
Because of the difficulty of fixing current leads on niobium, the choice of
shrirt samples nec~ssitated the use of measuring techniques in which currents
wefe tnduccd in the samples by external magnetic fields.
The ,apparatus chosen for measuring a.c. loss was originally constructed
by Linford. Attempts were made to improve its accuracy and sensitivity and
these are described in section 5.4. The vibrating sanlple magnetometer used
by Linford and Seebold was also mOdified. and an integrating magnetometer was
built (Branktn, Eastham and Rhodes 1970). These. together with a new apparatus
for measuring critical current. will be described in Chapter 6.
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5~2. Selection of Techni.9.~
Seebold (1969 p.23-39) has critically reviewed the techniques used for
loss measurement by different authors. He dlst tnqutshes between two distinct
classes of teci1niquesp these are the thermal (calorimetric) and electrical
methods. The thermal calorimeters are either adiabatic or isothermal. In
the adiabatic type the sample is thermally isolated as well as possible~
and an a ,c, field applied. The time taken to produce a given temperature
rise at this field is then noted. The dissipation may then be calculated
if the specific heat of the sample is known. However, the calorimeter is
usually calibrated using a known dissipation 'ina standard resistor. Because
of the need for thermal isolation the technique is not suitable for transport
currents. and the current is induced by an external field. The isothermal
calorimeter, on the other hand, is kept at a constant temperature and is
suitable for either induced or transport current measurernents. In this
method, the hel tum boiled off in a given time when the field or current is
applied is measured or, alternatively, the rate of boil-off is determined.
Both calorimetric techniques have the disadvantage that when induced currents
are used the dissipation in the whole sample is measured. Since the losses
at the ends may be completely different to those in the central region!
measurements are not directly comparable with those taken by other techniques
or using different calorimeters. The problem has been overcome (Buchhold
and Molenda, 1962) by lIsing a profiled magnet producing a field only over
the middle of the specimen.
Electr t ea1 techn iques ,nay be ei ther cl irect Or induct ive, In the
former, the loss is determined directly by measuring the a.c. voltage across
the specinlen. Wire specimens are used to obtain a sufficiently high potential
difference at a reasonable current , The voltage is either measured with a
phase~sensitive detector to extract the non-inductive component, which is
in any case reduced either by a bifilar winding or compensation, or multiplied
by the applied current tn a wattmeter, In the inductive technique, a current.
Is' is induced in a sample by an applied alternating field, Hmo A pick-up
coil is wound on the sample and the voltage induced in it by the changing
flux \'iithil1 the sample, df5/dtf +s multiplied by a signa1 proportional to
the field. Since tha field is proportional to the current induced in the
sampl e , and the rate of chance of nux is proport tonal to the voltage
around the sample sl!rface~ Vs' the product Hm ¥t is proportional to Vs1s
the surface dissipation in the sample.
In his revi ew, Seebold (1969) concludes that the thermal techniques
give greater sensitivity. The adiabatic technique is limited oniy by the
thermal isolation of the sample and gives the greatest sensitivity of all.
Thts was the technique used by Rocher and Septfonds (1967). The l ower
sensitivity of the electrical methods is compensatc;d for by their ease of
useD rapid presentation of results and convenience for variable temperature
measurements. The problem concerning the sample ends which arises with
induced current, calorimetric measurements does not arise in the inductive,
electr-ical technique in which only the loss in the region of the sample
below the pf ck-up coil is measured.
An electronic wattmeter was available at Warwick. It had a sensitivity
of about 10-5 Hatts Hz-1 m-2 at 50 Hz, and, at 80 kA 01-1 (1000 Oe) it gave
reasonably accurate (±10%) results for losses greater than 10-3 WHz-1 m-2•
It had the advantage of giving quick results, samples could be changed
easily and the cryostat consumed only about 1 litre of helium in a six hour
run. Typically 40 experimental points were obtained in a run, twice this
number were taken in some cases. Tht s compares "wi th a maximum of about 7 poi nts
in 3'hours using 4 litres of hel tum for our isothermal calorimeter. The
acceptable lpyel of a ,c, loss for a cable conductor has been set at 0.1 \..rm-2
(t ,e, 2 x 10-3 \']Hz-1m-2) (Taylor 1969, Goodman 1969). It was decided,
therefore. that provided the apparatus could be improved to give good results
at 10-4 \mz-l m-2 or lower in fields of 80 kA m-1 (1000 Oe)~ this apparatus
would be adequate for our ueasurements ,
5.3. ~ppara~~
The apparatus consists of a tailed helium dewar with a copper solenoid
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fitted co-axially with the ta11. The solenoid and dewar both fit inside
a nitrogen dewar. The sample, in a nylo~ holder is inserted into the
prefil1ed helium dewar at the end of a thin-walled, stainless-steel tube
which projects from the dewar. The helium dewar is closed at the top
with a vacuum-tight sliding seal between the steel tube and a brass top
plate. This plate is O-ring sealed onto a flanged collar in which the
dewer ts fixed with black wax. The sample hol~er ts fitted with spacers
to keep the sample co-axial with the tail of the dewar. and has large
cooling slits along the sample length~ To facilitate cooling. the sample
itself is held only at the elidshy two thin. nyion rings making a good fit
both on the sample and the holder. A pick-up coil of approximatelY 100
turns of 46 S.W.G •• enamelledj copper wire is wound directly on the ce~tre
of the sample and held in place with a thin coat of epibond. The leads to
the coil arc twisted up to the point they leave the solenoid where they are
soldered to a terminal block. A second 'compensation' coil is wound on the
sample holder 30 mm from the sample end and the leads taken to the same
terminal block. Separate screened leads from the coils carry signals out
of the cryostat via the stainless-steel support tube and a vacuum seal.
A block diagram of the electronic measuring apparatus is shown in
Fig. 5.1. Current for the solenoid is supplied either directly from the
50 Hz mains via two Variac's, an isolating transformer and tuning capacitors,
or from a 100 ~JattDerrit.ronpower amplifier via a matching transformer and
..
tuning capacitors. The tuning capacitors f'orma series-tuned circuit with
the 'solenoid se th~t their effective impedance is only the coil resistance.
The capacitance may b~ varied to tune at different frequencies. A total of
twelve, 300,V A.C. power-factor capacitors are used at low-frequencies, and
various 1,0.1 and 0.01 ~Ft lOOO~ D.C., paper capacitors for higher
frequencies. The coil is not tuned exactly in the 50 Hz mode to reduce
instability in the field, particuldriy at high currents. An 0.1 n ± 0.02%,
AC/DC st~ndard resistor is fitted in the field supply circuit for current
measurement. the voltage across it being measured with a Solartron LM 1219
61.
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FIGURE 5.1.
f\C/DC converter and a Solar-tY'on U'1 '1'!20 d'igital voltmeter. The accuracy of
the current measurement 'j s 11mited by the accuracv of the converter which is
about ±O.l%.
The purpose of the compensation coil is to cancel unwanted signa1s in
the pick~up coil output (see section 5.5). The signal from it goes to a
compensation network which attenuates and phase-shif~ it. The output of
the network is amplified differentially with the pick-up coil signal in a
Tektronix 2A61 oscilloscope amplifier and displayed en the oscilloscope
screen. This compensated, pick-up coil signal is further amplified by a
factor of ten before feeding the input of a Solartron analogue multiplier.
The other input to the multiplier. which is also disp layed on the oscilloscope
before being amplified by ten, is the phase-shifted and amplified voltage across
the field supply resistor. The multiplier gives an output of one hundredth of
the product of the input signals which,therefote. equals the ir products before
decade amplification. The output is measured with a Hewlett Packard 419A D.C.
null voltmeter.
The operation of the apparatus is as follows. The increase in magnetic
ener,9Y per uni t volume , d~'JVI of a sample in a vatying magnetic field, H(t)9 is
related to the average change in flux density, dB, by
= !-IdS
The energy dissipated per u~it length in a sample of cross-sectional area A in
a time t ;s given by
1"
'1 A f: H(t) %l dt 0 f: H ~ dt
For a cylindt'ical sample of radius r the dissipation per unit surface area W
is therefore
5.3.1. 1 It H _d~ dto at2nr
In the wattmeter', two signals are fed to the multiplier. One, propor-t.tcnal
to the magnetic fielde is given by VH = 8RH/K.
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where a is the af~lification factor of the electronics. K is the solenoid
constant in Am-1 per Amp and R is the field supply resistance. The second
signal is the amplified pick-up coil signal, Vst giyen by
5.3.2. =
where N is the number of turns on the pick-up coil and a the anlplification.
The product of these voltageso VLt is given by
= aSNR d0K- Hdt'
This is measured on a D.C. meter which gives a time averaged value of the
voltage
= aSNRK
toHM· dt
t dt
o
Since the field variation is cyclic with a pe~;od of 20 msec or shorter and
the time constant of the meter is about 1 second, the voltage is averaged
over a cycle and t is equal tol/f. Using Equation 5.3.1. the meter output
can therefore be written
aSNR
K 2'rrrf Hcycle or
5.3.3. L = 1aB 1'N 1 Kr · R V.L.
where L = Wcycle is the loss per cycle.
The apparatus was modified with two aims in mind, firstly, to increase
the accuracy of the loss measurements. and secondly, to decrease the minimum
loss level at which meaningful results could be taken in a given field. It
will be shown in the next section that this minimum loss level, which will be
cal1ed.the sensitivity of the loss measurement, is limited by the accuracy
with which the compensation can be carried out. Compensation is achieved
by obser-vation of the pick-up coil waveform on the oscilloscope. It
depends , therefore. on the sensitivity of the pick-up coil signal
measurement. Sensitivity in this section \'Jill be arbitrarily def1ned as
the input signal level at which the signal to noise ratio is one. The
noise level at the output of the Tektronix amplifier is about 5 ~V peak
to peak with the filters set at 0.6 Hz (low-pass) and 6 KHz (high-pass).
The senslt tvf ty is therefore about 5 ~V peak to peak, which was usually
found to correspond to a loss of about 5 x 10"4 vJHz..1 m-2• The sensitivity
of the wattmeter was much greater than this. Experimentally the noise at
the D.C. meter for a field of 80 kA m-1 (1000 De) was about 10 mV. If
this figure is substituted in Equation 5.3.3. using typical values of
3 x 105 for a, 100 for N. 50 for f. 1.5 x 10-3 m for rand 4.5 x 104 for
K/R6 the minimum detectable loss is
Equation 5.3.2. shows that the sensitivity of the pick-up coil measurement
may be improved by increasing N. or d0/dt, i ,e. the frequency of the field.
or by increasing (le Increase in any of these must be aChieved without
aliering the noise level' at the output of the Tektronix. Since this is
determined by internal noise, increasing N or f will not affect it. Increases
in (l may do so, and in practice before a is increased the signal to noise
ratio must be improved. This latter method was attempted first. T. Pech
"
(1968) described a loss measuring system based on a P.A.R. Lock-In amplifier.
This is a phase-sens+ttvs detector preceded by a tuned amplifier. The theory
of thi technique is as follows:
The ,induction in a sample subjected to a field H = Hm sin wt may be
wr+tten
B = Hm
n = I»
r.
n = 1
(u~! sin n wt + ~"cos n wt)
II n
where vnl and ~n" are Fourier coefficients.
GS.
Since ~ is equal to AB W!Ii:H'e A is the area of the siimp1e this express ton for
B may be differentiated and substituted into the expression for W derived in
section 5.3. i.eo
5.3.1.
which gives
t n « ~
A H 2 I IH=~ m I:on:: 1
sinwt dt
The only term in the integral which gives a non-zero result ",'henit 'is
integrated over a cycle is
l/f 'Io w Pl" sin wt sin wt dt =
The loss is therefore given by
5.4.1. L = = A H 2.~ m • w
The voltage across the ends of a pick-up coil ;s given by
= - r'l ~t = NAH1 QL - m I:
n = 0
nw (u • cos nwt - ~ " sin n wt)n n
When detected by a correctly adjusted phase-sensitive detector this signal
\'till g'lve an output', VOl given by
=
where C is a constant.
~1" can, thereforep be me~sured and substituted in Equation 5.4.1. to give the
loss. T~c importance of this analysis is that it demonstrntes that only the
component of the pick-up coil signal at the fundamental frequency and in
6fi,
quadrature with the inductive ~ignal contributes to the 10s$ vol~age& hence
the ether harmontcs may be filtered out. This result app liod equally to the
wattmeter technique in which wide-band amplifiers had been used previously.
Hcwever , improving the signal to noise ratio by the use of filters introduces
two problems. The first is that the d9J/dtwaveform then appears as a sinusoid,
second problem is that conventional filters introduce large phase-shifts at
frequencies near the pass-band. Since the phase-sensitive detector depends
which means that it cannot be used f'or compensation or tnterpratat ton, The
on phase coherence between the reference and input signals, the frequency of
the e.c. f ield must therefore be held constant fer overall phase-stability.
Alsos as mentioned in section 5.3.9 the field supply was tuned which meant
that the field frequency and phase was not very stab le, A combined filter
and phase-sensitive detector system was tried to see if the sensitivity of
the wattmeter could be improved. Although this system was much slnpler , the
overal l sens itivity was no bette)". When no filters were used problems were
encountered with the higher harmonics which are measured by the phase-
sensitive detector. For this reasonD and because the multiplier automatically
takes the product of the coil signal and the field» the phase-sensitive
detector was abandoned.
Experiments were then made using larger pick-up coils. A 1000 turn
coil wound on a nylon former was used in early experiments. This coil not
only produced a larger signal due to flux penetration but also increased
(by a factor of nearly 1000) the signal due to flux linkage with parts of
the coil not f'i lIed by the sample~ Consequently the compensation had to
be effected more precisely. It was calculated that for a sensitivity of iO-·5
Hatts Hz-1,m-2 compensation to 1 part in 106 was required. A new compensator
was constructed using fixed resistors and helipots for the amplitude voltage
divider and fixed capacitors and helipots for the phase-shifter. Compensation
to the requtred order of magnitude can be obte+nedf'or short periods with
this system, but mechanical and thermal instabilities in the variable
\
resistors and fixed capacitors make it difficult to sustain for the duration
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it is not clear whether the results for the 340 and 68 turn coils also agree
of Cl measur-ement, It is thought that this probIem can be overcome, but further'
experiments in this direction were halted to "investigate the results at some
preliminary measurements v/ith the'lOOO turn pick-up coil. Significant losses
were found in a smooth, polished rriobium single crystal even below He1• To
check this result the losses were remeasured usinq a 340 turn multilayer coil
and a 68 turn single layer coil both wound directly on the sample. The results
are shown in Figure 5.2. It can be seen that the loss values obtained with the
340 and 68 turn coils are considerably different. near HclD to those obtained
\lJiththe 1000 turn con. The apparent losses measured below 10-3 HHz-1m-2
are due to inadequate compensation with the larger coils. Because of this
at these low-loss levels.
It is thought that the losses observed below Hcl using the '1000 turn
pick-up coil arise from premature flux penetration at the sample ends. Because
of the large area of this coil not filled by the sample. measurable voltages
can be induced in it by flux penetrating the ends of the samples. Measurements
on a square ended, 40 mm long by 5 mm diameter single crystal have confirmed
that the losses at a given field are higher at the ends. ;ndicating earlier
flux' penetration. Identical coils werewound on this sempte , one at the centre
and the other 6 mm from one end. Loss measurements made using both coils are
shown in Figure 5.3. Clearly the losses below Hcl are very much higher near
the ends of the sampleo
.,As a result of these findings. loss measurements have all been made using
p+ck-up coils of about 100 turns wound directly on samples 40 ,r.m long by 3 mm
diameter~ with their ends rounded by spark machining (see section 7.3.). B€fote
further attempts are made to make measurements at sensitivities higher than
10-4 WHz-l m-2 at 105 Am-l• consideration will have to be given to these end
effects. The effort was not wasted as the new compensator proved to be more
efficient \'dth normal coils than the previous one, particularly at high
frequencies. It was also used in the critical current measuring apparatus
described in the next chapter.
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The method finally chosen to improve the sensitivity of the ioss
measurement was to make the measurements at higher' fi~ld f'requenctes,
This increased the signal in the pick-up coil by the ratio of the frequenctes ,
thus improving the signal to noise ratio. The new compensator enabled
adequate compensation to be obtained in spite of the larger signals. The
sensitivity was thus improved by a factor of fi ve using a frequency of 250 Hz
and losses were measured accurately at 10-4 \11Hz-l m-2 in fields of 80 kA m-l
(1000 Oe). Provided the loss per cycle is independent of frequency, this
method gives results applicable at 50 Hz.
At the beginning of this section a second aim of improving the accuracy
)
of the loss measurements was mentioned. Previous sources of inaccuracy were
the measurement of the field supply current using an Avometer and the
positioning of the sample in the solenoid. The 'improved system for current
measurement was described in section 5.2. Because the loss changes very
rapidly with field near Hcl in some samples it is important that the field
measurement should be as accurate and repeatable as possible. The positioning
of the sample may give rise to errors if the solenoid is inhomogeneous. 7
Because of the rapid variation of losses with field even ~mal1 displacements
in an inhomogeneous solenoid will be important. The problem w&s largely
overcome by winding a new solenoid. This has a \·,inding 140 mm lon~ cons istf ne
of 12 Iayers , each of 144 turns of 20 S.H.G. high conductivity copper wire.
The wit'e di ameter was chosen so that the total res istance of the coil waul d
match the output impedance (O.7n) of the power-amplifier. It is wound on
a tufnol former to prevent eddy currents. The field is 1% be low its maximum
value f 18 mm from the centre of the solenoid. Experimentally it uas found
that movements of the sample by ± 1 mm from the central position did not
measurably alter the results. Setting the samples to ± 1 mm within the
solenoid is relatively simple. A further advantage of the ne\'1coil is its
improved stability at high currents whic!1 enables measur.ments to be made
fairly easily in fields of up to 200 kA m-1 (2500 De) at a current of about
12.5 A(R:!S).
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505. Compensat; Oil and Ph~.s.eS!~tti!N
No discussion of the wattmeter t~chnique is complete without a
71,
description of the compensation techniques used. The need to compensate
arises from the presence in the pick-up c011 signal of a voltage produced
by Ilea kage' f"1ux in thos e reg ions of the co il and its 1eads not fi 11ed by
the sample. This voltage is kept as small as possible by using fine ",lire
(O~l mm diameter - 46 S.H.G.), wound directly on the sample, and by twisting
the leads. A small leakage voltage still appears, howevere and determines
the maximum gain at which the ampl'ifiers may be usedg and hence the sensitivity
for a given detector system. This problem is overcome by placing a second
(compensation) coil in the same field but well removed from the sample. A
part of the voltage from this coil and the voltage from the pick-up coil are
measured differentially. The Signal due to the leakage flux can then. in
theory, be made as small as required by adjusting the amplitude of the
compensation voltagee Unfortunately, in practice, it has been found impossi~le
to obtain voltages from the two cons which are exactly in phase. Hence.
when they are subtracted, a voltaGe almost in quadrature with the inductive
voltage rema-Ins. As equation 5.4.1. and the analysis of section 5.4. has
shown, it is the quadrature component of the pick-up coil voltage which
measures the loss. This other quadrature signal therefore appears at the
output of the multiplier as an apparent loss voltage.
In our experiments ~his unwanted quadrature signal is in turn removed·
by slightly phase shifting the compensation coil signal. This immediately
introduces a ccmp1icat; on because the sett; n9 of the phase-shifter determt n8S
the point at which the losses become zero. Unless this is set carefully
incorrect, even 'negative', losses may be observed and, in any case, the
smallest quadrature voltage that·can be compensated sets the effective li~it
to the Iowest 105s measurable. In OUt~ measurements this is taken to be about
1 lJV peak to peak whi ch, using equation 5.3.3. and the typical constants
given iri section 5.4D gives a loss of about 5 x 10-4 WHz-1 m-2• At higher
frequencies this is. of course. reduced by the ratio of the frequencies.
Two criteria have been ~uggested for setting the compensators. Both
of these involve observation of the pick-u~ coil signal on an oscilloscope.
Seebold (1969) adjusted the amplitude compensator so that there appeared to
be no signal on the oscilloscope at a field just be1o", that at which a loss
wavefonn VIas observed, The phase-shifter' was then adjusted, at the same
field, so that the multiplier output was zero. This technique suffers from
two drawbacks. The first is that the point at which losses first appear is
not clearly defined, particularly for samples with losses at low field. The
second -IS that because any uncompensated voltage produces loss increasing
with the square of the applied field, compensation at low field is not
sufficiently accurate. A second, alternat1ve9 criterion (Easson and
Hlawiczka 1967~is to adjust the compensators so that d0/dt and d/dt(d0/dt)
are zaro at the turning points of the applied field (i.e. ±Hm) where dH/dt
is zero. If sheath currents are present then d~/dt remains zero over a
field interval and this technique is very satisfactory. However, for some
of our annealed samples this was not the case. and the compensation was
difficult~ particularly at low loss levels below Hcl•
The technique finally adopted will be described with reference to
Fig~ 5.4. which shows typical d~/dt wavefonns. The field was set to about
400 Oe peak and the amplitude and phase-shift of the compensation signal
adjusted so that a straight line was present on the oscilloscope screen.
If an obvious loss s~gnal was present the field was reduced and the procedure
repeated. Then the field was increased until a~ observable penetration Signal
appeared. This is ~haracterized by the 'double-lump' appearance of Fig. t: II 1oJ. "'T. I •
The fie1d was further increased until the loss signal was about 40-50 uV peak
to peak at the maximum sensitivity of the osci11oscope (1 uV/mm). The loss
slqna] was then, typically, of the form shown in Fig. 5.4.3. The upper trace
in this photograph shows an incorrectly compensated loss signal, and the
lover trace shows the correspondi nq field signal. Because the two traces are
synchronized an examination of the two signals with respect to each other
reveals which compensator requires adjusting. The inductive pick-up coil signal
is 900 out of phase with the field signal, H = !~, sin wt, producing it. An
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unccspanseted inductive component will, therefore, appeal" as Clsinusoid
with maxima where H is zero. On the other hand an uncompensated quadrature
signal win appear as a sinusoid with maxima where H is ± Hm. Hence, the
difference in height of the kinks at ± Hm in the d~/dt waveform shown in
Fig. 5.4.4. indicates the presence of an uncompensated quadrature signal.
The presence of an uncompensated inductive signal (requiring adjustment of
the amplitude compensator) is revealed by the slope of the d~/dt waveform
beyond ± Bm seen in Fig. 5.4.3. A correctly compensated waveform is shown
in Fig. 5.4.1. After this type of signal was obtained, the compensation was
always checked at higher fields and a typical wavefom is shown in F1ge 5.4.2.
After thislnitial compensator setting the field was again reduced
below the point at which a loss signal was visible. the flatness of the
d~/dt waveform was checked and the compensators adjusted as necessary_ The
,whole procedure was repeated until a satisfactory result was obtained.
Compensation ¥/BS relatively straightforward with signals of the type shown
in Fig. 5.4.1. - 4, but for a waveform like that of Fig. 5.4.5. it was much
more difficult. Two things were a1\</ay5 avoided, firstly, 'negative' losses
at low fields, and secondly, crossing of the axis by the d~/dt waveform between
tHme The latter can occur if the amplitude compensator is set incorrectly.
The above technique has been crittzed by Campbell (1969) on the grounds
that 'tn-phase' or inductive voltage components are present even when surface
currents are shielding the sample from flux penetration. Because the product·
"of two similar s1nusoids in quadrature is ze~o when integrated over a cycle.
this' in-phase signal .will not produce a loss voltage. However. its -presence
may account for the discrepancies which have been Observed by the present
author •.Linford (1968) and Dunn (private communication) in the 'correct'
compensator settings at high and low fields.
~esides setting the compensation. the phase relation between the field
signal and the compensated pick-up coil Signal must be. correctly adjusted.
The produc't of the field signal and it pure inductive signal from the coils
must be zero over a cycle (i.e. as seen on the D.C. meter) because they
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should be in quadrature (i.e. at 90°). This relationship was ottained
exactly by slightly phase shifting the field supply s'ignal to allow for
the effects of phase shifts in the amplifiers. The phase shifter was
adjusted at about 42 kA{RMS)m-1 (400 De peak). so that the product of
the field signal and the compensation coil signal was equal to the product
of thef'! e1d si goa 1 and the gl~ounded-i nput si goa1. The compensation coi 1
Signal in these cond+ttons is purely inductive, and (apart from loss
signals) exactly in phase with the pick-up coil signal. The field and
ptck-up coil signal are therefore in quadrature. probably to better than
0.10•
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The magnetization curves of our samples were measured to obtain values
for the critical fields Hel and Hc2' and to detennine their reversibility.
zero-field trapped flux and surface sheath currents. A vibrating sample
magnetometer of the type described by Zijlstra (1967) was constructed by
Linford (1968), and a modified version of this magnetometer was used for
most of the measurements presented in this thesis. It is similar to the
magnetometer described by Foner (1959) t \'#iththe important difference that'
the direction of vibration in our instrument is parallel to both the field
and the sample. whereas in the Foner design the motion is perpendicular to
the field.
A block diagram of the app~ratus is shown in Fig. 6.1. A magnetic
field is applied to the sample by a superconducting solenoid. This was
constructed by Oxford Instruments Ltd., has a bore of 30 mm and produces a,
maximum field of 3 Tes le , Current is supplied by an Oxford Instruments 3DA
power supply controlled by a variable rate (30 sec. to 30 min. full s\>,eep
time) sweep unit. The sample is vibrated along the axis of the solenoid at
the end of a thtn ..wa.lled, stainless-steel tube by a Pye-Ling vibrator and
power amplifier. The oscillating dipole field of the sample induces
v~ltages in two identical. pick-up coils located at either end of the
sample and co-axial with both the sample and the solenoid. Thesecoils
are ~.onnected in the same sense to a differential amplifier so that the
voltages induced by the sample are added, but voltages induced by other
, -alternating fields are cancelled. A phase-sensitive detector measures the
output of the amplifier. This type of detector is fed with a reference
signal, and produces a d.c. outputVo given by
where VI is the r.m.s. value of the component of the input signal at the
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frequency of the referencct and 0 is the phase angle between thi~ comp0rlE!l1t
and the reference signal. This detector is superior to a simple rectifier
because it can detect a change in sign of the input signal and, therefore,
of the magnetizat'ion. To ensure phase coherence between the reference and
input signals to the detector, the input to the vibrator power amplifier and.
the reference voltage are both supplied fr'om the same oscillator (V.P,O. 230 -
Feedback Ltd ,}, The d.c. output of the phase ...sensitive detector, \'lihkhis
proportional to the magnetization of the sample, is fed to the Y-sxts of a
Hel'/lett..Pacl<ard 7000 A X..Y recorder, the X...axis of which is driven by the
voltage across a resistor in the solenoid current supply. Thus. when the
magnet current is swept. the recorder plots out the magnetization versus
fo' eId curve of the sample.
~lodificati.ons were made to the magnetometer to increase the sE'nsitivity
with which the surface sheath magnetization could be measured. and to improve
the reproducibility and accut'acy of the instrument. The sensitivity of the
magnetization measurement is limited by the noise input to the phase-sensitive
detector, and noise and drift in the detector output. The Iatter were reduced
.considerably by replacing the Brookdeal PM.322a detector by a B."ookdeal 411.
The common ..modenoise rejection of the whole system was improved by replacing
a single"ended. earthed amplifier by a differential. low-noise. floating
amplifier (CR4 .. Princeton Applied Research Corpn.}, and earthing the system
only at the osct llator. The sensitivity of the magnetometet" after these
changes "{pS about 10 Am-1 (12l1Tesla) using an integrating time constant of
100 msec.~
Since the output of the pick-up coils is proportional to both the
alnplitude and frequency of the sample oscillations, it 1s important for the
accuracy and reproducibility of the magnetometer that these remain stable.
Their stability can be ensured by using a servo ..controlled vibrator, but
thi s was felt to be an unneceUary complication for out' purposes. The
stability oitha system was, however. improved by substituting theV.P.O. 230
05c11 latar. which i~ampHtude andfrequ.ency ,stablet.o 0.1%. for the original
---
one. The mechanical oscillation was also improved by substituting a P.T.F.L
sample holder for a tufnol one, and taking care to prevent ice fonning on
the sliding surfaces while changing samples.
Another fault of the original instrument is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.
This shows the magnetization curve of an annealed, niobium single crystal
40 mm long. The broken curve was drawn using the original, SOOO-turn.
pick-up coils 26 mm apart,and the solid curve using the 3000-turn coils
38 m~apart with which they were replaced. The apparent increase in
diamagnetism near Hcl on the broken curve probably arises from flux
penetration near the sample ends. Because the ends of a 40 mm sample will
project beyond coils separated by 26 mm, the polarity of the voltage induced
in a coil by the sample ends will be opposite to that induced by the centre.
Hence flux penetration at the ends will produce an apparent increase in
diamagnet; sm 1f. as is likely near Hcl' it takes place before penetration
of the. centre of the sample. Similar anomalies have been observed in the
surface sheath region (between Hc2 and Hc3) when coils separated by 26 mm
were used. The drop in sensitivity which resulted from the use of the 3000~
turn in place of the 50DO-turn coils was adequately compensated for by the
" absence of these effects.
Fig. 6.3" shows the magnetization curve of a polycrystalline sample
(8) taken on two different occasions at an interval of two months. On the
first occasion ~he frequency of oscillation was 85 Hz and the time taken to
sweep between zero and maximum field was 10 minutes; on the second. the
'frequency was ~3 Hz and ,the sweep time 5 minutes. The curves ,for the two
ca$"es are practically identical. The small differences in the mixed state
may be sweep rate effects. The results shown in Fig. 6.3. indicate that the
,magnetometer results are viriually independent of small variations in $\'/eep'"
rate, frequency and sample alignment.
Itloperation,a sample WlS placed in the holder and inserted in the
crYQ$tatwith no current flowing in the solenoid. Care was taken to prevent
ice formation. and the top of the cryostat \'lassealed by an O-ring and

flexible bellows between the top-plate and vibrator rod. After insertion,
the magnetic field was increased to a lo\'!value and the vibrator was
switched on. The position of the sample relative to the two pick-up coils
was then adjusted over a range of about 5 mm so that the signals from the
two coils after subtraction gave zero output. The position of the vibrator
was also adjusted to give the maximum, undistorted output signal, and the
phase of the oscillator supply to the vibrator was set so that the phase-
sensitive detector gave the maximum output. The magnetometer was calibrated
by slowly sweeping the field up, and adjusting the V-gain of the X-V recorder
$0 that the slope of the diamagnetic curve was 450 (i.e. the gradient was 1).
The accuracy of this setting was about ± 1%. The virgin magnetization curve
was usually repeated after the setting-up procedure. To do this, the sample
was driven normal by passing a current through a small. copper. heating coil
wound on the sample-holder.
In spite of its sensitivity, reproducibility and simplicity. the
vibrating sample magnetometer suffers from a number of disadvantages related
to penetration at the sample ends which make the interpretation of bulk
'sample properties, especially the value of Hcl' difficult. To overcome
this problem and. to enable consecutive measurement of loss and magnetization
to be made in the same crvostat , an integrating sample magnetometer was built.
This is described in Brankin. Eastham and Rhodes (1970) (see Appendix).
6,.2. ~.,C..:.."Pery:'~pilitL2f_ S~IJ)~~
l'!henan alternating rield. h :: hm sin wt, is applied to a super-
conductor in the presence of a steady magnetic field, H, a voltage will be
induced in a pick-up coil wound about the sample. For a .coil of N turns
and 8l"eaA1 surrounding a sample of area A this voltage will be
V III -NAdb/dt .. N{Al - A) llodh/dt
The inductioft b in the sample may be written b III (ll'+ ill")hwhere ll'and
u" are the real and imagin<'.l"ycomponents respect tvely of the magr.etic
permeab i1ity of the superconductor at the fie1d H. Hence, V \'Ii 11 be
given by
6.2.1.
Measurement of the amplitude and phase of V will give pi and p". The
induction in the sample may also be expressed as a Fourier series (as in
section 5.4. p.64) in which case the coil voltage may be expressed as
6.2.2. v :.: -NAnwhm
Q;I
t I Pn' cos nwt - Pn" sin nwt I
n :.: 1
where Pn' and Pn" are the Fourier components of the real and imaginary
permeabt ltt f es and the term N(.Al - A) "o dh/dt produced by the leakage
flux has been omitted. Measurement of the amplitude and phase of the
various frequency components of V will give Pn' and Pn".
Measurement nf V and derivation of the different components of lot
from equations 6.2.1. and 6.2.2. have been used by Bean (1964), Ullmaier
(1966), Rollins and Silcox (1967), Brankin (1968), Campbell (1969) and
others to obtain information about the flux distribution ~Tld critical
.currents in superconductcrs , In general, such measurements are difficult
to interpret. The permeabi1ities depend not only on the magnitude and
frequency of 'the a.c. field and the magnitude of the d.c. field, but also
on the metallurgy of the bulk material and the surface of the sample. The
loss measur~nent techniques described in seetions 5.3. and 5.4. are
examples ()f permeability measurements. and although only the fundamental
.'cOmRonent of the permeabiHty,ll,",is measured and no steady field is
present the. results are very complex (see chapter 4).
In principle, the surface critical current. jc(H), may be obtained
very easily by permeability measurement. If the applied a.c, field. h,
is less than jc it will not alter the flux within the superconductor, but
only ~nduce an alternating surface current equal to h. Hence the voltage
in the pick up coil will be zero until h exceeds jct which can be defined
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as ~Ie induced surface curreht at which a voltage is first detected. A
permeability apparatus was originally built to measure jc in this way,
Unfortunately. as in the case of the loss measurement, the voltage from
the pick-up coil is never zero because of the leakage flux, which induces
a voltage equal to N(Al -A) ~o dh/dt (Equation 6.2.1.) in the coil. This
voltage can be reduced by compensation, but it is still difficult to detect
the point at which the permeability becomes zero (see chapter 10). The
problem can be overcome by developing a model (e.g. Fink 1967) for the
magnetic behaviour of the superconductor in terms of jct and using this to
predict values of 'Un' and 'Unil at particular values of jc' This technique
has been used by the author (Brankin 1968) and others (e.g. Rollins and
Silcox 1967), to obtain values of the critical currents in the Saint-
James. OeGennes sheath above Hc2'
In the mixed state, tha magnetic behaviour of the superconductor
also depends on its bulk properties, and the permeability· can be
calculated from the models developed in section 3.4. Since some of these
models contain both the bulk and surface critical currents as parameters,
values of Jc and jc can be derived from measurements of~. This is a
valuable method of measuring Jc under a.c. conditions, and it was adopted
for our experiments. Two methods of analysis were employed. The first
used the Ullmaier (1966) expression for the losses in superconductors.
The second method was developed by Campbell (1969). His technique enables
the flux distribution within the superconductor to be measured directly.
The bul'k and surface critical currents can then be obtained from the
flux prof; le.
Ullmaier's (1966) modified version of Bean's (1964) expression for
the loss is given in equation 4.4.2. namely
2 ~o (h . AH) 3ll:·JT m-r
c
Equation 5.4.1. shows that the loss is also given by
l I: ~_ w~l" h 2
C.1Tr m
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where for a cylinder A a ~r2.
Combining these equatf.ons we obtain
6.2.3.
where MV2 has been taken as being equal to jc.
Hence. values of Jc and jc may be obtained from measurements of ~l" as
a function of hrn.
In Campbell's method. the conventional permeability apparatus
described in section 6.3. is used. but a wide-band amplifier preceeds the
phase-sensitive detector in place of the nat'row band amplifier employed
when measuring the component permeabilities ~l' and ~l". Campbell (1969)
shows that if the detector is of the full-wave type (e~g. the Brookdeal 411).
it can be regarded as a switch which inverts the sign of the input signal.
V. when the reference signal changes sign. If this occurs at wt = 9. the
output is
where ~ is the flux which has crossed the specimen boundary, N is the
number of turns on the pick-up coil and Cl is the amplification factor of
the electro.nics. Hence. if the 'in-phase' inductive signal is measured,
i.e. the reference is set in quadrature with the field, the output, Vo.
is proportiona·l to the flux in the sample at the peaks of the a.c. field.
,When a small a.c. field, h = hm sin wt, is applied to an irreversible
superconductol'! in.the mixed state. variations to a depth d will take place
.
in the criti cal ~tate in the sample where, on the Bean-london model t
dJc• hm• Provided the oscillation is small enough for Jc to independent
of H OVer the amplitude of the a.c. field. the extra flux introduced into
the sample at the peaks of the field when its amplitude hm is increased
by ohm is given by
where r is the sample radius and x (equals r - d) is the radius to which
the critical state is altered. Hence
2 2lJo('lTr .. 'lTx)
and since, from equation 6.2.4., the 'in"'phase' voltage VD :::2(JjNCt~/2'IT then,
(X(JjN
== - 'IT
1.e.
dYo I x 2 I-.:n:- = C 1 .. (-)(..111m r
Therefore the penetration depth d (equals r - x) is given by
I 1 qV0 II r dV0r 1 - (1 -t -an;) "'2"C' an;;6.2.5. d « r
Hence, if Vo is measured as a function of hm• the gradient, dVo/dhmt at a
given value of hm gives the depth d to which that field penetrates. A graph
. of hm against d shows the flux profile within the sample.
the apparatus built to make these a,c, penneability measurements
is described in the next section.
A block diagram of the electronics used for the penneabi lity
,measurements i's shown in Figure 6.4. A similar apparatus has' been
described in detail by the author elsewhere (Brankin1968 pp.37 - 52).
Rollins and Silcox (l961) and Campbell (1969) have described similar
equipments.
A d.c. field is appli to the sample by an Oxford Instruments,
3 Tes la, 30 mm bore. superconducting solenoid, driven froo!a a,o~c.60A
\~.
current supt>ly which is stable to 0.1% and has a very low ripple content.
.
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An a ,c, field of up to 15kA(RMS)m-1 is prov ided by a second solenoid.
This consists of 1400 turns, in a double layer, of 40 S.~I.G. enamelled
copper wire, wound on a tufnol coil former to avoid the eddy currents
which arise if a metal is used. The former is a good fit on the super-
magnet bore. and the axes of the two solenoids are parallel to ± 0.10•
Current for the a.c. field is provided by a Derritron lOOW power amplifier
driven from the variable phase output of a V.P.O. 230 (Feedback ltd.).
variable-phase oscillator.
The pick-up and compensation coils each consist of 1000 turns of
46 S.H.G., copper wire wound on a nylon sample ho lder-, The compensation
coil is 40 mm above the pick-up coil. Signals from both coils are fed
to the compensator used for the a.c. loss measurements (section 5.4.).
in which the amplitude voltage divider is modified to provide the .extra
compensation signal required by the large, poorly-filled, pick-up coil.
The output from the compensator is taken to a Princeton Applied Research
Corpo., CR-4. low-noise amplifier which has an adjustable bandwidth. The,
amplifier output is phase-sensitive detected by a Brookdeal 411. references
for which are supplied from the 0° and 900 outputs (which are in quadrature)
of the variable-phase oscillator. The output of the detector drives the
Y..axis of an X...Y recorder. whose X axis is fed from a standard resistor
in the a.c.,solenoid current supply.
In operation, the phase and compensator settings were first checked
at a low field belOW Hel• The phase was s~t by adjusting the phase of the
oscil1a~or field supply so that the detector gave zero output when the
compensation-coil signal alone was measured using the 00 reference signal ..
The field and 0° reference signal phases were then in quadrature within
about O~2°. The compensators were adjusted at large a.c. field amplitude
'so that the compensated pick-up coil voltage gave zero output from the
detector using either reference signal, the amplitude compensator being
adjusted using the 900 reference and the phase-shift using the 0° reference •.
The compensated pick"'up coil voltage could thus be radueedto one part in
105 of the signal from either' coil' alone.
After these adjustm!mts. the phase setting \'IBS rechecked and the
compensated voltage was measured as a function of the a.c. field to
provtde a zero line fen' the measurements at higher fields in the mixed
state. Then the d.e. field was increased to the desired measuring field
and a plot was made of the required component of the compensated pick-up
coil voltage as a function of the a.c. solenoid current. The 900
reference was used to measure thein-phase signal. and the 00 reference to
obtain the quadrature signal. The low-noise amplifier bandwidth was adjusted
to measure either the fundamental component of the permeability only. or
the wide-band value. Measurements were taken in progressively increasing
d.c. fields because it was found that the results depended on the way the
field was produced (e.g. either by sweeping up or down) and on whether' the
sample had beenprev;ously exposed to a higher field. The phase and
compensator settings were Checked at low field between the measurements
at each of the high field settingso
Loss and magnetization measurements were made on a single crystal
~of niobium which had been exposed to a fast neutron flux of 4.6 x 1017
neutrons m-2 s-l for 28 days. The total fast neutron dose was 9.7 x 1023 m-2•
After irradiation its activity was measured at AERE-Harwell as about 120
mi11icuries. It.produced about 1 Rad/hr of ionizing radiation at 50 mm
of lead, 500 mRads/hr at 0.3 m in air and less than 1 mRad/hr at 3 m in
air.
For safety all the measurements on this sample were made at a range
of great~r than 4 m. During the magnetization measurements the vibrator
power amplifier was left near 'the cryostat and was fed via a 3 m co-axial
lead from the variable-phase oscillator. Similarly, the low-noise amplifier
was left close to magnetometer, and its high level (±5V Peak) output
was taken along a second, 3 rn, co-axial cable to the detector. This
procedure was not possible in the case of the loss measurements because of
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the need to switch rang.;:;son the oscilloscope cct l-signal amplifier. The
coil signals tIara. therefore, transmitted dtrect ly along twin, 3 m, co-
axial links. with the resul t that these vol taqes had both a considerably
higher noise level than usual and extra phase shifts. Current was supplied
to the a.c, solenoid for the loss measurement and to the superconducting
solenoid for the magnetometer through four 30 A braids of copper insulated
by P.V.C. piping.
Extreme care was taken in loading the sample into the cryostats.
It was handled using 1 III long tongs. and the probes were lowered into the
cryostats from a similar distance. All leads were connected and filling
was completed before the sample was removed from its lead transport flask.
Because of its activity, a coil could not be wound on the sample for loss
measurement. Instead. it was mounted 1n a thin (0.1 mm) walled, close
fitting, tufnolcoil forner carrying a 140 turn coil of 46 S.W.G. copper
wire. This coil gave rise to a 100 times larger than normal leakage-flux
voltage because of the poor filling factor. As a result of this and the
extra noise in the coil signals mentioned earlier. correct compensation
was more difficult to achieve. Consequently. the lowest level at which
'satisfactory loss measurements were obtained was 10.3 WHz·1 m-le
91.
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7.1. Introd~~~l~~
The following three chapters contain an account of the results obtained
from our experiments. For clarity, all the descriptions of sample preparation
and the measurements of sample properties, such as the magnetization curves.
and surface profiles. have been grouped together in Chapter 7. Chapters 8 and
9 contain discussions of the loss measurements. For convenience, the
descriptions and properti es of all the samples are sumrnarized in Tables 7.1.
and 7.2. respectively.
The superconducting prcpert tes of niobium may be severely modified by
the presence of interstitial impurities (Desorbo 1963) and cold work (Narlikar
and Dew-Hughes 1964). The published results summarized in Chapter 4 show that
the a.c. losses are particularly affected by the metallurgical conditions of
the specimen. It is necessary therefore, when making comparisons between
measurements on different samples, to ensure that the initial properties of
the samples are similar.
To this end, our early measurements were made on r.iobium single crystals
prepared by electron-beam, zone melting. ~bVJever, it was found that the
properties of.single crystals are also strongly affected by their purity,
orientation ~nd detailed preparation. Because of difficulties in preparing
our own single crystals, their use was abandoned.
A second approach to the problem is to use starting material froola
single source and treat all samples in the same \vay. Therefore. although
s~me results wepe obtained using single crystals, the majority 'of our
~
measurements were made on samples taken from the same batch of commercial
po.lycrystalline niobium. This latter material was obtained from Murex ltd.
in rods of 3 mm diameter. The niobium was electron ...beam melted, and then
s'fl'agedand centre-less ground to size. The as-received rods were heavily
cold worked. and had fairly smooth (C.l.A. aboutl lIm - see section 7.3.).
matt surfaces. Some later measurements were made on a second batch of niobium
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SAMPLE PROPERTIES AT 4.2K
He1 Hc2
Sample No. -1 KOe kAm..1 KOe BT(O) Tes1!1 C.L.A.kAm }.lm
4 105 1.32 290 3.65 0.311
6 - 253 3.20 0.113
7 111 1.41 221 2.78 0.044
8 104 1.31 273 3.45 0.163 1
9 307 3.85 0.313 1
10 110 1.37 242 3.05 0.117 1
30 .. 233 2.95 0.166 0.9
11 72 0.90 352 4.40 0.205 3.1
12 - 250 3.15 0.177
13 292 3.67 0.205
14 262 3.30 0.161
15 295 3.70 0.290 0.35
16 295 3.70 0.304 1.1
17 295 3.70 0.304
29 235 2.95 0.194 5.0
23 232 2.90 0.182 3.3
24 - 232 2.90 0.182 1.45
25 232 2.90 0.152 0.33
26 108 1.36 228 2.86 0.004 0.3
27 ~107 1.34 232 2.90 0.008 0.3
31 - 239 3.00 0.060 0.22
, 1 Br(o) is the zero-field trapped flux densf ty,
The F}9UreS given are those measured after sample treatment.
TABLE 7.2.
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manufactured by ~1urex. Uttl e dtff'erence between the two batches was detected
in our measurements. Table 7.1. gives a complete list of the samples used.
their sources, sizes and treatments.
As a further means of ensuring the comparability of our measurements on
different samples, only one parameter, e.g. the surface roughness, was varied
at a time in so far as possible. A group of samples (usually four) was cut
from the same rod of niobium. and each was then given the same treatment, apart
from that required to change the parameter under investigation. A different
parameter was varied for each group of samples. The following sections contain
descriptions of each of these groups, and of some specimens, including the
single crystals given individual treatments.
7.2. ,Heat-Treat.ed Samples
Three samples. Nos. 8 to 10, cut from the same rod of niobium together
with a fourth. No.30. from the second batch were used to observe the effect of
annealing the cold"worked material for different times and at various temperatures.
Sample 9 was untreated and the others were given the heat treatments shown in
T~~le 7.1. The magnetization curves of the samples are shown in Fig. 7.1. and
their grain structure in Fig. 7.2. Table 7.3. gives a mass spectrographic
analysis of a section cut from the end of and treated with samples 8 and la,
and a section from, the as-received sample 15 which is similar to 9.
The heat treatments were carried out in recrystallized-alumina crucibles
in ~ Metals Research. '2" diameter, 'Vacseal' furnace. This has a 'Mulliter
furnace tube which is silicone rubber-sealed to stainless-steel end caps,
enabli~g the tube to be easily evacuated. The furnace is pumped by a 2",
Edwards. oil-diffusion pump with a baffle valve and liquid-nitrogen trap,
capable of reducing the pressure. measured by a Birvac Penning gauge at the
end of the tube, below 10..5 torr. The furnace tube is capable of operating
at up to 'i4000Cbut the 'Kanthal' heater winding is only usable up to 12000C.
The hot...zone of the furnace is uniform to about ± 0.2% over' the central
150 mm of the tube.
Two problems were encountered in the initial operation of this furnace.
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~1ass Spectrographic analysis of Niobium samples 29.10.69.
ELE~1ENT IMPURITY CONCENTRATION (p.p.m. atomic)
Sample 8. 24 hrs.
l100oC. <10-4 torr
Sample 10. 24 hrs.
900°C. 10-5 torr
Sample 15 (as sample
9) As-Received
W 1.5 1.5 1.5
Ta 30 30* 30
Mo 0.8 0.8. 0.8
Br 0.6* 3 0.6*
Ni 0.75 3 0.45*
Fe 0.3* 0.2* 3*
Cr 1.2 0.1* 0.2*
Ca 1 0.2 0.5*
K 10* 5 3*
Cl 1.3* 0.3 0.4*
S 2.1* 0.5 0.3*
Si 11 5 3*
Ha 20* 30 30*
F 30* 3 2*
0 300 50 200
N la 5 5
C '500 75 50
B 0.4 4 1.2
Only elements with concentrations greater than 1 p.p.m. included
* Denotes 'impurity distributed J~"~I).~MoUlly.
Fh possibly contamination from the et<;h. Au. P, Be and Li could not
be detected because of interference from other ions.
TABLE 7.3.
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The first was contamination of specimen surfaces hy material from the walls
and the nickel radiation shields; the second was a high concentration of
oxygen and carbon in the annealed samples (e.g. No.8. Table 7.3.). The
contamination was reduced by baking out the furnace in air at 11000C for
24 hours to oxidize any deposits on the walls, and by then repeating the
bake with radiation shields and crucible in place under a vacuum of 10-5 torr.
The vapour pressure of nickel is about 10-5 torr at l2000C (Smithell 1967).
so care was taken to ensure that the radiation shields \'\'ereoutside the
hot zone. At a later stage, the nickel shields were replaced with tantalum.
The oxygen and carbon content of the samples \\eS found to depend on
the vacuum maintained in the furnace during annealing. \~hen the vacuum was
kept low. the. interstitial impurity content \'Jaslow. Lower annealing vacuums
were achieved by the bake-out already described, which \'Ias repeated before
each anneal. lto\~ever. it was found that the most important requirement
was to keep the liquid-nitrogen trap full throughout the anneal. Thiswas
not done in the case of sample 8 and the annealing pressure rose about 10-5
torr. As a result, the oxygen and carbon contents (Table 7.3.) are 300 and
500 p.p.m. respectively, and the Hc2 value is 273 !<Am-l (3450 De) as opposed
to that of about 233 kAm"" (2950 De) for sample 30 annealed at <10-5 torr.
Annealing produces two distinct metallurgical changes which have
rather different effects on the superconducting behaviour of a sample. As
already mentioned. one of these is to alter the concentrations of interstitia'l
impurities such as oxygen and nitrogen. De Sorbo (1963) and Tedmon et al
(1964) have measured theeffeets of these impurities on the superconducting
.'properties of niobium and, in general. it was shown that an increase in the
dissolved impurity concentrations reduces the electron mean free path. This
produces an increase in the res.;stivity, p, and the Ginzburg·landau parameter,
K. The thermodynamic criti(;al field, Hc' is not, however, greatly affected
and the effect of the changes on the magnetization curve is to reduce Hel
and tncrease Hc2• If the impurity concentration increases but ttle impurities
remain in the form of second ...phase precipitates. then tne value of K may not
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CRAlii STRUCTURE OF AWIE/I.LEf) SM~PLES
X600 Sample 9
As-Received
xrs» SaMp1 10
rs •• o -5')1) C. 10 torr
X150 Sample 30
o -51 hr., 900 C, <10 torr
X150 Sample 8
o -424 hrs., 111)0e, <1() torr
FIt;w';:" 7.2.
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be much affected; but the magnetic irreversibility will be increased by the
presence of the precipitates.
The second of the changes resulting from annealing a cold-worked specimen
is a reduction in the density of dislocations, dislocation tangles and grain
boundaries. This reduction is produced by dislocation interaction. vacancy
diffusion, recrystallization and grain growth. The improved homoaeneity in
turn produces two effects, the most important of these is a reduction in.the
magnetic irreversibility of the sample. and the other is an increase in the
electron mean free path. The latter will produce similar changes in P. K.
Hc1 and Hc2 to those arising from dissolved impurities.
Applying this discussion to the effects of annealing in our samples.
it is clear from the magnetization curves (Fig. 7.1.) that the major change is
a reduction in irl·eversibility. This is characterized both by the reduction in
the zero ...field trapped flux and by the earlier penetration of flux in the mixed
state. The increase in grain size after annealing revealed in the micrographs
of Fig. 7.2 •• indicates that the reduced irreversibility results from a decrease
in the defect density in the samples.
A second change in the annealed samples is a lo\'Ier:,;1gof the upper
critical field, Hc2' indicating a decrea~e in K. This probably results from
"the combined effects of the lower defect density and a reduction in the
dissolved gas content. The mass analysis (Table 7.3.) shows that sample 9
has a lower oxygen and carbon content than 8, the higher Hc2 value of sample
9 must, therefore, be produ~ed by its high defect density. Sample 10 has a
~ -
much lower d~ssolvad impurity content than 8 and 9, and its Hc2 value is still
lower than that of spectnen 8. The complexity of the effects produced by
annealing is illustrated by the fact that Hc2 appears to be slightly lower for
sample 30.than for 10. even though the former is more irreversible and waS
annealed for a shorter time. Presumably. because it was annealed at a lower
pressure, the dissolved impurity content of 30 is lower than that of sample 10.
7.3. ~urfa~e"Tr'eated Sa,mples
The effects of different surface profiles on samples ~1th similar bulk
properties were examined in three grOl'ps of samples. The techniques used
to prepare the surfaces were spark machining, chemical polishing and electro-
polishing. The spark machining was carried out in the lathe of a Metals
Research IServomet'. To produce a uniform finish, the whole length of the
specimen was machined at once. The unmachined piece held in the chuck jaws
was subsequently removed by lowering a V-shaped tool onto the sample. (This
same tool was used to produce ellipsoidal shaped ends on all the poly-
crystalline samples). Initial machinings almost always took place at spark
energy 3 to produce a true cylinder quickly. When a smoother final finish
was required. subsequent machining at lower spark energies was continued
until sufficient material had been removed to ensure that the surface profile
produced by the previous machining was obliterated. In general. about SO lIIl
of material was removed on energy 5 after machining at 3, and about25 'j.lln on
7 after machining at 5. These numbers refer to the settings of the machine
control which alters the energy of the spark. The low numbers correspond to
high spark energies \1hich remove more material and, consequently, produce a
rougher surface.
The chemical and electropolishing procedures were standard treatments
described by Tegart (1959). A mixture of 75% funling nitric acid with 25%
concentrated (50%) hydrofluoric acid was used for chemical polishing.Electro-
polishing was carried out in a platinum beaker used as the cathode. The
elecJrolyte(90% concentreted su!phuric acid with 10% hydrofluoric acid) was
"stirred magnetically. and'currentdensities pf about 1000 Am-2 were passed.
It,was found that while eXcellent results could be obtained by chemically
,
porishing single crystals, electro-polishing was preferable for polycrystalline
samples particularly if. they were cold worked. This was because the grain
boundaries in annealed samples were preferentially attacked by the Chemical
polish. and because in cold-worked samples a surface structure of longitudinal
ridges appeared. Thb structur. frlay have been a result of directional
hardentng produted by the$waging. In any case. the finishes p~uced by
chemi.ca11~ ..polish1ngannealed. and eold-worked··ptJlycrys'tal1inespee1mens were
1very different. A similar effect , but much reduced. was produced DY an
electropolish; we believe this may explain the different loss measurements
obtained by Rocher and Septfonds (1967) before and after annealing.
Three of the first group of surface treated samples (Nos. 11 to 14)
were each machined at a different spark energy and the fourth was chemically
polished. To enable the effect of the different surface profiles to be
studied in isolation, the samples were then annealed for 24 hrs at 1lOOoe to
remove the damage produced by the spark machining and the original cold
working. B~cause no sufficiently large crucible was available. samples 12
and 14 were annealed separately from 11 and 13. The latter pair of samples
became heavily contaminated when air leaked into the furnace during their
hea t treataent, All fow" samp 1as were then anneal ad together for a further
24 hrs in an unsuccessful attempt to produce uniform properties. The
magnetization curVes o.f the samples after treatment are shown in Fig. 7.3.
The samples all have different values of Hc2 which. presumably, result from
differences in impurity concentration. It is interesting to note that the
differences in zero-field trapped flux are rather less than those in Hc2'
indicating that the latter do.nct arise from differences in defect density.
The second anneal was probably unsuccessful in removing the impurities
because insufficient care was taken to maintain a low vacuum. The results
"fer these samples have been included because an interesting comparison is
possible between this and a second group ef surface .treated specimens.
This group. samples 29and 23 to 26, ..were prepared in a second attempt
to produce specimens having the same properties but with different surface
pro;:iles. Samples 23 to 26 were cut from the same rod. 29.came from the
second batch of material. Their treatments are shown in Table 7.1.;
samples 23 to 26 were annealed together and 29 was given a similar, but
separate, heat treatment. T~e annealing temperature was chosen so.as to be
above the recrystallh:ation temperature of niobium, which ~Hller (1959) gives
as lQ.SOoC. This is confirmed by the micrographef sample 8 {Fig. 7.2.} which
shows that the grain size is of order 1 mm after annealing at 110aGe. The
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annealing time (10 hrs) was chosen not only to ensure coolplete recrystalliza-
tion, v/hich takes about 1 hr at this temper<;.ture.but alsc to achieve a
homogeneous distribution of dissolved gas in the specimens. Smithe1l (1967)
gives values of 1.2 x 10-10 m2 s·l and 0.2 x 10-10 mZ s·l for the diffusion
constants at 12000C of Oz and NZ respectively. Therefore, a treatment time
of 10 hrs (3.6x 104 s) gives a diffusion length of about 2 mm for oxygen
and 0.3 mm for nitrogen.
The effect of these treatments on the sample magnetization curves
(Fig. 7.4) is remarkable. Wltile all the. samples have similar values of Hc1
and H 20 the degree of irreversibility increases markedly for the roughenedc ,
surfaces. In particular. the rate of flux penetration above Hcl decreases
as the l"oughness increases. The s.iml1arities in the critical field values
indicates that the surface and bulk properties are the same, as they should
be after the annealing treatment. It must be concluded therefore. that ~e
delayed flux penetration results from pinning of flux lines by the topography
of the surface. A possible mechanism is the flux ..spot pinning proposed by
Hart and Swartz (1967) and described in section 3.3. Doidge and Eastham
(1970) have suggested that flux first penetrates cylindrical samples in
ax~al magnetic fields via flux spots which form at the ends of the samples
and, as the flux penetrates further. move along the surface towards the
middle. If the· fllJX spots are pinned, a lo.ngitudinal critica.1 state may be
set up and flux penetration will be delayed until this is overcame.
A third group of samples. Nos. 15 to H. was prepared to obseftvethe
effect of different surface profiles in cold-worked samples. Saftlple15 was
r •
l1gntly sptrk machined at energy 7 to remove a 10 ~mthick surface layer but
avoid gross damage. samplel? was chemically polished to remove a similar
layer. sample 16 was machined at energy 3 but given an energy 7 finish.
Fig. 7.5. shows themagnet1~.t1on .curves of these $amples. together with that
of specimen 9 forcomparhon. A lthoughthG surface treatments have··t>roduced
llttle,effect on the bulk properties of the samples apart from smalJ reductions
in Hc2 and the zero-field trapped flux. the surface currents have been noticeably
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reduced. They are a factor of four smaller in sample 16 than 9, and v.'ere
still smaller in samples 15 and 17.
To enable the effects of the diffel~ent surface profiles of our
samples on theit~ super-conduct inc properties to be usefully compared, a
"Ialysurf" was used to obtain a quantitative description of the profiles.
The Talysurf consists of a stylus with a 2.5 ].1mdiameter tip which is drawn
across the surface of the specimen (parallel to the axis in the case of our
cyl inders}, i40vement of the stylus, which is loaded at only 10"'3 N to avoid
damage, is detected by a dHfet"ential transformer, the signal from which is
amplified and plots a one-dimensional surface profile on a chart recorder ..
The sizell distribution, shape and uniformity of the surface features can be
obtained from this profile.
A single parameter descr-tpt+on .of the surface roughness was also
required. For this purpose, the centre line average (C.L.A.) height was used.
The C.L.A. value is a standard numerical assessment of the average height of
the irregularities contributing to surface texture, and is defined by :
C.L.A. = * JX Iyldx
o
where x is the distance along the surface, and y the height of the surface
above or below a flat datum line. The Talysurf calculates the C.L.A. value
automatically by integration of the differential transformer signal. The
profiles and C.L.A. values of the second group of surface treated samples
are shown in Fig. 7.6. C.L.A. values of other samples are shown in Table
}.2r Care must be taken in interpreting the one dimensional surface profile
an~ C.L.A. height for dire,ctional finishes such as those of ttle cold-warked
and some of the electropolishedsamples.
Measurements were on Cl very pure. niobium single crystal. sample
7. prepared by Or. O.K. BONen at the Department of Metal1u."9Y. Oxford. This
was "cut from a single-pass, zone-melted crystal which wascentreless ground
to 3 mm diameter. the damaged surface being r~moved by chemical poHsh'ing.
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After annealing at 25000C in a vacuum of about 2 x 10.10 torr. th~ sample
had a very smooth bri gilt surface and Cl res istance t'ati0 of about 1000. Its
magnetization curve is shown in Fig. 6.2.
Four other samples were given individual treatments intended to
increase their flux pinning properties, particularly near the surface.
Sample 4 was taken from a niobium single crystal prepared by Dr. D. Jones
of the r,1aterials Science centre, Bh'mingham University. This single-pass,
zone-me lted crystal had an orientation near the 11101 direction. and an
initial resistance ratio of about 200~ The sample was shaped on the spark
machine and after. chemical polishing to remove the damaged layer, its surface
was smooth. bright and fairly free of etch-pits. The losses and magnetization
of the sample were measured. and it was sent to AERE. Harwell. where it was
neutron irra.diated for 28 days in the Dido reactor, To minimize temperature
rises produced by y-ray absorption, the specimen was immersed in the deuterium
cooling stream during irradiation, its surface temperatYre thus being kept at
50°C. The total neutron flux was measured at Harwell by analysis of the
induced radioactivity in cobalt and nickel monitors irradiated with the
niobium. The thermal neutron dose was given as 1.077 x 1024 neutrons m-2,
'and the fast (Energy> lMeV) neutron dose as 9.656 x 1023 neutron m-2•
A second sample. No.6, was cut from the same single crystal as 4.
After being turned to a cylindrical shape on a lathe. it was given a succession
of mechanical polishes commencing with emery cloth and finishing with 1 lJm
diamond paste. This treatment left a bright surface with a number of scratches
from the 'emery cloths.
Sample 31 was also mechanically polished. This is a polyc.rystal1ine
sample, which was initially spark machined and electropolished to produce a
smooth surface and then anne~led for 4 hrs at 11000e and less than 10...5 torr.
After heat treatment. the sl\mple was rotated at high speed in a lathe and
carefully polished by holding 'Metron' suede cloths impregnateJwith diamond
paste and lubricated with 'Ohlap' fluid against its ,surface. 1 and 1/4 pm
grades of diamond paste were used successively, polishing "lith each being
continued for about 30 m1
Another polycrystallin~ sample. No.27. \lIas annealed and given a
smooth bright surface by electropolishing. It was then irr"adiated with
implantation. the
University of Surrey. To obtain a uniform
was rotated at about 60 r.p.m. 1n a niobium
40 kV niobium 10ns at
10 run so that. assuming the ion current was 5 nA, the dos
penetrated 1ayer was at 1 3 x 1025 ions Ilt3•
The magnetization curve of sample 4 is ~ompared with an untreated
in the
chuck,driven through a rotary vacuum seal by a motor external to the
target chamber'. The total sample current during implantation was about
50 nA, but it was estimated that 90% of this current might be secondary
electron emission. The depth of implantation was calculated to be ebout
specimen in Fig. 7.7•• the curves of samples 6 and 31 are shown in Fig. 7.8
and that of sample 27 in Fig. 7.10. The zero-field trapped flux of the
neutron-irradiated sample has been greatly increased and there is also a
rise in its Hc2 value. Flux penetr'ation is detectable below 150 kAm-1
(1885 De) and the surface currents are not particularly high. being a
factor of ten smaller than those in the as-received, cold-worked, poly-
. crystalline sample (No.9) shown in Fig. 7.1. Kernohan and Sekula (1967)
and Kuhn (1962) have pr'eviously reported measurements on irradiated niobium.
The magnetization curve shown in Fig. 7.7. is similar in shape to that
repo!~ed by Kernahan ~nd Sekula for a similar sample after irradiation with
1.7 x 1023 neutrons m-2• However, the upper critical field of their sample,
222 kAmel (2800 Oe). was little affected by the irradiation.
These ma.gnetization curves indicate that. although neutron irradiation
produces 'consideNlble bulk damage, the surface flux pinning is not particularly
affected. This is to be " Neutron damage arises mainly from
fast neutrons, \'1hichdisplace atoms from their lattice sites on collision
and produce vacancies, interstitials and clusters of these point defects.
Because of their long range. the defects produced by fast neutrons are
unifot"mly distributed in the sample (Harwood et &1 1958). TM$ has been
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confirmed by Tucker and r (1967) who examined niobium irrad'iated with
2 x 1022 neutrons m..2 with an electron microscope. Th~y observed a
homogeneous array of dislocation loops. Thus, although neutrons can be
used to produce control damage it is not pal'ticularly confined to the
surface.
In contrast, the produced by mechanical polishing is concentrated
almost entirely at the surface. Bailby (1921) supposed that the polished
material was covered with a smooth layer of practically amorphous material.
Samuels (1967) suggests that the amorphous layer is very thin, but that the
surface is heavily plastically deformed to a depth which depends on the size
of the polishing particles. This accounts for the observed increase (by a
factor of one hundred) of the surface currents above Hc2 in the polished
specimens (Fig. 7.8), and the delayed 'flux penetration. The increase in
zero-field trapped flux is relatively small. particularly in sample 31. The
magnitude of the diamagnetic portions of mixed-state hysteresis loops in this
sample suggests that the flux trapping is produced almost entirely by surface
currents. This, together with the very small change in Hc2' indicates that
the bulk material is unaffected by the careful polishing.
The magnetization curves of samples 4, 6 and 31 are compared in
Fig. 7.9. It is clear. from the relative values of Hc2 and the zero-field
trapped flux. that the bOlk properties of the neutron-irradiated sample
have been more affected than ,those of the mechanically-polished specimens.
On the other hand. the'surfaee currents ar~ much larger in the polished
, samples. The object of implanting niobium tons in sample 27 was to produce
"controlled damage like that resulting from neutron irradiation tn Cl thin
surface layer ona smooth. bright, chemically pure specimen. Although the
ion 'dosage (3 x 1025 0.-2) should have produced a high defect density in a
10 nm layer. the treatment produced no significant changes in the magnetization
curve (Fig. 7.10).
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8.1. Introducti on
r'1easurementsof the loss as a function of peak, applied, magnetic
field have been made on the samples described in Chapter 7. All these
experiments were carried out at the temperature of free-boiling helium
i ,e, 4.21 ± 0.02 K. Losses were measured citvarious frequencies and in
samples with different surface profiles. The effect of each of these
parameters is discussed in sections 8.2. and B.3. The different effects
of two metallurgical treatments on the superconducting properties of
niobium were discussed in section 7.2. i.e.
(i) Changes in impurity concentration affecting K, Hcl and Hc2
but not the reversibility.
(i1) Changes in defect concentration produced by cold-work and
second-phase precipitation which affect the reversibility
and to a lesser extent K.
The discussion of section 3.3. indicates that a third treatment should
'be added to these, namely:
(iii) Changes in or near the surface which produce greater irreversi-
bility.
It is difficult to produce each of these changes in isolation, but
,their effects on the losses will be discllssed separately in sections 8.4., 8.5.,
an~ 8.6. respectfvely, Section 8.7. is devoted to the derivation of a modified
form of Buchhold's expression. and a discussi,Onof the results in terms of
thts.mode l, It was found that the losses in some of our samples changed when
they had been completely penetrated by an a.c. field. These results are
presented in section 8.8. and discussed in section 8.9.
8.2~ ,Effect ~tF_regue.nc,l
The frequency dependence of the loss was measured firstly, to determine
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whether the loss arose from is tn' from eddy currents and secondly t
to enable losses measured with high sensitivity at 238 Hz to be extra"
polated to 50 Hz for comparison with other measurements.
The dissipation in the cold-worked. smooth-surfaced sample 15 at
frequencies covering almost an order of magnitude is shm·m in Fig. 8.1.
Although there is some scatter in the points the dissipation can be clearly
seen to vary linearly with frequency, in confirmation of the findings" of
other workers (see section 4.2.). Buchhold's equations 4.3.1. and 4.3.2.
show that the ratio of the eddy current loss. LEt to hysteretic loss. LHt
is given by :
where f is the frequency of the applied field, and d is the penetration
depth, K the hysteresis factor and 0 the conductivity of the sample. Hence,
eddy current losses will be larger in annealed rough samples. The loss per
cycle and dissipation in such a sample (No.11) are shown in Figs. 8.2. and
8.3. respectively. Over the frequency r·ange covered (36 - 216 Hz) the
"dissipation is again linear with frequency and the loss independent of
frequency, indicating that eddy current effects are negligible even in this
specimen.
Measurements were made at both 238 and 50 Hz in the majority of
samples. in order to obta1naccurate measurements at low loss levels (see
'section'5.4.). In all these measurements the loss was found to be.
irrdependent of frequency. For some smooth samples, t ,e, those described in
section 8.6 •• measurements at 238 Hz were not possible, and these may show
a different frequency depend.ence. Since all the measurements indicate that
the dissipation varies linearly with frequency, it may be concluded that
the major loss mechanism is hYflteretic.
The losses in samples 23 to 26 and 29 which were prAparedwith
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diff':;i'entsurface profiles are shown in Fig. 8.4. It was argued in
section 7.2 that, on the evidence of the magnetization curves, these
s~~ples have practically identical bulk properties as a result of their
heat treatment. Consequently. the difference in the measured losses are
produced entirely by the differences in surface profile. Fig. 8.4. shows
that the loss near Hel increases progressively with surface roughness in
all the samples and, with the exception of 24. the loss is higher at.all
fields in the roughf'n~samples. The high loss at low fields in 24 can be
explained by examination of its Talysurf profile (Fig. 7.6.), which SnO\1S
that the spark energy 5 surface consists of small, fairly sharp spikes.
These are probably almost completely penetrated at comparatively low fields
which would account for the untypical variation of loss with field observed.
An increase in loss with increasing roughness may be caused either
by an increase in irreversibility in the samples with roughness (affecting
K 1n equation 4.3.2.). or by an increase in penetration (affecting d). The
first possibility can probably be eliminated for these specimens by the
evidence of the magnetization curves. These curves are practically identical
for samples 23 and 24 although the losses are very different. while the
magnetization curves for samples 25 and 26 are different but the losses
are very similar. Therefore. although the irreversibility does increase
with roughness. there is very poor correlation between irreversibility and
loss. It must be concluded ·that the variation of loss with profile
results from deeper penetration of the surface asperities at a given field
in the rougher samples.
,The effect of changing the impurity concentration on the losses can
be seen by comparing the measurements on samples 11 and 23. These were both
annealed and both have spark energy 3 surfaces with similar C.L.A. values of
3.11Jm and 3.3 pm respectively. As a result of its heat treatment. sample 11
has a muc~ higher value for Hc2 and a lower value for Hcl than sample 23
~ -IkA(rms m
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(Table 7.2). Calculation .oftheir Ginzburg-Landau parameters ftJm the ratio
Hc2/Hcl using Harden and Arp's (1963) data gives a value for K of about 2
for sample 11 and 1.1 for 23. The zero-field trapped flux in a sample may
be taken as a measure of its irreversibility. Table 7.2. shows that the
samples are fairly similar in this respect. which is reasonable because we
have shown (section 7.3.) that the irreversibility 1n annealed samples arises
mainly from the surface prof; le. The major difference between these samples
;s therefore in their K and critical field values.
The losses in 11 arid 23 together with estimates .oftheir impurity
concentrations obtained by comparison with those of samples 8 and 10 are
shown in Fig. 8.5. The major effect of the higher impurity concentration
and lower Hel value in 11 has been to increase the losses. This result 1s
predictable if it is assumed that penetration occurs whet'e demagnet'ization
effects produce local fields exceeding Hcl• Clearly, at a given field,
more asperities of a particular surface profile will be penetrated in a
sample with a lower He1•
8.5. l1eatTreatment
-"l .. ..
The effect on the losses of altering the defect density of the
material was observed by comparing the results for the cold-worked sample 9
and the annealed samples 10 and 30. Considerable differences in their
reversibility are shown in their magnetization curves (Fig. 7.1.). and the
zero-field trapped ~lux 1s 0.313 Tesla, 0.166 T and 0.117 T for sample 9,
30t and 10 respectively. The differenc~s in the reversibilities of the
specimenz have been ascribed (section 7.2.) to the changes in defect
density produeed by'the heat ...treatment.
In spite of the marked changes in reversibility, there is little
difference in the losses in these samples shown in ~ig. S.6. These res~lts
contradict the observations of both Rocher and Septfonds (1967) \<lho found
higher losses in annealed niobium, and Beall and Meyerhoff (1969) who
.
reporte~ lower losses. It has already been mentioned (sections 4.6. and
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7.3.) that this apparent contradiction may be due to insufficient attention
having been paid to the effects of surface roughness on the losses. The
surface profiles of OUt" samples were measured after anneal tnq, and their
C.L.A. values are all very similar (Table 7.2.).
The heat treatment has not only increased the reversibi11ties of
samples 10 and 30, but has also decreased their Hc2 values. It is not
possible to obtain precise values for Hcl in these samples but for 10 and
30 they appear to be very similar at about 110 kA m-l (13700e). The 1ic1
value for sample 15 obtained from loss measurements (see Fig. 8.11.) seems to
be fairly close to this value. This sample is identical to 9 except that
a thin surface layer has been removed. Thus. the Hcl values of all three
samples appear to be very similar and the losses will not have been affected
by changes in this parameter. Hence, it can be concluded that the bulk
defect density of a material has little effect on the losses.
8.6. Surface Treatment
The surface of sample 9 has been severely damaged by surface grinding
and it will be shown in seci10n 9.3. that it is capable of carrying high
surface currents. This is also ir.dicated by the large surface sheath
magnetization shown in Fig. 7.5. In contrast, the sheath magnetization is small
in sample 10 which has a much lower defect density as a result of its heat
treatment. In spite of this difference in their surfaces, the losses shown
in Fig. 8.6. are very similar. This was not the case for all our samples.
Fig. 8.7. shows the losses in the-bright annealed sample 27 after
different tr~atments. The losses before and after ion implantation with
.
niobium were llttledifferent. but a subsequent chemical polish drastically
reduced them. This reduction in losses cannot be due to a change in surface
profile since the C.L.A. value before and after polishing remained unchanged
at 0.3 lim.
The losses in another bright annealed sample (No.3l) are also shown
in Fig. 8.7. for comparison. The sample was mechanically polished after
annealing and has a C.L.A. value of 0.2 ).1m. The losses after th~is treatment
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are also very low. No measurements at 238 Hz were possible after polishing
in samples 27 and 31 because, at the maximum field the power amplifier l'IQS
capable of producing,70 kA (Rfi1S) m-l (1200 Oe Peak). there was insufficient
flux penetration to enable the compensation adjustments to be carried out
correctly. Because of this, it is not certain how low the losses are. The
very low losses exhibited by these samples at fields where measurements were
possible are diff<icult to explain. The effect,which was only observed in
bright samples. is presumably associated with the high defect density in
the polished sample and. possibly, with dissolved gas (e.g. hydrogen) in
the chemically polished sample.
8.7. Discussion
A model for the loss mechanism in rough samples similar to that
given in section 4.3. will be presented, This model leads to the Buchhold
expression but has the advantage that it is applicable to type II super-
conductors. If it is supposed that demagnetization effects produce local
field enhancement at surface asperities. flux will begin to penetrate the
asperities when the local field exceeds Hc1' The total penetrated volume
of a superconducting sample. V. will increase with the peak applied field
Hm for two reasons; firstly because more of a given asperity will be
penetrated and secondly because, if they differ in shape. more asperities
will be penetrated. The volume V will therefore depend on the ratio
~/Hcl' and an avera,ge depth of penetration, d. may be defined by
~here A is the surface area of the sample.
The average field within a penetrated region may be assumed to
be equal to~. On field.reversal, flux will be trapped and. if complete
trapping occurs, the flux in a given asperity will remain constant until
the field .. ~ is reached. The magnetization curve of such an asperity
will be like that sho~m in Fig. 4.1 •• and the energy loss per cycle in
travers fng the magnet; zat1on loop \Iii 11 be 4 l10Hm2 Va' where Va is the
1penetrated volume of the asperity.
In practice, some flux will leave the asperity on field reversal and
the flux trapping will be incomplete. The real magnetization curve will be
like that shovJn in Fig. 4.2., and the energy dissipation may be written as
4 llorIn/VaKawhere Ka is a constant equal to the ratio of the areas of the
real and ideal magnetization curves.
The total loss per cycle in the sample will equal 4 lloHm2 VK, where
K is an average of the ~'St and the loss per cycle per unit surface area
will be given by
8.7.1. L :::
Three of the predictions of this expression are confirmed by our
measurements, nal1:ely :
(i) The loss per cycle is independent of frequency (section 8.2.)
(1i) The dissipation is lal"ger in samples with a larger volume of
surface asperities i.e. rougher surfaces (section 8.3.)
(iii) The losses are higher in a sample with a lower Hcl (section 8.4.)
These predictions may be put on a more quantative basis by defining
an effecti\le depth of penetration dK (:::KF(Hm/Hcl). Values of dK may be
obtained from the experimental measurements of L by using Equation 8.7.1.
\'/hichshows that dK == L/4 lJoHm2. The express ion also predicts that,for
a given surface, oK will have the same value for all samples at a particular
v..alueof Hm/Hcl' i;e, that dK is a universal function of ~/Hcl. This will
also be true for type I superconductors if Hc is used in place of Hcl•
Fig. 8.8. shows L/4 lJoHm2 plotted against f\n/tlcl for the two niobium
samples (Nos. 11 and 23) with differing Hcl values described in section 8.4.
As predicted, the dK values are in good agreement. Seebold (1969) has
observed a similar result; in type I materials by plotting L/4 ).IoHc2against
\/Hc• As shown in section 4.3., these two relationships are equivalent.
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The results for type I materials have been replotted using L/ll- lloHm2 and
are compared with the results far' the niobium samples in Fig. 8.9.
In order to obtain a quantitative comparison between the results on
samples \'lithdtff'ererrt surface profile, the surface roughness must be related
to the effective depth of penetration. This can be done using the C.L.A.
height. Near Hcl all the asperities should be fully penetrated, and the
depth of penetration d will be equal to the total volume of the asperities,
VT• divided by the sample surface area, A. Ideally, the surface may be
assumed to be covered by N identical. close-packed, hemispherical asperities
of height h. The volume of each asperity will then be equal to 1. {4/3j,rh3
and the total volume, VT• will be(2/31'ITh3N. Since each asperity will occupy
an area 213h2 (for elose packed hem;spheres}, N will be equa1 to A/ (2 1~1,2)
and Yr to ('IT/3~hA. Therefore, d will be given by ('IT/3I3)h.
For a real surface. the asperities will be neither uniform nor close
packed. However. provided the C.L.A. values along any axial direction are
the same, the definition of the C.L.A. height shows that the total volume
of asperity must be related to the C.L.A. value, D, by :
VT = D x Length ef Sample x Circumference of Sample = DA
Hence, at Hcl the C.L.A. value and the depth of penetration should be equal.
It was found that the C.L.A. values of our surfaces were similar along
any axial direction, so D and ,d may be equated at Hcl and the term F(Hm/Hel) =
d in Equation 8'.7.1. miY be replaced by f(~/Hel)D. Therefore, experimental
",values 'If L/4 ~oHm'"D (= uK/D) should be independent at'the sample roughness
=.Hel, Fig. 8.10. shows,the effective depth of penetration dK divided by
D and plotted against 1'~IHcl for three. rough, niobium samples and one of
Seebold's lead specimens for which the C.L.A. value was given. It can be
seen that the values of dK/D are very similar at llel (He for the lead sample)
and~ apart from sample 24. the curves are in reasonable agreement over their
whole range. This quantitative agreement provides convincing evidence of
the relationship between the losses and the roughness of a sample surface.
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Two further poi for discussion are the field dependence of the
losses and the parsmeter K. Equation 8.7.1. predicts that the losses will
vary as Hm2f(Hm/HC1), the function f(Hm/Hcl) depending on the type of asperity.
Clearly. the volume of an asperity penetrated will depend on Hm/Hcl' so the
field dependence will be at least 11m3• If there is a distribution of
asperities of different shapes. the number penetrated will also depend on
Hm and a variation of L as Hm4 may be expected. Such a dependence has been
reported by many workers (section 4.2..). and is roughly in agreement with
our results.
For an ideal sample. K equals one and no flux enters or leaves the
sample between ± Hm. For a real sample, the parameter K is a measure of
the amount of flux which leaves and enters the penetrated volume between
the peaks of the a.c. field. The results for the heat-treated samples
presented in section 8.5. show that the loss. and hence K. is not greatly
affected by changes in defect density and bulk irr~versibi1ity. The
relative independence of K from the bulk sample properties is further
confirmed by the similarity in the value of dKlD at Hc1 for niobium (0.17)
and at Hc for lead (0.15) shown in Fig. 8.10.
The loss measurements on smooth specimens (C.L.A. values, 0.33 um)
cannot be so easily accounted for. The values of dK/D at Hc1 for samples
25 and 26 (not shown in Fig. 8.10.) are similar, being about 0.36. ~his
indicates that their K values are about twice those of the rougher specimens
and, therefore, that the exit of.flux is .de1ayed in the smooth samples. A
possible mechanism for the delayed flux exit is the Bean-Livingston surface
barrier. Both theory and experiment show that the surface barrier is more
effective in preventing flux exit than penetration. However, similar results
were not obtained for all !he smooth specimens. The losses below Hcl in
samples 25. 27. 9 and 15 plotted in Fig. 8.11. The results for 25 and
27, which have C.L.A. values of 0.33 urnand 0.3 llm respactively, are very
similar but the losses are lower in both sample 9 (C.L.A. value 1 llm) and
15~"hich ·has a similar surface finish and C.L.A. value to sample 25. Why
I·)'t
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the Bean-livingston barri should be less effective for 15 than for is not
understood. An alternative explanation for the results is that a second
loss mechanism is operative in samples 25 and 27. A further problem is
presented by the results of section 8.6., which show that the loss in bright
smooth samples has been greatly reduced by surface treatments. In this case,
the results cannot be explained by changes in K because the d~/dt waveforms
showed that very little flux penetrated these samples. i.e. that d was. small.
This suggests that some type of critical state may be set up as a result of
their high surface defect densities. Why this should only occur in brt;ht
smooth samples is not known.
In summary, our model for the loss mechanism in rough samples provides
an explanation for many of the observed feature~ of loss measurements. The
modified Buchhold expression gives good quantitative agreement with the
dependence of th.e losses on the frequency of the applied field. the surface
roughness of the sample and its lower critical field. This critical field, HCL'
is Hc for type I materials and Hcl for type II specimens. The losses in
type II materials can thus be related to both Hc and the Ginzburg-landau
parameter Ie by means of Equation 2.4.1. It has also been shown that the
dependence of the losses on Hm4 observed' by ourselves and other workers can
be.exp12dned using the model. The importance of hysteretic loss in penetrated
asperities has, therefore, been adequately confirmed.
For our rougher samples. the losses near Hcl can be calculated from
the Buchhold expression using the C.l.A. value, D. of the surface and a value
forK of about 0.17. The losses at all fields may be represented approximately
'by the expression
8.7.2. , l •
where K has been taken to e(fual 0.125. This expression ts compared with the
"results for a wide range of samples 1n Fig. 8.12. in which Ll4 l1oHm'D is
plotted against Hm/Hcl- None of the experimental results differ from this
.
expression, by more than a factor of two.
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specimens than is predi by Equation 8.7.2. These may resul t e+ther
ftom a second loss mechanism. or from greater flux trapping in smooth
samples ..
Our measurements show that for technological applications a material
should satisfy three criteria :
(1) The Hcl value should be as high as possible i.e. about 110 kAm-l
(1400 De)
(2) The surface should be as smooth as possible. though improvement
beyond a C.L.A. value of 0.3 }.lmis probably not so important
as 3).
(3) The surface should have a high defect or impurity concentration
produced by mechanical or chemical treatments respectively.
5Samp1er 15. 16 and 17 were prepared to observe the effect on the
dissipation of changing the surface profiles on cold-worked specimens. The
measurements indicated that the penetration of surface asperities was not
always responsible for the losses in these samples. It was found that. at
.,apeak field of about 200 kAm-1 (2500 De). there was a sudden large increase
in the penetrated flux waveform to about 1 Volt Peak to Peak. This was,
undoubtedly. the result of a flux jump causing complete penetration of the
sample. On rapidly reducing the field to zero after penetration, it was
found that the losses were i~creased and t~at the d0/dt waveform was asymmetric
,about d~dt • O. It can be $een~1n Fig. 8.13. that the losses before and. .
after penetration in sample 15(spark energy 7 surface) differ by a factor of
about thirty. The losses were measured at five different frequencies. and
it is evident that the loss per cycle is independent of frequency even after
penetration.
A similar increase in losses (Fig. 8.14.) was observed in both sample
16. ,which has a rougher surface than 15 (see Table 7.2.). and17 with a
chemical1y·po1ished surface. Although the losses below Hc1 in samples 15
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and 16 are ver'y different before penetration, they are in close a~\'eement
after penetration. The results for sample 17 also Bgree with those for 15
and 16 after penetration.
An increase in dissipation after penetration was also observed in
other samples. The losses in the annealed sample 10 which has an as-received
surface are shown in Fig. 8.15. In this case, the losses before and after
penetration only differ by Cl factor of three. However, in the as ..received
sample 9 no significant difference in losses could be detected.
8.9. .P'i.~c!J~
Since the increase in loss occurs after penetration of a magnetic
field into the sample. it seems natural to suppose that trapped flux is
responsible. A similar explanation was offered by Buchhold (1963) who
reported that the losses depended on the magnetic history of the samples
and that the d~/dt waveforms were asymmetric when a.c. measurements were
made in a superimposed d.c. field. Both Buchhold and Molenda (1962) and
Rocher and Septfonds (1967) found that the losses increased when flux was
trapped within a sample by cooling it in a transverse magnetic field. although
the latter authors reported that flux trapped parallel to the axis produced
little effect. Male (1970) reported increased loss in samples which had
been exposed ~o transient magnetic fields and high a.c. fields. He found
evidence that the transverse component of the trapped field at the sample
surface was responsible for the effects.
The role of trapped flux is indicated by three of the experimental
observations reported in section 8.8., namely:
(i) The effect only occurs after flux penetration. the losses being
higher after penetration.
(11) The losses in samples 15. 16 and 17 are in agreement after
penetration but not before, and the zero-field trapped flux
obtained from magnetization curves (Table 7.2.) is similar in
all three specimens.
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(iii) The Tosses in sample 10 whtch has a much lower zero-f tetd
trapped flux are not so greatly increased after penetration.
Although this is convincing evidence that the change in losses results
from flux trapping. it is difficult to understand how flux becomes. trapped in
a sample exposed to an B.C. field. For instance, for a ferromagnetic in a
slowly reducing a.c. field the area of the hysteresis loops diminishes and the
remanent flux is small. Equally. for a superconductor exposed to successive
peak fields of opposite sign and decreasing magnitude. the critical state
model shows that the overall trapped flux will be small. even though a
critical state will remain everywhere in the sample.
In an attempt to obtain further evidence of the role of trapped flux.
losses were measured in sample 15 after cooling in d.c. magnetic fields
parallel to its axis and up to 160 kAm-l (2000 De) in magnitude. To do this.
the sample was heated above its transition temperature by passing current
through a small coil wound on the sample holder. To check that the sample
was nonnal, a small a.c. field was passed through the copper solenoid. and
it was observed that this penetrated the sample. Then a large d.c. current
was passed into the solenoid. and the heating current was removed. No
significant difference in loss was detected after coo11ng the sample in this
way.. The r€:a.sonfor this is not clear. Possibly this sample trapped little
flux on cooling or the amount of trapped flux must be very near the maximum
for the effect to be observed, It would have been extremely infonnative to
be able to measure the anlount of flux trapped within the sample after
"penetrat ion, AR integrating magnetometer (Brankin et al 1970) was built
for this purpose but, unfortunately. there was insufficient time to make
the necessary modifications to the apparatus.
In spite of the negatiVe result obtained from the measurements on a
sample cooled in d.e. fields, the other evidence indicates thai flux trapping
is in sonreway responsible for the increase in losses. It was suggested
(Brankin and Rhodes 1970) that a possible mechanism was motion of the surface
exit-points of trapped flux 1ines (Hipf 196B). This model of flux-spot
144,
motion is described in on 4.3. and would explain three of the
experimental observations, i.e.
(i) The loss is similar in samples 15, 16 and 17 with similar
values of zero-f ield trapped flux, i ,e, similar numbers of
flux spots.
(ii) The loss is lower in sample 10 which has a lower trapped flux
i.e. less flux spots.
(iii) There is little change in losses in sample 9 which exhibits
strong surface pinning.
It is mere difficult to understand why the waveforms are asymmeb'ic
and why the increase in loss is so large when the flux spots might be
expected to be concentrated at the sample ends.. The distance that the
trapped flux must move can be approximately estimated as follows
The loss per cycle. L. is given by Equation 5.3.1.
Assuming that under the influence of an e ,c, field~ the trapped flux
BT moves sinusoidally over a distance d then:
f
llf 2
Lcycle = 1/2~r (2~rd). 0 Hm BT sin wt dt
II: 1fHmBTd
Values of d calculated from the losses after penetration in sample 15 assuming
. a value of 0.1 Tes la for BT are shown in Fig. 8.16. These distances seem
unreasonably large to result solely from flux-spot motion.
Therefore, although the Wipf mechanism may be responsible for the loss
produced by small, transverse. trapped fields. a more likely explanation
(Buchhold 1963) of the presen~ effect is that the presence of the trapped
flux provides 'weak spots' at which flux can penetrate more easily. The
loss mechanism is then the same as for rough samples, and .the effective
depth. of penetration (equal to L/4 1l0Hm2) is shown in Fig. 8.16. This
explanation also enables the asymmetry of the d~/dt waveforms to be under-
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stood, since penetration will be easier when the appli field is in the
same direction as the local trapped field. A large trapped field might
not be required, it being sufficient that a local critical state has been
set up_
In summary, we have Observed that after a sample has been penetrated
by a large B.C. field the losses are increased by an amount which depends
on both the zero-field tr'apped flux and the. surface pinning of the sample.
The d~/dt waveforms after penetration are asymmetric. T\'1o possible
explanations are motion of the surface exit-points of trapped flux lines.
and enhanced penetration due to the presence of trapped flux. Measurement
of the amount of flux trapped concurrently with the loss in penetrated
samples should help to disting4ish between these two mechanisms.
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9. LOSSES ABOVE H--. ---·----cl
This chapter contains the results and analysis of the loss measurements
above Hcl.in some niobium samples. The primary object of these experiments
was to investigate the effects of various surface treatments on the loss.
These treatments were intended to enhance the surface currents which. 'according
to theory. will reduce the losses. A secondary goal was the investigation of
losses in annealed samples and a comparison of the results \,/iththe theoretical
expressions described in section 4.4. using measured critical current values.
The next three sections of the chapter are devoted to the surface-tr~ated
samples, section 9.4. containing a summary of this work. The loss measure ...
ments on annealed samples are presented in section 9.5., and this is followed
by an account ofcritieal current measurements made on samples 10 and 11. In
the final section (9.7.) the results for the annealed sampl'es are compared
with the theories.
9.2. Effect of Neutron Irradiation
Neutron irradiation is known (Kernohan and Sekula 1967) to produce
extreme irreversibility in niobium, and it ~Jas thought that the surface
currents in irradiated material might be very high. Consequently,the
losses in a niobium single crystal,sample 4,were measured before and after
irradiation with 'I dose of about 1024 fast neutrons m-2• The results
(,Fig. 9.1~) show that the losses above Hel have been reduced by this
treatment. but ttre rapid rise in losses at about 73 kA{RHS)ntl (1300 De)
indicates that the surface currents have not been greatly increased. A
similar conclusion was reached in the discussion of the magnetization
measurements (Fig. 7.7.) in section 7.4. Although no loss measurements
were made below3 x 10..3 14Hz-l m-2 for the reasons discussed in section
6.4., there is apparently a small increase in the losses belo\<I 73 kA(Rr~S)m"'l
after irradi~tion \'ihichis due to an increase in K and a reduction in Hc1•
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This will arise from a decrease in the electron mean free path resul dng
fromda.mage to the crystalline lattice by the fast neutrons.
The losses can be analysed in terms of the modified form of the
Bean expression suggested by Ullmaier (1966), namely:
where Jcis the bu 1k critiea 1 current and Mf is twice the fie1d change
from which the bulk of the sample is shielded by surface currents on field
reversal. Fi!:!.9.2. shows Ll/3 plotted against Hmo The intercept on the
x-axis of the line drawn through the high-field points is equal to liH/2
and Jc can be found fr-om the slope. The value of liH/2 is found to be
98kA m-1(1230 De). and that of Jc to be 1 x 108 Am-2• The solid line in
Fig. 9.1. was calculated by substituting these values into Equation
4.4.2. It can be·seen that the experimental points and the theoretical
curve are in agreement between 80 and 110 kA (RMS)nt 1 (1400-2000 De-Peak) •
.At lower fields the experimental results lie above the predicted values,
possibly because of the surface losses below Hcl or. more likely, because
of losses at the ends of this square-ended sample (see section 5.4.).
The use of 98 kAm-l for liH/2 is reasonable since the surface currents
are small and AH/2 will be equal to Hc1' The value of Hcl after irradiation
cannot be obtained from the magnetization curve because of the small initial
penetration but, before irradiation, H 1 was equal to 103.5 kAm-l• The. c
- reduction from 103.5 kAml"l to 98 kAm'" is produced by the change in I(
mentioned· above •
.
Because the losses in a sample are inversely proportional to the
critical current, a comparison of the losses at 90 kA(RMS)m-l (1600 De)
before and after h'radiation suggests that the critical current density
has been increased by a factor of 100. This is a somewhat smaller change
than might be expected for this heavily damaged material. Linford (1968)
found that the current densities in cold ...worked niobium were as high as
«
2.5 x 109 Am,:,,2,and Autler et a1 (1962) and Chizhov (1967) have reported
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currents of order' 109 Am"'2 in deformed polycrystal1ine samples at similar
fields. Sekula (1970) has also studied the effects of neutron irradiation
on the losses in niobium. He obtained values for Jc from loss measurements
ind.c. fields in the mixed state. By analysing these in terms of the
Bean expression (Equation 3.4.4.) he obtains values of lx 109 Am-2 for
the critical current at 130 kAm-1 (1600 De) in a sample exposed to a dose
.of 6 xl023 neutrons m-2•
In order to check the critical current value of 1 X 108 Am-2 obtained
from the loss measurement, \'/e have compared the initial magnetization curve
of the sample (Fig. 7.7.) with Equation 3.4.3•• i.e.
B III H « Hp
since B III po{H + M) we can rewrite this equation as
-M I::
where Hp ::::JcD and for a cylindrical sample D is equal to the radius, r.
Substituting the values for sample 4 of 1 x 108 Am-2 for Jc and 2.5 x 10-3m
for r into this expression. we obtain
-M ::: H - HZ/S x 105
so that,at a field of 250 kAm..1• -M equals 125 kAm-l •
The actual value of ..M at Ii III 250 kAm-l (from Fig. 7.7.) is 230 kAm-l,
corresponding to a Jc of 6.25 x lOB Am-2 while at 200 kAm-1 ...~t 1: 195 kAntl
giving a Jc of about 1;5 x 109 Am-2•
A Jc value may also be obtained from the zero-fieia trapped flux
'depsity. BT(O): Assuming that on reducing the field from ebove Hc2 a
critical state is induced;n the sample until, at Hcl' no further flux
is expelled, the trapped flux ~tl1 be equal to the flux in the sample at
Hc2' i.e. 1Tr21JoHc2minus the flux Which leaves the specimen when the field
decreases from Hc2 to Hcl" The latter will be equal to the flux, ~. which
penetrates a superconductor when exposed to a field H equal to HZ ..H 1
"C c
and. according to Bean (1964). for a cylinder of radius r this is given
by
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where the cubic term in the expression because of the cylindrical
(as opposed to slab) geometry. Hence for this specimen
provided
-1 -1 -3Substituting into this equation Hc2 = 282 kArn , licl = 98 kAm , r = 2.5 x 10 m
and Jc = 108 Am-2 we obtain
8T(0) = 0.23 Tesla
On the other hand, using J,.. = 6.25 x 108 An,-2
I...
BT(o} ::: 0.33 Tesla
The value obtained from the magnetization curve (Table 7.2.) is 0.3 Tesla.
Since the actual trapped flux will be reduced both by the drop in critical
current near Hc2 and the Abrikosov shielding currents in the mixed state.
there is reasonable agreement between the experimental and theoretical values
of the trapped flux usi~g Jc = 6.25 x 108 Am-2•
Since at the field of the loss measurements (140 kAm-') Jc will be higher
than both th+s value and that obtained from the initial magnetization curve at
-M = 195 kAm-l, it can be concluded that the a.c. critical current obtained
by fitting the Ioss measurements to the expression L= 2/3 po(Hm - Hc1)3/Jc is..
at least an order of magnitude lower than that obtained from the magnetization
~urve. The a.G. critical current is also lower than that obtained for a
stmt lar sample from loss measurements in the mixed state (Sekula 1970).
The effect on the lo~ses of polishing the surface of the annealed
sample 31 with diamond paste is shown in Fig. 9.3. The decrease in the
tosses belm.., Hel has already been discussed in section 8.6. Tbe reduction
above Hcl fs even more marked. At 90 kA{RMS)m-1(1600 Oe) the losses in
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the polished sample are a factor of 1000 lower than those in the untreated
specimen. The behaviour of the loss curve in this case is different to
that of the neutron irradiated sample. Here. the losses remain 10\<J up to
95 kA(Rr'1S)m-1 (1700 Oe) where there is a steep increase until, near
110 kA(R~1S)m"1. they are very similar to those in the untreated sample.
This effect is produced by the high surface currents revealed by the
magnetization measurements (section 7.4 .. Fig. 7.8.2.). For bulk flux
penetration to be delayed up to Cl field H, equal to Hcl + jct of 135 kAm-l
(1700 De). the surface current density. jc~ must be of order 30 kAm-l• If
the current is assumed to be confined to the damaged layer which, according
to Samuels (1967), is of order 1 ).lmthick for a surface polished with 1 ).lm
diamond paste. the critical current density in this layer must be of order
3 x 1010 Am-2• It is interesting to note that assuming a depth of penetration
of 1 ).lmand a value for K of 0.125 (as in section 8.7.). the Buchhold (1963)
expression predicts a surface loss of about 10-2 WHz-1 m-2 at 135 kAm-1
(1700 De) which is only slightly less than the measured loss at that field.
Similar low losses ann delayed flux penetration have been observed in
single crystal specimens by Linford (1968) and Brank;n and Rhodes (1969)
(see Appendix). Linford found that after polishing with 6).lm diamond paste
the losses remained low up to 107 kA(RMS}m-1 (1900 Oe - see Fig. 9.4.). and
Brankin and"Rhodes found that machining delayed the rapid onset of lasses
to a similar field. The higher field for which bulk penetration occurs in
these single crystal samples than that for..the polycrystalline sample 31
,must arise from a higher shielding current in the damaged layer. In the.
case of the machined sample. this probably results from a similar current
density f10'll1n9in the thicker damaged layer produced by the machining.
Hovleve~,for the polished single crystal the losses are as low at 107 kA(R~1S)m-l
as at 95 kA(RNS}rrtl in the polycrystalline sample, indicating that the depth
of penetration is similar in the two cases. Hence, the current density in
the. deformed layer on the single crystal must be higher than 3 x 1010 Am-2•
The losses in the cold-worked, as..received sample 9 are shown in
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Fig. 9.5. The onset of high losses in this specimen is delayed tu over
120 kA(Rt'IS)m"l (2100 De), which implies that the surface grinding has
produced an even higher defect density and current carrying capacity in
the' surface layer. The losses in this sample are higher be low 110 kA(RNS)m-1
(2000 Oe) because it has a rougher surface than the polished specimens.
Applying the Bean-Ul1maier equation 4.4.2. (see Fig. 9.11 ). to the
losses in sample 9, the critical current density is found to be 3.1 x 109
Am-2 and the penetration depth at 150 kAm-1 (2150 Oe) about 20 urn. However,
the losses (Fig. 9.5.) are much higher at this field in sample 15. This is
a similar as-received specimen to 9 but it has had a surface layer 10 un!
in thickness removed by spark machining. The higher losses in sample 15
suggest that the observed delayed flux penetration in 9 results from a
higher current density flowing in a thinner layer than predicted by
equation 4.4.2. The critical current ;s probably of the same order as that
for sample 31. ;.e. 3 x 1010 Am-2• and flows in a surface layer a few
micrometres thick.
9.4. Discussion
Three methods of producing higher surface currents and hence lower
losses in niobium samples were investigated. These were : neutron-
irradiation, ion"implantation and mechanical treatment.
The ion-implantation produced no significant changes in either the
a.c. losses or the magnetization curve (section 8.4.) of sample 27. Since
a sigf1ificant ion current was !T!onitoredat the sample, some damage must have
been produced although no analytical check was made that niobium ions were. .
being implanted. Vlhilst aligning the beam some copper ions were implanted.
The effect of plating the surface of a superconductor with a normal metal.
is to reduce the irreverSibility (Barnes and Fink 1966, Kwasnitza and
,
L~inkler1969). but it seems unlikely that the implanted copper could have
exactly cancelled any effects produced by damage. Little work on ion-
implantat tcn in superconductor's has been reported by other workers. except
that Chang and Rose-Innes (1970) found a significant change in the surface
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critical currents of Nb-t'io samples wbosasurf'ace composition had been altered
by the implantation of ~10 ions. Here, a significant concentratf on chance
was produced to a depth of or-der 25 nm in an alloy wi th a coherence 1ength
of order 15 nm. In our experiment, the depth of implantation \'lasof order
10 nm and the coherence length approximately 40 nm. The absence of any
measurable effect was therefore probably due to an insufficient depth of
implantation.
Of the other two techniques, neutron-irradiation produced a significant
increase in the bulk critical current but no similar change in the surface
currents. Suitable mechanical treatment enhances both the bulk and surface
critical currents and.when a surface is mechanically polished, the losses
rffinainbelow 10-2 WHz-l m-2 to fields of order 95 kA(RMS)m-l (1700 De). A
comparison of the losses in a variety of treated single-crystal and poly...
crystalline samp les is shown in Fig. 9.4. It is very clear that polycrystalline
material with a mechanically-worked. smooth surface is capable of giving an
excellent loss performance. We have shown that surface current densities
of order 1010 Am-2 are obtainable by mechanical polishing, and there appears
no reason why this might not be further increased by suitai.Jletreatments.
The results for the mechanically-polished single-crystal and cote-worked. '
polycrystalline sample suggest that niobium \-lithlosses below 2 x 10-3 HHz·1
m"'2 (the economic level) up to 90 kA(Rr4S)m-1 (16000e - Peak) and below
2 x 10-1 WHz·1 m..2 at up to 130 kA(RHS}m-l could be produced commercially.
Our purpose in investigating the effects of neutron and ion bombardment
on the losses was to induce high defect densities$ similar to those produced
by cold working,' in a'controlled manner ~'Jithoutsimultaneously altering the
surface profile. Neutron irradiation has been shown to be a useful way of
producing high uniform damage densf tf es in bulk material. \4ebelieve that
further experiments with ion-implantation are desirable using either more
energetic niobium ions or lighter ions (e.g. protons) to produce deeper
penetration, and that these win show that this technique is equally effective
for producing controlled surface damage.
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9.5.
The losses in the as-received sample 9 are compared in Fig. 9.5. with
those in three other samples. i ,e, No.15 whtch has a 10 \lm surface layer
removed by spark machin; , No.30 annealed for 1 hr at 9000e and No.10
annealed for 24 hrsat 900De. There is a progressive increase in losses in
the four specimens. It has been argued in section 9.3. that the change from
semp le 9 to 15 results f~'om the removal of the heavily damaged surface Iayer
which is capable of carrying high shielding currents. The increase in samples
30 and 10 are due to the decrease in defect density brought about by their
heat treatment, which reduces the pinning and produces greater flux penetration
at a given f'te ld, This increased flux penetration is reflected in their
magnetization curves (Fig. 7.1.).
The losses are also affected by the value of the 10\vet" critical field,
Hcp and the surface profile of the specimen. This is demonstrated in Fig ..9.6.
in which are compared the losses in samplesll and 29 which both have rough
(spa.rkenergy 3 and 1) surfaces and Hcl values of 71.6 kAm-1 and 108.2 kAm-1
respectively, and 26 which has an electropolished surface and an Hcl value of
108.2 kAm-1• The losses are lower in sample 29 than in 11 which has the
lower Hcl" Although the losses in the smooth sample 26 are lower than in 29
at low field~ they increase rapidly above Hcl and are higher at fields above
80 kA(RMS)m-l- (1430 00). Both effects are related to greater flux penetration
in the specimen exhibiting higher loss. The 10\,1 loss in sample 29 must be
related to the greater irreversibility in the magnetization curve which, it
was shown 1n sec:tion 7.3., prtlbably results from the surface pinning of flux
spots ,
It is clear from these results that any theory of the losses must
allow for variations in at least three sample parameters, namely:
(1) The loi'J&rcriti<:al field, H~l
(i1) The bulk critical current, Jc
(iii) The surface pinning and the surface critieal current,jc.
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9.6. Critical Currents
The Iower critical fi el ds of the samples were obtained fran their
magnetization curves. The critical currents of samples 10 and 11 were
obtained from measurements of their a.c. permeability using the methods and
apparatus deser-t becfn sections 6.2. and 6.3.
The fundamental quadrature component, Va. of the pick-up coil signal ~
<
for sample 10 is shown in Fig. 9.7. plotted as a function of the applied
a.c. field, '1n' This diagram also shows the square root of VQ plotted
against hm' and Fig. 9.B. shovs vQi versus hm at a number of different d,c,
fields in the mixed state. Although the points lie on a curve, they can be
fitted reasonably well at high values (If vQi by the straight lines drawn on
the diagrams. Ul1maier's express ion fo~ the loss in a superconductor
(Equation 4.4.2.) may be written
Sekula and Earrett (1970) have revised Ul1maier's calculation and shown that
the loss is given by
which is similar in form to Equation 4.4.3. derived by Dunn and Hlawiczka
(1968). For the purposes of this analysis it is convenient to assume that
. these equations may be approximated by
9.6.1.
2since this leads to a dependence of VQ on (hm - b~2) .Equation 6.2.2.
shows that IV Q lis given by :
IVQ I == NA41P 1" hm
and combining equations 9.6.1 •• 9.6.2. and 5.4.1. we obtain
9.6.2.
9.6.3.
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Hence, the tntercepts at vQi equals zero of the lines drawn in Figs. 9.7. and
9.8. are equal to the MV2 values , and the gradients of these lines are
proportional to Jc• By substituting N == 1000, til == 2'1r.31.7 rad 5.
1, and
r == 1.5 x 10-3 In into Equation 9.6.3., Jc can be shov,n to be related to the
gradi ants by
Jc = 500/(Gradient)2
Values of Jc and /J!r1/2 (equals jc) obtained from the lines on Fig. 9.8. are
shown in Fig. 9.10. The Jc values have been plotted against the static field.
Hd•c.' but, because t.H is defined as the field change from which the bulk
sample 1s shielded on field reversal (which in this experiment occurs at
Hd•c• + hm), the AH/2 values have been plotted against Hd•c• + hm•
The difficulty of obtaining a value for the hysteretic shielding
current jc (or AH/2 Am...l) is illustrated by the results at a d,c, field of
105.5 kAm-1 shown in Fig. 9.7. The 10\\'esta.c. field at which data has been
obtained from the experimental curve is 8.5 kAm-1• this corresponds to a
voltage of about 1 ~V which is close the the limit of sensitivity of the
apparatus. Hence. if the critical current is defined as the induced current
at \,/hicha voltage first appears, jc is equal to 8.5 kAm-1• Campbell (1969)
has suggested that the critical current may be defined as that at which the
depth of penetration of the a.c. field exceeds the penetration depth. At
which for niobium at 4.2oK is about 50 nm. Since, from the Bean-Ul1ma;er
theory, the depth of penetration. d,equals (nm - AH/2)/Jc and (at 105.5
kAm-1) Jc equals ?6 x 108 Am"2 (Fi~. 9.10). equation 9.6.3. shows that a
penet~ation of 50 nm (5 x lO-8m) corresponds to
VQ~ = (500 Jc)~ x 5 x 10",8 = 0.03 llvi
The first detectable yo1tage corresponds tovQI = 0.8 llvi so this criterion
also gives ajc of 8.5 kAm-'. These 'first penetration' criteria do not
allow f.orvoltages 8t'ising from penetrated surface asperities, and a third
method of defining jc as equal to the intercept of the straight line at VOl
equals zero gives a h'igher value of 10.7 kAm-l• In general these two methods
164.
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of defining jc give values which may differ by a factor of two , In plott"jng
hH/2 in Fig. 9.10., the values given by the intercepts of the straight. line
at vQl = 0 have been u to give consistent results.
Campbell's method of analysis was used for the permeability measure-
ments on sample 11. The in-phase, wideband, pick-up coil voltage, Vo~ was
measured at Cl number of fields and the gradient dVidhm of these curves is
plotted against hm in Fig. 9.9. In this case the curves sho\'lthe flux
profile within the sample. The advantage of Campbell's technique is
illustrated by the calculation given above of the depth of penetration ilt
a particular value of VQI, in which the bulk value of the critical current,
Jct was substituted into Equation 9.6.3. The flux profiles show that Jc
is highe~ near the surface and this calculation. is incorrect. Using
Campbell's expression (Equation 6.2.5.) which may be rewritten as
9.6.4.
the depth of penetration, d. may be found without assuming a value for Jc•
A similar expression to Equation 9.6.4. may be obtained by differentiating
Equation 9.6.3. By substituting d for (hm - 6JV2)/Jc into the resulting,
~xpression we obtain for VQ (= aVQ) the signal measured at the phase ..
sensitive detector
9.6.5. tdVQ/dhm = 8/3 ~oawNr d
Equations 9.6.4. and 9.6.5. differ only by the constant 4/3. Hence, similar
tfiux prof:iies may be obtained from measurements of either dVo/dhm or dVQ/dhm•
The_analysis in 'terms of vQl has the advantage of simplicity a~d leads to the
same values for Jc on the linear portions of the curve as those obtained from
the ftux'profiles.
The flux profiles for ~.ample 11 shown in Fig. 9.9. confirm that a
cr+ttce l state exists within this annealed sample and that, except near the
surface, the London approximation Jc = dB/dx = constant is obeyed for
penetration of up to 100 }lm. At larger penetrations where the internal
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field is significantly t dB/dx ri ses becau se of the Id~i!ler 1oca 1-
current density. The values for Jc obtained from these profiles are plotted
in Fig. 9.10. together with jc values obtained from profiles at lower
penetration depths up to 10 pm.
The bulk critical current values of samples 10 and 11 shown in
Fig. 9.10 are useful in comparing the loss measurements ~tith the theoret+cat
expressions. f!o'vlever,it wi 11 be seen in the next section that the surface
currents significantly affect the losses only near Hcl where they are of the
same order of magnitude as the peak applied field, H. No surface currentm
measurements \Alere possible in this regime because. in the a ,c, permeability
technique, the alternating field must induce currents exceeding the surface
critical current fora voltage to appear. The a.c. field amplitude was
limited to about 20 kAm-1 (Peak) so that measurable surface currents were an
order of magnitude smaller than Hel (~ 100 kAm-1).
9.7. Discussion.,._.._~- .......-
The results described in section 9.5. show that the magnitude of the
losses in niobium at high fields depends on the bulk defect density. the
.,valueof the lower critical field, Hcl' and the surface shielding currents.
The Bean (1964) and Irie and Yamafuji (1967) expressions are not applicable
to these mea$urements since they specifically exclude surface effects.
Instead, the losses must be analysed in terms of either Equation 4.4.3.
derived by Dunn 'and Hl aviczke (1968) 'ilhiehincludes the parameters Hcl and
AH*, or Equation 4.4.2. suggested by Ul1maier (1966) which includes the
parameter AH (see section 4.4.). Since Ullmaier's expression predtcts
that L will vary as {Hm - AHl2)3. the cube root of the loss is plotted
against Hm in Fig. 9.11. Straight lines have been drawn through the points
assuming that the intercept at L equals zero (AH/2) is equal to Hcl
(108kAnt' - 13600e) for all $4mples with the exception of No.l1 for
\-/hichAH/2 has to be taken to be 72 kAm-l (9000e). The values of Jc
calculated from the gradients of these lines using the expressHm
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are marked on the diagram. The experimental results lie on the lines for
all samples except Nos. 9 and 11 although there are some deviations at high
fields. The losses in sample 9 arise almost entirely from the surface and
the dotted line was drawn to calculate the values of critical current and
penetration depth quoted in section 9.3.
There is a marked difference in behaviour between the rough samples
11 and 29 and the smooth specimens 30 and 10. For the latter, the losses
lie above the straight lines at higher fields indicating a dependence of
the loss on a higher power of ~ than 3. The critical current in sample
10 decreases with f~eld (Fig. 9.10.), so that the Kim approximation
(Jc = a/H) should be used in the loss expression and a variation of loss
as Hm4 is expected: The critical current also decreases with field in
sample 11 but, for both this specimen and sample 29. the losses lie below
the theoretical line indicating a field dependence of less than Hm3• This
is probably a result of their rough surfaces inhibiting flux penetration.
The magnetization curves of both samples have essentially flat regions about
160 kAm-l (2000 Oe) indicating a constant depth of penetration, for which
the losses will increase only as Hm2•
"The Bean-Ul1maier expression fits the loss results for the highly
1t~reversible samples 15 (Fig. 9.11) and 4 (Figs. 9.1. and 9.2.) very well
.and is reasonably satisfactory for the more reversible samples 10 and 30
(Fig. s.nr except at higher fields. However', comparison of the critical
curreRt for sample 4 obtained by fitting the theoretical expression to the
loss measurements (Fig. 9.l.) with the value obtained from the magnetization
curve sho\'/sthat the latter is i';\boutan order of magnitude larger. Similarly,
the critical current obtained from a.c. permeability measurements on sample
10 (Fig. 9.10.) is two orders of magnitude larger at similar fields than
that obtained from the loss measurements (Fig. 9.11).
Linford (1968) observed a similar lack of agreement between the
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measured and theoret ice l losses in polycrys tal l ine niobium v!hen a cri t lce l
current va1ue obta ined frolTl other sources was substituted into an express ion t
similar to Dunn and Hlawiczkats (1968), which assumed a constant shielding
current equal to Hcl• He found that at high fields the losses were of the
order predicted by the Bean (1964) theory. Applying this theory to our
results also leads to some agreement at high fields. Substituting the Jc
value of 1.5 x 109 Am-2 obtained from the magnetization curve of sampl~ 4
into
gives a loss of 2.3 t~Hz-l m..2 at 160 kAm-1 (2000 De) \..rhichis reasonably
close to the (extrapolated) experimental value of 2.0 WHz-1 m-2• The loss
in sample 10 at 130 kAm-1 (1640 De) is 5.6 WHz-1 m-2• Substitution of the
Jc value at this field given in Fig. 9.10. (3 x 108 Am-2) into the Bean
expression gives a loss of 6.2 ~lHz-l m"'Z•
This agreement between the experimental and theoretical losses using
the Bean equation implies that at hi~h fields the shielding currents are
negligible in comparison with Hm' This is confirmed by the AH/2 values for
sample 10 shown in Fig. 9.10. Linford arrived at the same conclusion by
examining the d~/dt waveforms of his polycrystal1ine samples in a,c, fields
greater than Hcl• He found that d0/dt was aIvays non-zero for -11 1 < H <c a.c.
H l' These results imply that the assumption made by Dunn and Hlawiczka (1968)c ,
that provided AH* is negligible df)/dt equals zero for -H 1 < H < H 1 doesc a.c. c
not apply to these niobium samples. so that a constant value for ,AI1/2 (equal
to Hci) should not be used in the Ullmaier expression.
Wipf (1968) has shown that for NbZr the Ul1maier theory agrees "iell
with measured losses when the values for AB in Nb-Zr obtained by Ullmaier
and Gau~tel~ (1966) are used. No similar comparison can be made for our
results on sample 10 because. as was explained in the last section, no
measurements of the shielding currents were obtained in the region near Hcl
where they are significant. It seems possible however that the theory will
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fit the results for niobium equally ~~ll, provided experimental values of
J c and MI are obta ined from other measurements.
In summary. we have shown that the losses in niobium samples above
Hcl depend on the bulk defect density, the lower critical field, Hcl' and
the surface shielding currents , Only Ullmaiet~'s (1966) expression correctly
describes the form of these losses. A critical state has been shown to
exist in annealed specimens, and the loss measurements for both irreversible
and annealed samples fit the equation
(Jc := Constant)
However. the critical current values then obtained are at least an order of
magnitude lower than those given by other measurement., At fie.ldswell above
Hcl• the losses are in reasonable agre~nent with those predicted by the
Bean (1964) equation using experimental values for Jc• It has been shown that
this agreement with the Bean theory arises because the shielding currents are
negligible at hig~er fields. It has been suggested that the correct Ullmaier
expression
may be a good fit to the measured losses in niobium if experimental values
for both Jc and 6H are employed. but it has not been possible to verify
this.
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10. CONCLUSIONS-'"'-""~.--.---
t'iagnetization and Iow-f'requency a ,c, loss measurements have been made
at 4.2 K on a ran9c of niobium s'ingle crystal and polycrystal1ine specimens.
We have found that the losses above and below Hcl depend on different material
parameters and our' resul ts from these .two regimes show that :
The losses in samples with rough surfaces (C.L.A. > 0.33 \.1m)cooled
in the eart:l's field. arise from penetratlon of surface asperities by the
applied e ,c. field. A modified verston of Buchhold's equation has been
developed to analyse the results, namely:
where BeL. the lower critical field, is equal to Iic1 for type II and He
. . .for type I superconductors and D is the centre 1ine~verageva1ue of the
surface profile. It has been shown that this expression agrees well with
the experimental dependence of the losses on the frequency of the applied
field. on the surface roughness and on the lower critical field of both
type I and II superconductors. The expression
agrees within a factor of two with the measured losses in ccld-vorked
and annealed niobium samples having C.L.A. values between 0.33 and 5.0 pm
and the results obtained by Seebold (1969) for lead. indium and.tin samples
with-C.L.A. values of 7.6 and 20 pm.
The losses in annealed. smooth specimens are somewhat higher than
predicted by the above expression. It has been suggested. that this is
because either the exit of flux from the sample is delayed by the Bean-
Livingston surface barrier or a second loss mechanism is operative.
In smooth samples having bright, polished surfaces the losses are
strongly dependent on the surface treatment. a high defect density reducing
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the losses by over an order of magnitude.
It has been found that the losses in specimens having a large, zero-
field, trapped flux may be increased by up to thirty times after exposure
to B.C. fields large enough to produce complete penetration. However, there
was little change in the losses in a sample having a high surface defect
density. It is thought that the increased losses result from flux trapped
within the sample. although it is not clear whether these losses arise from
the motion of the surface exit-points of trapped flux lines or from increased
penetration of the applied field at 'weak-spots' produced by the presence of
a local critical state.
fvleasurementson samples in which high bulk or surface defect densities
have been induced by neutron irradiation or mechanical treatment have shown
that the critical currents are increased and the losses decreased by these
treatments. H.ighsurface currents are particularly effective in reducing
the losses in such damaged specimens. Neutron irradiation does not appear
to be a satisfactory method for producing large surface currents, but
mechanical treatment, e.g. grinding or polishing, is effective. Implantation
of niobium ions into the surface of a niobium sample in an attempt to produce
damage proved to have no measurab1e effect. However , it is thought that the
depth of penetrat ton (about 10·om) of the ions was insufficient and that
further experiments using more powerful or lighter ions should be attempted.
We have shown that the losses above Hcl depend on the bulk defect
density, the lower critical field, Hc,. and the surface shielding currents.
In annealed samples. the losses are significantly affected by the surface
roughness. A rough surface reduces the losses, and this has been related to
the delayed flux penetration and hysteresis revealed by the magnetization
curves. This hysteresis can only be attributed to the rough surface profile.
and it is thought that a longitudinal critical state may be produced by the
pinning of flux spots on the surface profile.
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The measured losses in both irreversible and annealed samples fit
the expression
(Jc :: constant)
but the critical current density. Jct obtained is at least an order of
magnitudeloV!er than the value obtained from other measurements. It has
been shown that this is because the shielding field, 6~V2. is not constant
and for our samples is practically negligible except near He1•
Some of our conclusions are of more technical interest. namely:
(1) Since the losses below the lower critical field, Hcl or Hc' are
intrinsically low. the niobil.lmfor an a.c. conductor should have
as high a value for Hcl as possible. i.e. should be chemically pure.
(2) For low losses below Hcl an a.c. conductor should have:
(a) A smooth bright surface. although asperities with a C.L.A. value
of less than about 0.3 pm may not be Significant.
(b) A high surface defect density produced, for exaMple, by mechanical
polishing. rolling (of sheet) or drawing (of wires).
(3) For low losses above Hcl a conductor should have
(a) A high surface defect density
(b) A high bulk defect density
A roughened surface reduces the losses in annealed samples but this
effect was not found to be important in cold-worked materials.
(4) If flux becomes trqpped within a superconductor the subsequent losses
may be greatly increased. Since flux may be trapped in an a.c. conductor
dur.ing overload conditions and can only be removed. by warming above the
transition temperature, devices should be designed to minimize the effect.
This might be done, for example, by employing a suitable conductor geometry
but a more satisfactory solution would be to use a conductor with a high
surface defect density. The increase in losses in such.materials appears
to be practically negligible.
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(5) Our results indicate that it is possible to produce a conductor with
losses at 50 Hz bel ow 0.1 \'J m-2 (2 x 10-3 ~}Hz-l m-2) at currents of
up to 80 kA(RMS)m"'l•
Farther ~Jork----
It has been ShO\'iO that the Tosses in niobium be lev, Hcl can be made small
enough for techrrlcal requirements. The greatest interest lies 'in producing
materials with low losses at higher fields.
A considerable amount of work remains to be done on determining the
relative effectiveness of surface treatments, particularly mechanical ones,
in increasing the bulk and surface critical current densities. We believe
that ion-implantation will prove to be a valuable means of producing
controlled surface' damage if the implantation depth is increased by using
higher energy niobium ions at" lighter ions such as protons. The latter
a lternati ve has the advantage that changes of the surface prof t.l e by
sputtering should be minimized.
Hark is also required on methods of producing niobium in suitable fonn
for a conductor. e.g. by vapour deposition or electroplating onto hard
type I I superconductors or copper substrates ,
Other topics of more academic interest arising directly out of this
work are investigations of the mechanism producing losses in samples
.containing trapped flux and of the mechanism .by which losses below Hcl are
reduced in'mechanically and chemically polished samples. An adequate
inves.tigation of these effects would require a more sensitive loss measuring
apparatus than that used in our experiments. Because of the difficulties
of compensation in the electrical method, an absolute calorimetric technique
might be more satisfactory for this purpose.
Finally, the losses above Bcl in annealed niobium require further
investJgation. The surface shielding currents should be measured near Hcl
and used together with measurements of the bulk cr+t ical current to test
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Ul1mait1r's express ion, The a ,c, permeab'ilt ty technique is a useful method
for measuring the fl ux profi1 es and bul k cr+tt ea 1 currents in superconductors
under a.c. conditions. It could also be used for measuring the shielding
currents near Hcl if the a.c. field amplitude is increased. The magnitude
of the shielding currents can also be obtained from d.e. magnetization
measurements, and cenpar+son of the results fr-om the two techniques would
be of interest. Little work has been undertaken on the losses in low
pinning materials. Such measurements should give considerable insight into
the dynamics of flux motion in the mixed state.
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A.C. losses in niobium single crystals in the
Meissner state
P. R. BRANKIN and R. G. RHODES
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Abstract. Losses at 50 Hz as a function of magnetic field and surface profile have
been investigated in single crystal samples of niobium at 4·2 "x using an electronic
wattmeter. The losses in samples with smooth surfaces were less than
5 x 10-4 W HZ-l m-2 at 1 x 105 A m-1 (1250 Oe), A sample with a cold-worked
surface showed higher losses both before and after the surface was polished. It is
concluded that the surface finish is of major importance in determining the magnitude
of losses below the lower critical field.
t. Introduction
The subject of a.c. losses in superconductors is of considerable interest because of the
potential application of these materials in a.c. devices. Buchhold and Molenda (1962)
have shown that losses occur in superconductors subject to low-frequency magnetic fields
or Currents. Even when the superconductor exhibits perfect macroscopic diamagnetism in
the Meissner state, where a d.c. current is carried without loss, some a.c, losses are detected.
Buchhold (1963) suggested that these losses were, in the main, due to local, hysteretic
penetration of the a.c, field at surface imperfections. He proposed. that the surface loss
L(wm-2) was related to the frequencyf(Hz) and magnitude Hm (Am-1)of the applied field,
the average depth d (m) of penetration of the field and the hysteresis factor K, by the relation
L=4p,ofHm2dK.
K is a dimensionless constant related to the hysteresis associated with a given field pene-
tration." This formula only applies in the Meissner state, and does not differentiate between
type I and II superconductors. The terms d and Kin this formula are both affected by
sample properties. Buchhold (1963), Rocher and Septfonds (1967), Easson and Hlawiczka
(1968) and Linford (1968) observed that the losses at a fixed field increased as the surface
roughness increased. This they interpreted as an increase of the field penetration depth d
with increasing surface roughness. On the other hand, one would expect d to decrease with
an increase in flux-pinning. Above the lower critical field Hdl of niobium (a type II
superconductor) the losses are found to decrease as the flux-pinning increases (e.g. Linford
1968}. By analogy one would 'expect similar behaviour below Hm.
Rocher and Septfonds (1967) have measured losses at frequencies between 1 and 50 kHz
in polycrystalline niobium samples for fields up to 4 X 104Am-l (5000e). They found
that the.lossesdepesded on a number of factors, i.e. the frequency, the applied field, the
field in which the sample Wl\S cooled, the surface finish and the resistance ratio of the
materials: As a result of increasing the resistance ratio by outgassing the samples at
2100°c in a· vacuum of approximately 10-9 torr, the losses also increased, and this was
explained by the lower flux-pinning in the outgassed samples. However, Seebold (to be
published) has reported that, for pure lead samples in the Meissner state, no change in the
losses occurred when their resistivity ratios differed by two orders of magnitude.
Linford and Rhodes (1968) have published results comparing the losses below HCl in
..polycrystalline and single-crystal niobium samples. The losses in the polycrystal were
found to be lower, presumably because of the greater amount of flux-pinning, Measure-
ments on machined polycrystalline niobium by Easson and Hlawiczka (I968) showed that,
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below HOI, losses at a given field decrease sharply as the surface finish improves, and that
losses in a very well polished sample are extremely low up to about 1500Oe.
The purpose of the present experiments was to investigate the a.c. losses in niobium below
its lower critical field HCl, or, in the case of some samples, below the field of first flux
penetration HFP, i.e. in the Meissner state. To avoid any complicating effects of grain
size and grain boundaries on the surface structure, single-crystal specimens were studied.
2. Measurements
Three samples of niobium single crystal, grown by electron-beam zone melting and
having orientations near the [110] direction, have been measured. The samples were pre-
pared in the form of solid cylinders 40 mm long and 3-5 mm in diameter. An alternating
magnetic fieldwas applied axially to the samples and losses were measured using an electronic
wattmeter technique (Easson and Hlawiczka 1967,. Linford 1968). Critical field values
were obtained using a vibrating sample magnetometer.
Sample 1 was centreless ground to 3 mm diameter, chemically polished and finally
outgassed near the melting point at a pressure of 10-10 torr. Its resistance ratio was 1040.
The losses in this sample, as a function of the peak field, are shown in figure 1. The results
from a low-loss polycrystalline sample, measured by Easson and Hlawiczka (1968), have
also been plotted for comparison.
Figure 1 also shows the losses measured in sample 2 for two different surface treatments.
The first measurements were made after spark-eroding the crystal to a cylindrical form.
Final shaping to a diameter of 5 mm was carried out at spark energy 7. The losses were
then remeasured after chemical polishing.
Sample 3 was cut from the same as-grown crystal as sample 2. It was machined to a
cylinder of 5 mm diameter on an ordinary lathe. The losses measured after this treatment..
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are shown in figure 2. The sample was then mechanically polished with emery cloth and
diamond paste to a 1 /-tm finish and the losses were remeasured. It can be seen in figure 2
that this mechanical polish has produced little effect. The results for sample 2 after
spark-erosion are also shown for comparison.
Talysurf profiles of sample 3, taken after machining and after polishing, showed that the
major surface features left by machining had been removed by polishing. However, some
irregularities remained and the profile was very similar to that obtained from sample 2 after
spark-erosion. Microscopic examination revealed these irregularities to be scratches from
the emery cloths.
3. Discussion
From the measurements on samples 1 and 2 (figure 1) it is clear that, even for pure
samples with low bulk flux-pinning, the losses below HC! are very small if the surface finish
is good. It is interesting to note that above HCI the losses in the polycrystalline material
are much lower than those in the single crystal, but below H Cl the losses are comparable.
These measurements also show that the transition between high- and low-loss regimes
occurs very close to H Cl. Chemical polishing of sample 2 has decreased the losses below
HCI, and the transition appears sharper.
The losses measured below HCl on these two samples are lower than those reported by
Linford and Rhodes (1968) for a niobium single crystal. This is possibly because of a
better surface finish on the present samples, which had smooth bright etch-pit free surfaces
after chemical polishing.
The results obtained on sample 3 (figure 2)are somewhat different. The losses do not
undergo a transition to a high-loss regime until fields approaching 1·5 x 105A m-I (1900Oe).
In general it has been found that single-crystal samples with worked surfaces behave in this
manner. Magnetization measurements indicate that large-scale flux penetration is delayed
to fields well above HCl. It is thought that this effect is produced by defect stabilized
surface currents shielding the interior of the sample. This hypothesis is confirmed by
surface current measurements (to be published) in the mixed state which show a large
increase as a result of surface treatment. The currents measured in sample 3 were of the
correct order of magnitude to provide shielding up to 1·6X 105A m-I (2000 Oe).
A feature of the results for sample 3 which is more difficult to interpret is the small
change'In losses between the polished and unpolished surfaces. Moreover, although the
surface profile of sample 3 after polishing was similar to that of sample 2 after spark
machining, the losses were considerably higher (see figure 2). The heavily worked surface
of sample 3 might be expected to provide strong flux-pinning and hence smaller losses.
The reason that this was not observed is possibly that the surface layers were severely
damaged by the machining and subsequent mechanical polishing.
4. Conclusions
These results confirm the conclusions of other workers that, to achieve minimum losses,
it is of primary importance to use material with a smooth surface. Our measurements
indicate that provided the surface is sufficiently smooth the bulk flux-pinning of the sample
is not so important in losses below HCl. The measurements also demonstrate that
mechanical'polishing may not always be a satisfactory way of achieving a smooth surface.
Since losses increase sharply atRcl or HFP it is necessary to use a material treated so as
to make this field as high as possible.
The results also indicate that the effect of the metallurgy of the surface layers on losses
below HCI requires further investigation. It is intended to measure losses in polycrystalline
niobium samples as a function of their annealing treatment. Measurements will also be
made on material with different surface finishes to obtain more quantitative data on the
effect ofsurface finish.
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Notes on experimental technique and apparatus
A simple integrating magnetometer
P R Brankin, A R Eastham and R G Rhodes
School of Engineering Science, University of Warwick,
Coventry, Warwicks.
MS received 2 December 1969
Abstract Some problems with the vibrating sample
technique for obtaining magnetization curves of
superconducting samples are discussed. The construction and
performance of a simple integrating magnetometer which
overcomes some of these difficulties is described.
1 Introduction
This note describes a simple integrating magnetometer designed
to obtain magnetization curves of superconducting samples.
Hitherto, we have used a vibrating sample magnetometer of
the type described by Zijlstra (1967) to carry out these
measurements. However, it has been reported (Love et al.
1952, Finnemore et al. 1966, Campbell et al. 1968) that
vibration or motion of a superconducting sample in a magnetic
field may affect the penetration or expulsion of flux. Also, in
conditions in which bulk flux changes are inhibited by surface
flux-spot pinning (Hart and Swartz 1967), it has been shown
that the magnetization near the sample ends differs from that
of the central region (P R Doidge and A R Eastham to be
published). With the vibrating sample magnetometer, the
relative positions of the sample and pick-Up coils are very
critical and, in practice, anomalies in the shape of the magneti-
zation curves obtained with this instrument are often observed.
To overcome these difficulties, and because it was desired to
make magnetization and ac measurements without disturbing
a sample in the helium bath, it was decided to construct an
integrating magnetometer.
2 Apparatus
A schematic diagram of the integrating magnetometer is
shown in figure 1. The sample is placed in the centre of a
coaxial pair of search coils which have an approximately equal
number of area turns, and are connected in series opposition.
Magnet Magnet
supply
F'iguie 1 Schematic diagram of magnetometer
With the sample in the normal state, the coil system is made
non inductive by adjusting the position of a .small compen-
sating. coil. In a swept magnetic field H paralIel to the axis of
the sample,' the voltage V across the coils is given by
dMdH
V= -(nt -n2) A dH di'
Here A is the cross-sectional area of the sample, and dM/dH
is the slope of the magnetization curve. In one experimental
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arrangement the search coils are 5 mm long. The inner coil
has a mean diameter of 3·5mm and m=2100 turns, while the
outer coil has a mean diameter of 7·2mm and n2= 500 turns.
After amplification by a Keithley nanovoltmeter, which has
a very low drift (10 nV per day), the signal from the search
coils is integrated to produce a voltage proportional to
magnetization. The integrator is designed to have a stability
of 0·1% over periods of up to 30 minutes. It consists of an
input resistor and an operational amplifier with capacitive
feedback. The output of the integrator may be set to zero by
switching a 1 MQ resistor in place of the feedback capacitor.
A second switch enables the output to be held constant by
connecting a 1 MQ resistor between earth and the amplifier
input. The input offset voltage of the amplifier may be reduced
to zero by using the trimming facilities in the circuit and an
external 10-turn 100 kQ Helipot,
The chopper-stabilized amplifier is an Analogue Devices'
type 230J. This has an input bias current drift of 1 pA degC-l
and an input offset voltage drift of 0-5 p,VdegC-1. Two
0·5 p,F (±t%) film capacitors (Salford Electrical Industries
Ltd), having a temperature coefficient of -150± 80 p.p.m, and
a leakage resistance of 5 x 1011Q are used for the feedback
capacitors. The 1 MQ (± t%) input resistor (Paignton Ltd)
is a metal oxide film type with a temperature coefficient of
± 25 p.p.m, To minimize thermal voltages in the integrator
"all internal connections are made with untinned Cu wire and
CdSn solder. Glass fibre insulation board is used wherever
necessary to minimize leakage currents, and Radiospares
Maka-Switch units, having a high leakage resistance (> 1011Q)
and low thermal emfs, are used for switching.
Before sweeping the magnetic field the gain of the nano-
voltmeter is adjusted to keep the integrator input signal within
the range 0-1 V to avoid saturation of the operational
amplifier. The integrated voltage is fed to the Yaxis of an
XY recorder, while a signal proportional to the magnetic
field is fed to the X axis.
3 Conclusions
The integrating magnetometer has provided a convenient and
accurate method of obtaining the magnetization curves of
cylindrical superconducting samples with diameters in the
range 1-5 mm, at field sweep rates down to 103A m-I S-l
(about 10 Oe S-l). The construction of the magnetometer
presented no great difficulties, and it became operational in
a very short time.
A comparison of the magnetization measurements on
various samples using both the vibrating sample and inte-
grating methods will be published shortly.
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